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ABSTRACT 

Along with the detective story, the Westem may be classified as a singularly 

American genre of fiction. This dissertation focuses on the presence of recognizable 

narrative stmctures inherent to the Western genre and myths associated with the 

American West in Cormac McCarthy's Westem novels, Blood Meridian, All the Pretty 

Horses, The Crossing, and Cities of the Plain. 

This dissertation begins by briefly defining what constitutes the Westem genre, 

building upon the definitions of genre, myth, and ideology provided by Richard Slotkin 

in Gunfighter Nation (1992). In tum, each of McCarthy's four Westem novels are 

considered by focusing on how each novel exhibits the narrative conventions of the 

Westem genre and depicts the cultural myths and ideological concepts associated with 

the American West. 

The incessant violence in Blood Meridian serves as an indictment of Manifest 

Destiny suggesting that the process of westward expansion necessitates the subjugation 

of others and in tum creates bmtal conditions conducive to the existence of Glanton's 

scalphunters and similar parties. The primary myths associated with the American West 

in All the Pretty Horses involve its cowboy hero John Grady whose actions are motivated 

by a combination of his nostalgia for the past and his yearning for a romanticized 

agrarian way of life he associates with the past. The Crossing depicts the freedom of 

movement associated with the American West and questions the effects of human 

interaction with the natural world made most evident in the rescue of the wolf Cities of 

IV 



the Plain focuses on the familiar trope of the redemption of a fallen woman, represented 

by the epileptic teenage prostitute Magdalena. 

In each novel Cormac McCarthy appropriates recognizable narrative stmctures 

and cultural myths associated with the American West to explore the viability of the 

Westem genre. In doing so, McCarthy affirms James Folsom's assertions in The 

American Westem Novel (1966) that the purpose of the Westem story does not consist 

solely of a realistic depiction of the history of the United States, but instead the Westem 

story has become "a metaphorical parable of the inconsistencies and contradictions" (29) 

that informs the American Experience. 



CHAPTER I 

THE WESTERN GENRE AND CORMAC McCARTHY: 

PARABLES OF THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 

In his Westem novels. Blood Meridian, All the Pretty Horses, The Crossing, and 

Cities of the Plain, Cormac McCarthy uses recognizable narrative stmctures and myths 

associated with the American West to explore the viability of the Westem genre. 

Understanding McCarthy's success in appropriating narrative stmctures and cultural 

myths associated with the Westem genre necessitates examining first the criteria for what 

constitutes a Western novel. Next, those cultural myths transmitted via Westem 

narratives must be considered in order to understand the Westem genre's continued 

popular appeal. Finally, the political ideologies underlying the aforementioned cultural 

myths will be identified and analyzed. 

Although often viewed as merely "escapist" Uterature, the Westem continues to 

attract critical attention as a legitimate genre of American literature. Professional 

organizations such as the Westem Literature Association attest to the viability of the 

Westem as literary genre. The impact of the Westem can be observed in literature, as 

well as in other media, including film, television, radio, and fashion. The Westem 

remains a type of literature that may be classified as singulariy American. 

Westem novels appear in numerous forms, ranging from the popular novels of 

Louis L'Amour to the historical dramas of A.B. Guthrie, Jr. Contemporary treatments of 

the genre include novels by major American novelists such as Larry McMurtry, Elmer 

Kelton and Cormac McCarthy. Still, no clear defining criteria for what constitutes a 



Westem exists, though several critics have identified common themes and stmctural 

literary elements. 

In examining the ongoing appeal of the American West in Gunfighter Nation 

(1992) Richard Slotkin defines genre as "in any given society certain expressive forms" 

which subsequentiy "provide ways of articulating ideological concepts directly and 

explicitly" (5). In The Six-Gun Mystique Sequel (1999), John G. Cawelti argues 

commercially successful genres like the Westem "seem to be a way in which individuals 

in a culture act out certain unconscious or repressed needs, or express in an overt and 

symbolic fashion certain latent motives they must give expression to, but cannot face 

openly" (18) and any "analysis of the Westem as a genre must focus on those elements 

of the Westem that make it a unified and effective narrative or drama" (19). 

In The Novel of the American West (1980), John R. Milton states that though 

historically the West has been perceived as "all the land on the other side of the frontier 

line as it moved from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean" (xi) the West may better be 

identified as "a place of aridity where the terms of the land are accepted rather than 

imposed" (xii-xiii). 

Milton distinguishes between two categories of Westem fiction and he labels the 

popular or formula Westem novel as the lowercase w westem. The serious literary 

westem he labels as the capital W Westem (xiv). According to Milton, the formula 

westem "deals in stereotyped characters and stock pattems of action." Milton further 

notes that the popular westem "exploits the myths of the frontier" and "depends upon a 

two-sided morality of good and evil, neglecting the many complexities of the human 



condition" and subsequentiy this causes the story to be "characterized by sameness 

through hundreds of books, many of which were written by just a few people using up to 

twenty pseudonymns each" (xv). Mihon declares that the serious Westem novel 

possesses "high literary quality" while also being "sensitive to human behavior as well as 

to meaningful qualities of the land" and "conscious of the relationship between the 

historical past and the present" (xv). Milton claims that the Westem novel also 

frequentiy can be viewed as "engaged in defining westem man" and "concemed with 

several kinds of reality" (xv), observing that "although the land itself is usually a 

powerful force in the Westem novel, the realization of character remains a primary task" 

(XV). 

Milton identifies the hero, violence, love, and the westem landscape as the four 

essential ingredients for the commercial formula for westem stories (21). Milton claims 

that of the four essential ingredients, "it is violence that has been refined, not into an art 

but into a pattem of action and a condition of effect which the standard westem cannot do 

without" (21). John Calweti asserts in The Six Gun Mystique (1984) that the Westem 

continues to be readily defined by its setting (19) and notes that the Westem story often 

focuses on a relatively brief period in the development of American civilization "when 

savagery and lawlessness are in decline before the advancing wave of law and order, but 

are still strong enough to pose a local and momentarily significant challenge" (22-3). 

Milton agrees with Cawelti's observation that the resolution of conflicts in the 

westem often does not yield any significant, philosophical statements about the nature of 

life. The resolution of the conflict in a traditional formula westem instead occurs "simply 



in terms of plot or 'justice,' nothing more" (26). Milton concurs with Frank Gmber, who 

in The Pulp Jungle (1967) states that the westem exploits a limited number of plots. 

Among these oft-repeated plots are the following: the mstier story; the range war or 

empire story; the "good but not worthy" story, the marshal or dedicated lawman story; 

the revenge story; the outlaw story; the calvary and Indians story, the ranch story, and the 

Union Pacific story (26-28). 

Given the limited number of plots Milton identifies, the variety of characters 

present in formula westem fiction would be limited, too. The recurring stock characters 

may be extracted from the plots previously mentioned. Among these stock character 

roles would be the hero occupying the role of marshal or dedicated lawman, honest 

rancher or cowboy, or cavalry officer with the hero periodically being cast as 

misunderstood outlaw seeking revenge for past injustices. Consequently the stock 

characters frequently cast as villains can also be extracted from the limited variety of 

plots. Among the roles frequently appearing as villains include the cormpt lawman or 

businessman, the oppressive and deceitful rancher, and the rogue cavalry or Indian agent. 

The setting for such formulaic stories exhibits little variance, often occurring in the 

romanticized West made popular by the traveling Buffalo Bill show and others. 

Milton argues that any discussion of the serious Westem novel must include 

"consideration of basic elements of good fiction even while these elements are seen in 

relation to a special (perhaps unique) environment" (39). Basic elements he identifies 

include significance of theme, plausibility, style, seriousness of intent, multidimensional 

characterization, illumination of the human condition and its potential, and a sense of 



place (39). Milton suggests that two Wests may be conceptualized, "both of them real 

enough, but one consisting of popular symbols, legends, myths, and even fantasies and 

dreams, while the other exists first as an actual place and only secondarily (or in art) as 

metaphor (42). 

Combining Milton's criteria for what constitutes a serious literary westem with 

Calwelti's observations, plot in the serious literary westem seems to involve the 

resolution of a conflict whose resolution illuminates the human condition. The conflict 

can occur on multiple levels including conflict with other men, conflict with the 

environment, and conflict between the individual and social institutions, especially the 

govemment. These conflicts provide opportunity for exploring the multidimensional 

nature of the characters. The characters often must simply be plausible insofar as they 

exist in the Westem United States. A sense of place can be ascertained by a setting that 

frequently may be classified as either frontier, historical, or contemporary with the 

emphasis being on the physical location occurring west of the Mississippi River. 

In addition to identifying those characteristics that constitute Westems, numerous 

scholars have noted the impact of myths associated with American expansion in the 

Westem lands of the United States in the nineteenth century. 

Discussion of the appeal of myths associated with the American West requires a 

brief general discussion of the impact of cultural myths. Joseph Campbell states in The 

Hero With A Thousand Faces (1949) that "religions, philosophies, arts, the social forms 

of primitive and basic man, prime discoveries in science and technology, the very dreams 

that blister sleep, boil up from the basic, magic ring of myth" (3). Campbell attributes the 



development of myths to the desire of the individual to be recognized and accepted as 

part of a larger group. Campbell argues "the totality—the fullness of man—is not in the 

separate member, but in the body of society as a whole; the individual can only be an 

organ" (383). Myths fulfill an important function by allowing the individual to remain 

culturally connected to predecessors. According to Campbell, myths aid the individual 

for it is "from his group he has derived his techniques of life, the language in which he 

thinks, the ideas on which he thrives; through the past of that society descended the genes 

that built his body" (383). 

Frederick Turner was among the first academics to appropriate the myths of the 

American West lamenting the potential loss of the benefits he and others associated with 

the American frontier. In his essay "The Frontier in American History" initially read at a 

meeting of the American Historical Association in Chicago, July 12, 1893, Turner 

suggests that the collective experience of westward expansion contributed to the positive 

development of the American temperament: 

The result is that to the frontier the American intellect owes its striking 
characteristics. That coarseness and strength combined with acuteness and 
inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive tum of mind, quick to find expedients; 
that masterful grasp of material, lacking in the artistic but powerful to effect great 
ends; that restiess, nervous energy; that dominant individualism, working for good 
and for evil; and withal that buoyancy and exuberance which comes with 
freedom— these are traits of the frontier, or traits called out elsewhere because of 
the existence of the frontier. (37) 

Tumer proposes that the closing of the frontier signals an impending end to the 

regenerative myths associated with the frontier and thus signals potential hazards for the 

country bereft of its cultural myths. 



In discussing the resilience of myths associated with the American West, Richard 

Slotidn classifies as myths "stories drawn from a society's history that have acquired 

through persistent usage the power of symbolizing that society's ideology and of 

dramatizing its moral consciousness—with all the complexities and contradictions that 

consciousness may contain" (5). Slotkin's definition of myth proves useful in 

considering Westem American literature due to the emphasis Slotkins places on myth as 

expressing "ideology in a narrative, rather than discursive or argumentative form" (6). 

Slotkin argues in Gunfighter Nation that "the original ideological task of the Myth 

was to explain and justify the establishment of the American colonies" (10). Slotkin 

suggests "as the colonies expanded and developed, the myth was called on to account for 

our rapid economic growth, our emergence as a powerful nation-state, and our 

distinctively American approach to the socially and culturally dismptive processes of 

modemization" (10). Since the original justification for the Myth involved explaining the 

subjugation and elimination of native peoples, conflict was a central part of the process of 

westward expansion. The American was the individual who encountered both the 

potentially dangerous westem landscape and its inhabitants as well as the politics and 

class stmggle associated with Eastem metropolitan areas (11). According to Slotkin, 

central to the Myth of the Frontier was "the redemption of American spirit or fortune as 

something to be achieved by playing though a scenario of separation, temporary 

regression to a more primitive or 'natural' state, and regeneration through violence" (12). 

The thesis of Leslie Fiedler's The Return of The Vanishing American (1968) 

identifies the heart of the Westem as involving not the confrontation with a harsh 



desolate landscape, but instead the encounter with the Indian, whose existence had 

previously escaped mention in European mythologies. Since many of the other facets of 

myths associated with the American West have been appropriated and assimilated, 

Fiedler claims that only the Indian remains unassailable "to remind us with his alien stare 

of the new kind of space in which the baffled refugees from Europe first found him" (24). 

In the Prologue to Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth (1950), 

Henry Nash Smith argues that the study of myths associated with the American West 

proves important since "one of the most persistent generalizations conceming American 

life and character is the notion that our society has been shaped by the pull of a vacant 

continent drawing populations westward" (3). Smith further notes that "the doctrine that 

the United States is a continental nation rather than a member with Europe of an Atlantic 

community has had a formative influence on the American mind and deserves treatment 

in its own right" (4). 

David Hamilton Murdoch questions the inherent uniqueness of the American 

experience often associated with myths involving the American West in The American 

West: The Invention of A Myth (2001). Murdoch observes that, by the late nineteenth 

century, myths associated with the settUng of the American West had gained appeal in 

Europe. However, despite expressing enthusiasm for narratives and characters associated 

with the American West, the British seemed "unimpressed with American claims of 

special qualities, the democratic impulse and heroic supermen" (4). Murdoch also 

suggests that the settiement of the West was comparable to other areas of national 

expansion including Russia's conquest of Central Asia and Siberia. 



Murdock attributes the enduring appeal of the myths associated with the 

American West to the circumstances that allowed the creation of the myth associated 

with the West to parallel the growth of modem mass media (117). Due to the popularity 

of Westem books and films produced in the United States, the myth of the West has 

subsequently been exported to other countries (118). For those outside the United States, 

"the trappings of the myth for Americans are its essence for others - a world of open 

spaces, simple choices, and problems to be solved by direct action" (119). 

In The Mythic West In Twentieth-Century America (1986), Robert G. Atheran 

discusses the three reasons historian Ray Billington has identified as responsible for the 

resiliency of myths associated with the American West. These reasons include a desire 

among a significant number of Americans to retum to nature, an increasing resentment 

regarding the mles associated with social conventions, and a seeking of opportunities for 

individual expression in a society increasingly limited by government controls (272). 

Atheran concludes, "the mythic West, then, is more than an emotion or a state of mind, 

more than a fantasy floating around the American mentality on gossamer wings— 

ethereal, hard to define, impossible to comer" and remains "a fantasized world that has, 

for a great many people, actual substance" (274). 

Will Wright considers the cowboy myth as providing justification for a market 

society in The Wild West: The Mythical Cowboy and Social Theory (2001). Wright 

proposes that the figure of the cowboy "explains market relations, the relations of 

individualism, using cultural imagery" (1). As the hero, the cowboy emerges from an 

untamed wildemess to build a civil society. Subsequently, the cowboy has become 



associated in popular culture as symbolizing " freedom and equality, the end of class 

privilege, the end of sacred duties" (3). 

Having examined first the characteristics of the Westem genre and then 

considered the narratives transmitted via the Westem genre in the form of cultural myths, 

we can now analyze the ideology underiying the Westem genre's appeal and success. 

Slotkin defines ideology as "the basic system of concepts, beliefs, and values that 

defines a society's way of interpreting its place in the cosmos and the meaning of its 

history" (5). In The American Westem Novel (1966), James K. Folsom notes that the 

Westem genre has received scant critical commentary compared to the attention gamered 

by two other other types of uniquely American fiction, the detective story and science 

fiction. Folsom observes that most critical objections to the Westem story include 

allegations that the Westem has become an anachronism, "and if literature should be a 

parable of experience, the experience depicted in the Westem is too unreal to have 

meaning today, even granted that it once did" (16). Folsom cites as another prominent 

objection to the Westem novel the accusation that the Westem "ignores too many of the 

facets of human experience with which any art form that claims our serious attention 

must come to terms, including the sexual experience" (16-17). Examining the difference 

between the Romance and the Novel, Folsom states that though each has as a central 

concem the revealing of the "tmth of the human heart" the two forms differ. According 

to Folsom, "the Novel must present this tmth by means of very particular questions of 

historical cause and effect, while the Romance need not be so narrowly confined" (20). 

Consequentiy, Folsom suggests that the Westem has been maligned due to the genre 
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being misunderstood and argues that given the unrealistic nature of the Westem story, the 

Westem must be considered as a "myth" or "fable." Folsom asserts that the purpose of 

the Western story does not consist solely of a realistic explication of a chapter in the 

history of the United States, but rather the Westem Story has become "a metaphorical 

parable of the inconsistencies and contradictions which are inherent in the American's 

paradoxical views about himself, his country and his destiny" (29). 

Richard W. Etulain also notes the paradoxical elements contained within the 

Westem story. In Telling Westem Stories: From Buffalo Bill to Larry McMurtry (1999), 

Etulain traces popular interpretations of the Westem experience to Buffalo Bill's 

nineteenth-century traveling Wild West show. Etulain argues that Buffalo Bill did not 

discover the Wild West but simply expanded upon "several centuries of stories about the 

Wildemess Out There." These collective stories ranged from the Roman idea of the West 

as the location of Elysium to the European assessment of the West in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries as future colonies (2). Etulain suggests that by the 1890s, two 

traditions for interpreting the experience of the American West had emerged. The first of 

these traditions depicted the West as a wild lawless locale where men seeking adventure 

and possessing courage competed with indigenous peoples and impressive natural 

landscapes. The second tradition, resulting from the interpretation of Frederick Tumer 

and other academics, appropriated the Frontier experience as "the most significant 

ingredient of American history and culture" (29-30). Milton considers the appeal of the 

popular westem, declaring that "the western seems to explain to us something about 

ourselves and our dreams, on both a personal and national level" (1). 

11 



Jane Tompkins states in West of Everything: The Inner Life of Westems (1992) 

that the West "functions as symbol of freedom and the opportunity for conquest" (4). 

Tompkins further notes that for many who watch Westem films or read Westem novels, 

the appeal of the Westem occurs because "it seems to offer escape from the conditions of 

life in modem industrial society: from a mechanized existence, economic dead ends, 

social engagements, unhappy personal relations, political injustices" (4). While 

acknowledging the appeal of Westems, Tompkins questions several of the more 

prominent features of the westem Genre. Tompkins focuses on the presence of death, 

women, language, landscape, horses, and cattle in Westems and considers the following 

questions: 

Why is the westem haunted by death? Why does it hate women and language so 
much? What messages does the landscape send? Why are there horses 
everywhere, and why don't people pay them more attention? What is implied by 
the fact that the raising of cattle for human consumption forms the economic basis 
of the life that westems represent? (6) 

Tompkins concludes by arguing that the Westem genre "exists in order to provide a 

justification for violence," since according to Tompkins "violence needs justification 

because our society puts it under interdict" (227). Tompkins urges readers to consider 

altematives to the violence she feels Westems depict as an acceptable form of resolving 

conflicts. 

In conjunction with the popular appeal of traveling shows similar to the show 

orchestrated by Buffalo Bill, the American West became romanticized in the second half 

of the nineteenth century due to the works of artists such as Charies Russell and 

Frederick Remington. The mass production of formula fiction devoted to Westem stories 

12 



contributed to the widespread commercial appeal of the American West. In Selling the 

Wild West: Popular Westem Fiction, 1860 to 1960 (1987), Christine Bold notes that 

"westem authors were particularly affected by the rise of mass publishing in the United 

States, which began when technological inventions in printing and transportation came 

together with a vast literate audience, around 1860" (xiii). As a result, Bold suggests 

that "popular Westem authors came in close contact with the characteristic principle of 

mass production—that profits come from large numbers of standardized goods" (xiii). 

The various economic pressures "ultimately devolved on the author, in the shape of either 

explicit or implicit demands that he produce reliable, formulaic fiction as efficiently as 

possible" (xiii). 

The evolution of the Westem as a literary genre parallels changing social attitudes 

in the United States during the twentieth century. Among these changes in attitudes 

include a movement from a post-World War II social climate seeking confirmation of 

heroic ideals in the aftermath of global conflict to a population increasingly predisposed 

to question and challenge traditional social institutions. American novels such as Ralph 

Ellison's Invisible Man (1952) and Joseph Heller's Catch-22 (1961) reflect this 

questioning and challenging of traditional social attitudes and institutions. Following 

World War II, the Westem provided readers with escapism in its depictions of life in the 

previous century. As the decades passed, the Westem, and most notably its hero, 

gradually mirrored prevailing literary trends. These prevailing literary trends often 

reflected larger political and economical issues. Although the Westem would undergo 

13 



numerous radical changes in the second half of the century, by the beginning of the new 

millenium, the Westem would be reaffirmed as a uniquely American literary genre. 

In the midst of these social changes, the Western genre reached its greatest 

popularity. In the aftermath of the sweeping social changes experienced by America 

following Worid War II, the stmctures and myths associated with the Westem novel 

provided readers with a means of addressing recurring fears and anxieties ranging from 

the threat of nuclear annihilation to the exploitation of the environment. 

Westem novels published following World War II exhibit an increasing focus on 

violence beginning with Jack Schaefer's Shane (1949) and continuing to be evident in 

later titles such as E.L. Doctorow's Welcome to Hard Times (1960) and Cormac 

McCarthy's Blood Meridian (1985). Contemporary Westem novels also illustrate the 

shifting identity of the Westem hero such as Elmer Kelton's aging rancher Charlie Flagg, 

who confronts the prospect of drought in The Time It Never Rained (1973). In addition, 

many contemporary works chronicle the problems faced by the inhabitants of the 

American West. Among these documented problems are challenges resulting from the 

inherent dangers of the land and weather, as well as the difficulties involved in 

confronting the govemment or assorted corporations. Several novels depict the issues 

associated with settlers displacing Native Americans or the conflicts between Anglos and 

Chicanos. These novels include Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony (1977), N. Scott 

Momaday's House Made of Dawn (1968), Rudolpho Anaya's Bless Me Ultima (1972) 

and John Nichols' The Milagro Beanfield War (1914). 

14 



Our brief examination of the characteristics that define the Westem genre coupled 

with our analysis of the cultural myths transmitted via the Westem genre has shown how 

the Westem novel can convey and reinforce ideologies regarding the past and present of 

the United States. Cormac McCarthy's Western novels then merit special attention. 

McCarthy consistently challenges the established parameters of the Westem genre while 

appropriating the cultural myths and narrative stmctures associated with the historical 

and contemporary American West. 

I intend to focus specifically on Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian and his 

Border Trilogy, All the Pretty Horses (1992), The Crossing (1994), and Cities of the 

Plain (1998), which are often classified as examples of contemporary Westems. These 

four McCarthy novels differ from his earlier fiction not only the primary setting being the 

Southwestem area of the United States, but also in the characters and appropriation of 

more conventional narrative stmctures. 

In 1992, Cormac McCarthy's sixth novel, All The Pretty Horses, received the 

National Book Award for Fiction and the National Book Critic's Circle Award for 

Fiction, marking recognition for one of America's most challenging novelists. Prior to 

the publication of All the Pretty Horses, McCarthy's novels had seldom gamered 

widespread popular attention. The total sales for McCarthy's first five novels was 

approximately 6000 copies. Prior to 1992, only one volume of critical study had been 

devoted to McCarthy's fiction, Vereen Bell's 1987 book, The Achievement of Cormac 

McCarthy. Following the success of All the Pretty Horses, and the subsequent 

publication of the other two volumes of the Border Trilogy, scholarship devoted to 

15 



McCarthy has increased significantiy. Since 1992, nine books concerning the study of 

McCarthy's fiction have been published. McCarthy's success can be attributed to his 

evocation of the myths and narratives associated with the American West. 

Blood Meridian, or That Evening Redness In the West (1985), marks a fulcmm in 

the McCarthy canon. In his fifth novel, McCarthy depicts the adventures of an 

anonymous teenager, known only as the kid, who leaves Tennessee in the middle of the 

nineteenth century to indulge his "taste for mindless violence" (3). Making his way from 

Tennessee to Texas, and after surviving a Comanche attack on the South Texas plains, 

the kid arrives in Mexico as a prisoner where he joins a sadistic gang of scalphunters led 

by Captain John Joel Glanton, an American authorized by the Mexican govemment to 

collect for bounty the scalps of marauding Apaches. 

In his book-length examination of McCarthy's fiction, Robert Jarrett claims that 

Blood Meridian "is not a novel written under the predominantly realistic and modernist 

esthetic of the Southern fiction but a historical romance written under a new postmodem 

esthetic" (vii). Jarrett argues that Blood Meridian "imagines the human dimensions of 

the conquest by the North American empire of the Southwest territories and the Native 

American tribes inhabiting them" (63). Since the subsequent books comprising the 

Border Trilogy share the Southwestem setting, Jarrett concludes that "the last phase of 

McCarthy's novel writing career mirrors the shape of American history from the 

westward continental expansion in the nineteenth century to the urbanization of the 

contemporary American West" (63). 

16 



Barcley Owens argues in Cormac McCarthy's Westem Novels that Blood 

Meridian should not be considered as a westem novel comparable to the subsequent three 

novels comprising the Border trilogy. Instead Owens asserts that Blood Meridian should 

be considered as not only the first of McCarthy's westem novels, but also "the last of his 

gothic novels, a historical novel of grotesque images and atavistic violence" (xi). By 

comparison, Owens notes that "the Border Trilogy is grounded in the nostalgic, mythic 

remembrance of the Old West and American Cowboys" (xi). Owens examines Blood 

Meridian by focusing on the novel's violence, its context in the reassessment of violence 

following the Vietnam era, and the novel's reflection of literary naturalism. Owens 

concludes that the unprecedented violence in Blood Meridian forces the reader to be "part 

of a great literary crime, a strange drama in which the devil fiddles, dances, grins, and 

wins while the rest of humanity remains ignorant of the proceedings" (xiii). According to 

Owens, the unmitigated violence in Blood Meridian separates the novel from the 

evocation of Pastoral myths that permeates the Border Trilogy, though the subsequent 

novels illustrate that violence lurks beneath the placid veneer of the Pastoral myths. 

In the Introduction to the collection of critical essays regarding McCarthy's 

fictions. Myths, Legend, and Dust, Rick Wallach shares Jarrett's assertion that 

connections do exist between Blood Meridian and the Border Trilogy. Wallach proposes 

that the four Southwestem McCarthy novels are "built upon a very different foundation 

of mythic (or mythologized) national/cultural nostalgia - in particular for a vanished 

lifestyle once galvanized by the individualism of the cowboy ethos" (xv). Wallach notes 

that following the conclusion of Cities of the Plain and its depiction of Billy Parham in a 
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family farmhouse eariy in the twenty-first century, McCarthy seems to have "deposited 

his canon upon the cusp of the millenium facing backwards and forwards at once" (xv). 

Consequently, Wallach argues that while "the Southwestem adventures may share and 

amplify thematic concerns from the Appalachian works, they exhibit marked stylistic 

departures from their predecessors" (xv). Wallach suggests that "most important, the 

four Southwestem novels are unified by symmetries of chronology, geography, and 

diegetic overlapping" (xv). Blood Meridian also serves as a transition text facilitating 

McCarthy's examination of the Westem genre in a contemporary post World War II 

context in the Border Trilogy. 

The first volume of the Border Trilogy, All the Pretty Horses (1992), focuses on 

the adventures of another adolescent male protagonist, John Grady Cole. Anxious at the 

impending sale of his family's Texas ranch following the death of his grandfather, John 

Grady mns away to Mexico accompanied by his best friend, Lacey Rawlins. Cole, a 

Texas teenager, crosses the Mexican border in search of adventure almost exactly a 

century after the kid in Blood Meridian. 

In "Into the Darkening Land, the World to Come: Cormac McCarthy's Border 

Crossings," Mark Busby asserts that McCarthy uses the border as a metaphor for a 

molding of nihilism and optimism, good and evil, illusion and reality, and several similar 

contrasts. A recurring contrast is between hope and despair. Busby claims that All the 

Pretty Horses stresses human responsibility, whereas The Crossing expands upon the 

consideration of human responsibility, depicting humankind's relationship to the natural 
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world. Cities of the Plain features a combining of the styles, themes, and characters of 

the earlier two installments in the trilogy. 

The second volume of the Border Trilogy, The Crossing (1994), introduces Billy 

Parham, a New Mexico teenager in the years prior to Worid War II. Alone and later 

accompanied by his younger brother Boyd, Billy embarks on three joumeys into Mexico. 

Although the quests of Billy do parallel those of John Grady Cole, the quests differ 

significantly in outcome. 

Charles Bailey proposes that each of the protagonists in Cities of the Plain 

represents the hero as anti-hero. In "The Last Stages of the Hero's Evolution: Cormac 

McCarthy's Cities of the Plain" Bailey develops his thesis by suggesting that in All the 

Pretty Horses, the hero is a courtly knight, and in The Crossing the hero is depicted as 

tragic hero. Cities of the Plain marks not only a uniting of John Grady Cole and Billy 

Parham within the framework of the same story but also presents a combining of the two 

types of hero, yielding a portrayal of the antihero. 

The concluding volume of The Border Trilogy, Cities of the Plain (1998) places 

John Grady Cole and Billy Parham on a ranch near El Paso in 1952. Billy introduces the 

younger John Grady to the brothels of Juarez. John Grady falls in love with a young 

prostitute, tries to rescue her from her situation with the intention of marrying her. In his 

attempts to do so, John Grady incurs the wrath of the prostitute's pimp and subsequently 

dies in a knife fight with the pimp. 

Patrick W. Shaw argues in "Female Presence, Male Violence, and the Art of 

Artlessness in the Border Trilogy" that the "artlessness" evident in the plots of the 
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Border Trilogy is intentional and that such manipulation of conventional plots allows 

McCarthy to examine several motifs including female presence and male violence, the 

latter of which often results from a lack of thinking. In each chapter I will argue too that 

McCarthy's repetition of thematic motifs aids in McCarthy's overall reconsidering of the 

Westem genre. 

In Chapter II, I will examine how Blood Meridian marks a change in setting from 

McCarthy's previous fiction, moving from the Southem region of the United States to the 

Southwest. Blood Meridan also begins McCarthy's appropriation and adoption of myths 

associated with Westem expansion as they form the basis for the novel's narrative. In 

Blood Meridian, the hunting of scalps for bounty functions as a catalyst for conflict with 

other people as well as forming the basis for inevitable conflict between the scalphunters 

and the harsh desert environment and conflict between Glanton's gang and the Mexican 

and American governments. The historical chronology of the novel proves important, for 

the chronology of the narrative functions as a window encompassing the most intensive 

period of westward expansion in the Untied States in the nineteenth century. In this 

regard, the setting of Blood Meridian during the nineteenth century effectively prefigures 

the twentieth century setting for the Border Trilogy, allowing McCarthy to address the 

relevancy of the Westem genre in not only the past, but also in the present, and the near 

future as depicted in the Epilogue to Cities of the Plain. With its bmtal cast of characters. 

Blood Meridian directly refutes Tumer's thesis. Life along the frontier does not bring 

forth the best qualities of the scalphunters, except perhaps to make them more efficient 

killers. The incessant violence in the novel serves as an indictment of imperialism. 
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suggesting that the process of westward expansion necessitates the subjugation of others 

and in tum creates conditions conducive to the existence of Glanton's gang and similar 

parties. Although many of the characters in the novel are based on actual historical 

characters, several characters, such as judge Holden, are altered to suit the intentions of 

McCarthy. No heroes exist since all of the characters are depicted as flawed people who 

pursue multiple joumeys that ineviatbly prove fruitiess. 

In Chapter HI, I will consider how All the Pretty Horses compares to Blood 

Meridian in its use of myths associated with the Westem while also introducing 

conventional narrative strategies associated with the Westem genre that will be 

developed in the subsequent books comprising the Border Trilogy. All the Pretty Horses 

emphasizes conflict involving the individual in a series of stmggles with other people. 

As an outgrowth of these stmggles, conflict also occurs between the individual and 

govemment. The bloody nineteenth century setting of Blood Meridian gives way to a 

more contemporary setting near the middle of the twentieth century in All the Pretty 

Horses. The primary myths associated with the American West examined in All the 

Pretty Horses involve the cowboy. John Grady Cole occupys the role of the traditional 

cowboy who demonstrates not only expertise with horses but also successfully woos the 

wealthy rancher's daughter. Unfortunately, in the role of successful cowboy, John 

Grady's success in wooing Alejandra results in his being imprisoned and almost killed. 

John Grady's actions are motivated by a combination of his nostalgia for the past and his 

yearning for a romanticized agrarian way of life he associates with the past. John 

Grady's joumey to Mexico indirectly functions as a critique of imperialism since John 
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Grady associates the less developed Mexico with the past he romanticizes. The border 

between the United States and Mexico becomes an actual fixed physical frontier 

markedly different from the earlier fluid theoretical frontier associated with westward 

expansion in the preceding century. As a heroic figure, John Grady's romantic delusions 

prove to be completely productive. He retums to Texas with the horse but loses the 

rancher's daughter he loves with his adventures punctuated by muted, but constant 

violence. 

In Chapter IV, I will consider the ways in which The Crossing expands upon the 

ideas introduced in All the Pretty Horses while also introducing new conceptions of the 

border and its relationship to earlier myths associated with westward expansion. The 

prevailing conflict in The Crossing involves man versus the environment, represented by 

Billy's attempts to capture the wolf Subsequent conflicts with other people result from 

Billy's three joumeys across the border into Mexico, first to retum the wolf, then to 

regain the stolen horses, and finally to retrieve the remains of Boyd. These conflicts with 

other people share similarities to those in All the Pretty Horses. The Crossing also shares 

with All the Pretty Horses a setting in the twentieth century although the locale has 

changed from West Texas to New Mexico. The myths associated with westward 

expansion addressed in the novel involve freedom of movement associated with the past 

and made evident in the wolf who represents exotic, untamed nature. Similar to All the 

Pretty Horses, the joumeys of Billy to Mexico provide an indirect indictment of 

imperialism due to the presentation of Mexico as less developed and less regulated. 

Unlike John Grady Cole in All the Pretty Horses, Billy experiences the effects of 
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imperialism more directiy due to the folk hero status accorded to Boyd. The unexpected 

hero status accorded Boyd questions the definition of heroic behavior. The joumeys 

undertaken by Billy are productive but marred by unexpected results such as the murder 

of Billy's parents and the death of Boyd. Violence remains a constant and occurs 

periodically as in the death of the wolf 

In Chapter V, I will explore how the appropriation of myths and narrative 

stinctures associated with the American West culminate in the concluding volume of the 

Border Trilogy, Cities of the Plain. As in the earlier two volumes of the Border Trilogy, 

conflict involving man pitted against the environment remains largely absent from Cities 

of the Plain. Instead conflict involves the individual versus other people, largely John 

Grady's attempts to rescue or secure the release of the young prostitute Magdalena from 

the pimp, Eduardo. To a lesser extent, conflict involves the individual stmggling against 

the restrictions imposed by govemment as implied in the American govemment's 

impending buying of lands in New Mexico for the purpose of testing atomic weapons. 

The setting of Cities of the Plain ranges from the middle of the twentieth century to the 

early years of the twenty-first century. The primary myth associated with the American 

West addressed in the novel focuses on the redemption of a fallen woman, represented by 

the epileptic prostitute Magdalena. The importance of individuaUsm in the myths 

associated with the American frontier also is implied in John Grady's plans for settlement 

following his rescue of Magdalena. As in the other two novels forming the Border 

Trilogy, American Imperialism is questioned in the depiction of Juarez in juxtaposition to 

El Paso. The critique of Imperialism occurs as a result of John Grady and Billy seeking 
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sexual gratification in the brothels of Mexico, implying Mexico as a less developed area. 

John Grady Cole appears as a flawed heroic figure motivated again by Romantic 

delusions. Violence occurs most vividly in Magdalena's mistreatment and John Grady's 

climatic knife fight with Eduardo. 

In Chapter VI, my concluding chapter, I will argue that Blood Meridian, All the 

Pretty Horses, The Crossing, and Cities of the Plain represent Cormac McCarthy's 

attempt to challenge and question cultural myths and narrative stmctures associated with 

the contemporary and historical American West while appropriating those same myths 

and stmctures in each novel. In his appropriation of those narrative stmctures inherent in 

the Westem genre and in his similar evocation of the cultural myths associated with 

American West, Cormac McCarthy succeeds in challenging the ideologies that support 

the Westem genre while affirming the ongoing appeal of the Westem genre. 
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CHAPTER II 

BLOOD MERIDIAN: 

CONFLICT AND CARNAGE IN AN 

UNFORGIVING LAND 

Blood Meridian, or That Evening Redness In the West (1985) chronicles the 

joumeys of a nameless fourteen-year-old boy known as the kid, who mns away from his 

home in Tennessee and arrives in Texas. The kid ventures from Texas to Mexico to 

Califomia and then back to Texas. A substantial portion of the kid's experiences are 

precipitated by his attachment to a bmtal gang of scalphunters led by Captain John Joel 

Glanton. The scalphunters are paid to collect the scalps of the Apaches who raid 

Mexican settlements. The depiction of the gang's barbaric acts and joumeys throughout 

the Southwest collecting scalps allows McCarthy to appropriate narrative stmctures 

associated with the Westem genre and question cultural myths associated with westward 

expansion. In doing so, McCarthy challenges the ideologies supporting the Anglo 

territorial expansion into the American Southwest. 

In this chapter I will first examine how, in Blood Meridian, McCarthy exploits 

two specific narrative conventions of the Westem genre, conflict and the resolution of 

conflict via violence. Secondly, I will consider how McCarthy's appropriation of 

narrative stmctures associated with the Westem results in the altering of the cultural 

myths attributed to the Anglo settling of the American West. Finally, I will explore how 

McCarthy challenges the ideologies that functioned to justify westward expansion. 
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If the resolution of a conflict frequently via the means of violence provides the 

basis for narratives within the genre of Westem fiction, then conflict occurs on at least 

three levels in Blood Meridian. The first level of conflict and the level that occurs 

repeatedly in the novel involves conflict with other men. 

The kid's birth during a Leonid meteor shower suggests that the life of the kid 

will be filled with conflict. In Notes On Blood Meridian (1993), John Sepich states that 

the kid's birth during the Leonid shower of 1833 places the kid under the astrological 

sign of Scorpio, who is govemed by Mars, the god of war. Sepich argues that since the 

kid has been bom under a sign govemed by war and possesses an unfulfilled capacity as a 

warrior, it should not be surprising that the kid becomes an object of attention for Judge 

Holden, who professes to be a priest of war under Mars (57-61). The kid can "neither 

read nor write and in him broods already a taste for mindless violence" (Blood Meridian 

3), and this yeaming for violence leads to the kid's affiliation with Glanton's gang. 

Characteristic of a pattem occurring throughout the narrative, the kid's joumey 

from Tennessee to Texas is marked by conflict. The kid encounters conflict whenever he 

interacts with other people. The kid participates in fights "with fist, with feet, and with 

bottles or knives" against men representing "all races, all breeds." It is a Maltese 

boatswain who shoots the kid "in the back with a small pistol" and "again just below the 

heart" (4). 

The kid's initial encounter with Toadvine at the jakes outside the saloon in 

Nacogdoches further underscores the inherent danger when the trajectory of the nomadic 
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kid intersects with that of another person. Inevitably violence ensues, as it does in the 

fight with Toadvine, who resents the kid's refusal to move aside at the jakes: 

Kill your ass, the man said. They slogged about in the dark of the lot, coming out 
of their boots. The kid had his knife now and they circled crabwise and when the 
man lurched at him he cut the man's shirt open. The man threw down the 
bottieneck and unsheathed an immense bowieknife from behind his neck. (9) 

Introduced early in Blood Meridian is the idea that conflict remains an inevitable part of 

human behavior. The subsequent adventures of the scalphunters will further develop the 

idea of conflict as integral part of human behavior. 

During the course of Blood Meridian, the scalphunters led by Glanton randomly 

murder, rape, torture, pillage, and bring destmction to a bleak landscape and its 

inhabitants. The conflicts with other men precipitated by Glanton's gang arise from the 

exploitation of other peoples. 

In The Achievement of Cormac McCarthy, Vereen Bell claims that in McCarthy's 

fiction, life is "dialectical, contingent, and transient" (7). The underlying concepts that 

Bell believes best apply to the fiction of McCarthy include the following: 

That absolute certainty is always a form of unfreedom, that an administered world 
is, for the individual, a deprived one; that ideas and systems, the pursuit of 
essences and of first principles, are as dangerous and as rectifying as imposed 
social orders. (8) 

According to Bell, the depraved acts of the gang of scalphunters in Blood Meridian force 

the reader to discover "a capacity for understanding evil that the various meanings of our 

lives otherwise cause to be suppressed" (9). Consequentiy, Bell maintains that Blood 

Meridian confirms McCarthy's theme that "tmth is the dialectic itself, an unending 

contest between the stubbomness of fact and the irtesponsibility of desire" (135). 
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Embodied in Glanton's gang then are conflicting impulses involving assimilation into 

society. Bell labels the gang "an ad-hoc association of sociopaths" and notes that the 

members of the gang "live only from one day to the next, in a perpetual, moving present" 

(118). Bell describes the gang's unique existence on the fringes of society in the 

following lines: 

Improvident capitalists, their conglomerate loot the detritus of other people's 
wealth, they squander all they earn as if not knowing how to take the next step 
and therefore coercing themselves back to their primal state. They are incapable 
of maintaining or relating to even the cmdest or most venal form of social 
arrangements. They are beyond the pale with a vengeance. (118) 

The gang of scalphunters led by Glanton represent a group whose ability to wreak 

destmction on other peoples is matched by their collective greed and refusal to conform 

to any conventional social standards. In his essay, "McCarthy's Nomadic Wanderers: 

Nomadology, Violence, and Open Country," Brian Evenson echoes Bell's earlier 

observations about the social behavior of the gang. Evenson identifies the scalphunters 

as nomads whose existence necessitates a series of movements across a smooth space, or 

open topography. In Blood Meridian, the barren landscape of the American Southwest 

functions as the open topography. Evenson suggests that conflict results whenever the 

nomads' path crosses the path of other nomads or those who would attempt to bring order 

and regulate the open space (42). Evenson asserts the conflicting social impulses 

exhibited by the scalphunters can be interpreted by examining the gang's actions as 

nomads in smooth space versus striated space. Evenson describes the inevitable tension 

inherent in the nomad's wandering existence as follows: 

The nomad's trajectorial movement is complicated when the nomad's path 
crosses the path of other nomads or when the nomad encounters those who 
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attempt to striate and regulate the open territory. Smooth spaces, untamed areas, 
are encroached upon by striated spaces, settiements. These the nomad moves 
through, much to the settiement's woe. The settlement is an obstacle to the 
trajectory which, if it intermpts the nomad's flow, must be cut through. (42) 

Evenson argues that in McCarthy's fiction, the nomad's encounter with settiement or 

striated space results in "violence as a sustained intensity rather than a simple reaction, a 

reaction which smoothes away all custom and law to facilitate unfettered movement" 

(43). 

The episode involving Black Jackson and a cantina that the gang visits reflects the 

gang's propensity for precipitating conflict with the other members of society. The 

saloon's proprietor, a man named Owens, insists that the black Jackson sit separately 

from the other members of the gang, stating, "We don't mind servin people. Glad to do 

it. But we ast for them to set over here at this other table here. Right over here" (234). 

Glanton responds to the behavior of Owens by informing the other members of the gang, 

"He thinks we're all niggers." (235). Glanton's use of the racial epithet reflects an 

awareness that the scalp hunters differ significantly from individuals like Owens. 

Glanton does not attempt to intervene directly, despite recognizing the potential negative 

consequences in further escalation of the conflict. Glanton wams Owens of the danger in 

his insistence on Jackson being served separate from the others stating, "if you was 

anything at all other than a goddamn fool you could take one look at these here men and 

know for a stone fact they ain't one of them going to get up from where they're at to go 

set somewheres else" (235). 
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Owens does not heed Glanton's waming and refuses to shoot Jackson, even after 

Dave Brown has provided the cantina owner with a Colt pistol. By comparison, Jackson 

possesses no reluctance in killing Owens: 

Jackson fired. He simply passed his left hand over the top of the revolver he was 
holding in a gesture brief as flintspark and tripped the hammer. The big pistol 
jumped and a double handful of Owen's brains went out the back of his skull and 
plopped in the floor behind him. He sank without a sound and lay cmmpled up 
with his face in the floor and one eye open and the blood welling up out of the 
destmction at the back of his head. Jackson sat down. Brown rose and retrieved 
his pistol and let the hammer back down and put it in his belt. Most terrible 
nigger I ever seen, he said. Find some plates, Charlie. I doubt the old lady is out 
there any more. (236) 

Owen has entered into a conflict with Jackson, a conflict resolvable for the gang only in 

terms of survival of the fittest. Survival of the fittest necessitates the murder of Owens. 

Most of the events in Blood Meridian occur in the barren landscape of the 

Southwestem United States and Northem Mexico. The terrain and the climate of the area 

are bleak and unforgiving and thus conflict ensues between the human protagonists in the 

novel and the natural landscape. The inhabitants are often in conflict with the natural 

world. With Captain 'White's filibuster expedition, the kid rides through a region "whose 

geology was not stone but fear" (47). After joining White's filibuster expedition destined 

for Mexico from Texas, the landscape becomes increasingly barren as the filibuster head 

west since "save for scattered clumps of buckbmsh and pricklypear and the little patches 

of twisted grass the ground was bare and there were low mountains to the south and they 

were bare too. Westward the horizon lay flat and tme as a spirit level" (42). The 

description of the natural landscape reinforces the idea of a world whose inhabitants 

remain often indistinguishable from, if not at odds with, their physical environment. 
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Glanton's gang operates in a primal worid, for "they diminished upon the plain to the 

west first the sound and then the shape of them dissolving in the heat rising off the sand 

until they were no more than a note stmggling in that hallucinatory void and then nothing 

at all" (113). The depiction of the Westem landscape as frequentiy inhospitable is at 

odds with the traditional view of the Western lands as an appealing and beautiful region 

characterized by unlimited opportunity. 

In other passages the scalphunters continue to seem indistinguishable from the 

landscape. The next description suggests that the ferocity of the gang's appearance 

prefigures the cataclysmic changes to the natural environment that subsequent waves of 

settlers will affect: 

They rode in a narrow enfilade along a trail strewn with the dry round 
turds of goats and they rode with their faces averted from the rock wall and the 
bake-oven air which it rebated, the slant black shapes of the mounted men 
stenciled across the stone with a definition austere and implacable like shapes 
capable of violating their covenant with the flesh that authored them and 
continuing autonomous across the naked rock without reference to sun or man or 
god.(139) 

As Dana Phillips notes in "History and the Ugly Facts of Cormac McCarthy's Blood 

Meridian," in Blood Meridian "the world of nature and the world of men are parts of the 

same world, and both are equally violent and indifferent to the other" (447). It is in 

man's imposition upon the natural world where conflict empts. 

Elsewhere in the text, the members of Glanton's gang marvel at the destmctive 

power of the natural world engulfing them: 

Far out on the desert to the north dustsprouts rose wobbling and angered 
the earth and some said they'd heard of pilgrims home aloft Uke dervishes in 
those mindless coils to be dropped broken and bleeding upon the desert again and 
there perhaps to watch the thing that had destroyed them lurch onward like some 
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destmctive djinn and resolve itself once more into the elements from which it 
sprang.(Ill) 

McCarthy suggests that the forces of nature possess a capacity for destmction just as do 

the humans depicted in the novel. The rationale for the destmctive forces exhibited in 

nature remains a mystery while judge Holden offers a rationale for the capacity for 

destmction resulting from conflicts perpetuated by humans. 

Other examples of the scalphunters being in conflict with the natural world 

illustrate the futility of man attempting to emerge victorious against the forces of nature: 

That night they were visited with a plague of hail out of a faultless sky and the 
horses shied and moaned and the men dismounted and sat upon the ground with 
their saddles over their heads while the hail leaped in the sand like small lucent 
eggs concocted alchemically out of the desert darkness. (152) 

Judged beside the harsh conditions of the natural world, humans can affect change on the 

landscape, but inevitably humans must seek shelter from the wrath of nature. 

Conflict between the novel's protagonists and social institutions occurs when the 

scalphunters indiscriminately murder to provide the scalps sought by the govemment. 

The joyful reception given to the scalp hunters upon their retum to Chihuahua after the 

scalp hunting expedition soon tums ugly, foreshadowing later conflicts resulting from 

Glanton's decision later to substitute Mexican scalps for those of Apaches. Upon 

retuming to Chihuahua, the scalphunters initially receive a welcome fit for heroes: 

On the twenty-first of July in the year eighteen forty-nine they rode into 
the city of Chihuahua to a hero's welcome, driving the harlequin horses before 
them through the dust of the street in a pandemonium of teeth and whited eyes. 
Small boys ran among the hooves and the victors in their gory rags smiled 
through the filth and the dust and the caked blood as they bore on poles the 
desiccated heads of the enemy through that fantasy of music and flowers. (165) 
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The embrace extended by the grateful citizens soon tums to fear and rejection following 

repeated episodes of public debauchery after the gang's banquet with the govemor since 

"these scenes and scenes like them were repeated night after night. The citizenry made 

address to the govemor but he was much like the sorcerer's apprentice who could indeed 

provoke the imp to do his will but could in no way him cease again" (171). The gang's 

initial mission to aid in the protection of the Mexican frontier by collecting Apache scalps 

clashes with the more basic need of the gang to satisfy their greed, thus leading to the 

gang's subsequent murder of innocents to provide the necessary scalps. 

When the scalphunters enter the deserted village of Janus, Glanton demonstrates 

the interchangeability of scalps when he kills and scalps an old woman the gang 

encounters in the streets: 

The woman looked up. Neither courage nor heartsink in those old eyes. 
He pointed with his left hand and she tumed to follow his hand with her gaze and 
he put the pistol to her head and fired. 

The explosion filled all that sad little park. Some of the horses shied and 
stepped. A fistsized hole empted out of the far side of the woman's head in a 
great vomit of gore and she pitched over and lay slain in her blood without 
remedy. Glanton had already put the pistol at halfcock and he flicked away the 
spent primer with his thumb and was preparing to recharge the charge. McGill, 
he said. 

A Mexican, solitary of his race in that company, came forward. 
Get that receipt for us. (98) 

The actions of Glanton's gang create fear in the anxious citizens whom ostensibly 

they are helping protect. Subsequentiy, the episode marks an important tuming point in 

the novel. In the gang's subsequent joumeys, by attempting to cheat the Mexican 

officials and substitute Mexican scalps for those of Apaches, the gang incurs the wrath of 
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not only the Apaches but also the Mexican authorities, therefore entering into a conflict 

with the govemment they had initially been contracted to serve. 

The resolution of conflicts in Westems frequently involves violence and violence 

has thus tiraditionally been associated with the Westem genre. In The Six Gun Mystique 

Sequel (1999), John G. Cawelti proposes an explanation for the presence of violence in 

Westems: 

America in the twentieth century has had to confront a number of profound and 
disturbing ambiguities about violence in the history of our culture. The popular 
nineteenth-century vision of America as a redeemer nation bringing the world a 
new peace-loving Christian democracy, or the myth of the Westward movement 
as Anglo-Saxon conquest of the wildemess were compelling cultural self-images. 
Yet the vision contrasted profoundly with the reality of an inordinately high level 
of individual and social aggression, beginning with the revolution which created 
the new nation and continuing through domestic and foreign wars of moralistic 
conquest and the violent subjugation of black people and Indians. To preserve 
our self-image it has been necessary to disguise the realities of these historical 
movements under the masks of moral purity and social redemption through 
violence. (55) 

While providing a satisfactory explanation for the frequent inclusion of violence within 

so many Westems, Cawelti's observations do not address the vicarious appeal for readers 

often derived from the depiction of gun batties and lynchings, other activities often 

recreated in Westems. In Frontier Violence: Another Look (1974), W. Eugene HoUon 

mentions this vicarious appeal provided by fictionalized violence in his preface by noting 

that in the last half of the nineteenth century, "although American cities perhaps 

experienced considerably more violence, the lawless aspect of the Westem frontier 

society has had a much greater appeal to the vicarious reader" (ix). 
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Examining the violence in Blood Meridian involves understanding the different 

types of violence occurring in the narrative as well as considering the impact of the 

depiction of violence on McCarthy's addressing of certain thematic issues in the novel. 

The violence clearly marks Blood Meridian as a Westem. Few other novels in the 

Westem genre take the depiction of violence to such consistent extremes. 

In Cormac McCarthy's Westem Novels (2000), Barcley Owens states that "primal 

violence is the novel's common denominator, the leitmotif, the horrible adumbration" (6) 

and contends "all readers of Blood Meridian are initially blasted by the pace and the 

graphic argot of unmitigated, resonating violence" (7). Owens suggests that in Blood 

Meridian "extreme violence is deliberately paced to dramatically overwhelm and 

subsume all other stmctural elements" (18). Owens considers the violence in Blood 

Meridian as a reaction to the Vietnam conflict, arguing that due to the time of its 

publication, McCarthy's Blood Meridian reflects the reassessing of the myths associated 

with America's imperialist undertakings in the decades following the shattering of those 

myths in Vietnam. Owens proposes that the incessant violence in Blood Meridian echoes 

the increasing pervasive depiction of violence in American society via the mass media, a 

process that Owens proposes has its origins in the coverage of the Vietnam conflict (19-

43). Owens also suggests that Blood Meridian can be viewed as part of the continuing 

American tradition of literary naturalism, a movement best remembered in American 

fiction in tum-of-the century writers, including Ambrose Bierce, Stephen Crane, 

Theodore Dreiser, Hamlin Garland, Jack London, Franks Norris, and Upton Sinclair. 

Reconsidering Blood Meridian as an example of literary naturalism leads Owens to 
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conclude that McCarthy's novel presents "a simpler, darker, older tmth: mankind is a 

natural bom killer. ... We are atavistic, contagious, and random, children of a violent 

mindless universe" (61). 

In " 'The Very Life of Darkness: A Reading of Blood Meridian," Steven Shaviro 

claims that Blood Meridian "sings hymns of violence, its gorgeous language 

commemorating slaughter in all its sumptuousness and splendor" (145). Consequentiy, 

Shaviro argues that since the text offers no possibility of redemption or release from the 

violence as readers, "we are rather swamped by emotions which can find no outlet; we 

too are implicated in this savage spectacle" (155-6). In his essay, "From Beowulf to 

Blood Meridian: Cormac McCarthy's Demystification of the Martial Code," Rick 

Wallach contends that rather than offer "an amoral representation of violence for its own 

sake" the novel instead "applies the darkened mirrors of language to the task of 

demystifying mimetic violence" (212). Wallach traces this mimetic violence to a martial 

code represented in Beowulf and alluded to in Blood Meridian. 

A particularly vivid example of the reader witnessing violence occurring in the 

present in the narrative involves the attack on the peaceful Gileno village by Glanton's 

gang: 

When Glanton and his chiefs swung back through the village people were mnning 
out under the horses' hooves and the horses were plunging and some of the men 
were moving on foot among the huts with torches and dragging the victims out, 
slathered and dripping with blood, hacking at the dying and decapitating those 
who knelt for mercy. There were in the camp a number of Mexican slaves and 
these ran forth calling out in Spanish and were brained or shot and one of the 
Delawares emerged from the smoke with a naked infant dangling in each hand 
and squatted at a ring of midden stones and swung them by the heels each in tum 
and bashed their heads against the stones so that the brains burst forth through the 
fontanel in a bloody spew and humans on fire came shrieking forth like beserkers 
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and the riders hacked them down with their enormous knives and a young woman 
ran up and embraced the bloodied forefeet of Glanton's warhorse. (156) 

In its bmtality, the gang's attack resembles that of the wandering Hebrews in the Old 

Testament who when conquering the cities of Canaan were under Divine orders to 

annihilate completely those native peoples they encountered (Joshua 11:14). The 

description of Glanton's horse further illustrates the destmctive fury of the gang since it 

echoes the red horse of war mentioned in the Book of Revelations. Biblical allusions 

aside, the gang's attack provokes uneasiness in the reader due to the stylistic emphasis in 

graphically describing the attack. The narration does not tum away politely and ignore 

the Delawares killing the infants by bashing their heads against the stones. Furthermore, 

regarding Glanton's gang, Patrick Shaw notes in The Modem American Novel of 

Violence, "these men are appropriate to the physical environment, but they are not 

predominantly shaped by it" (145). The ruthless killers and deviants who comprise the 

band of scalphunters would behave in a similar fashion if the narrative were transposed to 

another setting. 

The issue of victimization appears in the text, too. The numerous episodes where 

characters discover the mutilated bodies of others prove to be distressing too. In the 

following lines, the unfortunate souls discovered by the kid find no shelter from the 

Comanches within the walls of a church: 

The murdered lay in a great pool of their communal blood. It had set up 
into a sort of pudding crossed everywhere with the tracks of wolves or dogs and 
along the edges it had dried and cracked into a burgundy ceramic. Blood lay in 
dark tongues on the floor and blood grouted the flagstones and ran in the vestibule 
where the stones were cupped from the feet of the faithful and their fathers before 
them and it had threaded its way down the steps and dripped from the stones 
among the dark red tracks of the scavengers. (60) 
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In aftermath of the Comanche attack observed by the kid, the social institution of religion 

has provided no means of safety for the victims. Religion does not provide safety from 

the ravages of violence committed by others. As a result, the judge's exhortations 

stressing the primal superiority of human capacity for violence do ring uncomfortably 

true. 

The depiction of violence in the novel is made shocking by the judge's 

rationalizing of the violence committed by Glanton's gang and his theorizing regarding 

the inevitability of violence. Instead of offering a traditional defense of violence as being 

a necessary consequence of pursuing social justice, the judge provides no apologies. The 

judge celebrates violence for its own sake. Perhaps most troubling, given the judge's 

philosophies, would be the appeal that these philosophies have and the reader's 

awareness of the judge's process of offering these appeals as rationalization for the 

multitude of horrific acts. In Gunfighter Nation (1992), Richard Slotkin observes the 

following prominent role of violence in myths associated with the American frontier: 

What is distinctively "American" is not necessarily the amount or kind of 
violence that characterizes our history but the mythic significance we have 
assigned to the kinds of violence we have actually experienced, the forms of 
symbolic violence we imagine or invent, and the political uses to which we put 
that symbohsm. (13) 

This last facet of the novel's violence seems the most problematic because it allows 

McCarthy to tap into the basis for many of the myths underiying expansion in the 

American West. 
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McCarthy's depiction of the three levels of conflict within the novel's narrative, 

coupled with the incessant violence in the book, allows McCarthy to subsequentiy alter 

the presentation of tiaditional cultural myths associated with the Westem. McCarthy's 

altering of these cultural myths is apparent in the historical setting McCarthy chooses for 

Blood Meridian. 

The chronology of the events occurring in Blood Meridian effectively brackets 

the historical time period generally recognized as the height of Westward expansion in 

North America, a period beginning in the 1840s and continuing through to the 1880s. 

The novel makes clear the importance of historical setting to the narrative following the 

kid's departure for Texas: 

Only now is the child finally divested of all that he has been. His origins are 
become as remote as is his destiny and not again in all the world's tuming will 
there be terrains so wild and barbarous to try whether the stuff of creation may be 
shaped to man's will or whether his own heart is another kind of antic clay. (4-5) 

'While a myriad of narratives may be set in the Westem half of the United States, a 

specific setting remains integral as a backdrop to the typical Westem story. HoUon notes 

the importance of historical setting in providing the backdrop for Westem fiction: 

As contemporary historians have shown, westem history was more significantly 
influenced by the complex stmggle between different interest groups over the use 
of resources, the rise of industrialism, and the clash of cultures than by the 
stmggle with Indians or outlaws. Nonetheless, the latter became central to the 
Western formula. The relatively brief stage in the social evolution of the West 
when outlaws or Indians posed a threat to the community's stability has been 
erected into a timeless epic moment when heroic individual defenders of law and 
order stand poised against the threat of lawlessness or savagery. But it is also the 
nature of this epic moment that the larger forces of civilized society are just 
waiting in the wings for their cue. (23) 
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HoUon's observations not only provide a context for McCarthy's decision to set the 

narrative in the historical period that he chooses but also provide clues as to the epilogue 

for Blood Meridian. In the epilogue to Blood Meridian, McCarthy includes imagery of a 

man slowly making progress digging holes for fences, thus anticipating the shift in 

historical setting to the middle of the twentieth century for McCarthy's next Westem 

novel. All the Pretty Horses. 

After the conclusion of the kid's adventures as a member of Glanton's gang, the 

narrative shifts forward twenty years as the kid makes his way across the Texas 

Panhandle. The kid encounters a group of bonepickers. His path obstmcted, the kid 

resorts to violence, killing Elrod, a member of the bonepickers. In Modem American 

Novel of Violence (2000), Patrick W. Shaw argues that Elrod exemplifies the Neanderthal 

culture emerging to roam a landscape from which Indians, buffalo, and natural life have 

been removed and in their place constmcted the social customs of man (156). As such, 

Elrod functions as a bridge between the unrestrained violence exhibited by the kid and 

judge Holden and the commercial enterprise that serves as the bonepickers' primary 

concem. 

However, HoUon asserts that the systematic slaughter of the buffalo herds was not 

solely based on economic motives: 

For centuries the Plains Indians' existence and much of their culture had 
depended upon the buffalo. But at about the time their hunting grounds were 
reduced and their movements were restricted, white buffalo hunters moved onto 
the Plains and indulged in a systematic slaughter of the gregarious beasts. 
Unfortunately, for the animal's future existence, his bones, hide, and meat aU 
possessed commercial value. His ultimate extinction would leave the Indians 
with a choice between surrender to military control over their lives or outright 
starvation. (137) 
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The elimination of the buffalo functioned as a viable means of expediting the subjugation 

of those native peoples who depended on the animal for food, shelter, and clothing 

without resorting to the bmtal earlier means of accomplishing the same goals embodied 

by scalp hunters such as Glanton's gang. 

In stark contrast to Frederick J. Tumer's thesis that the settiing of the American 

Westem frontier eUcits the best qualities in settlers, McCarthy provides ample evidence 

in Blood Meridian to refute Tumer's claim and therefore questions the cultural myth of 

the westward expansion as a process that was somehow ennobling for its participants. In 

"Liberty Beyond Its Proper Bounds: Cormac McCarthy's History of the West in Blood 

Meridian" Neil Campbell argues that the impact of Blood Meridian rests in the ways that 

the novel revises "a whole tradition of historiography, like Frederick Jackson Turner's, 

predicated upon a narrative told by the victor in which the dominant story is represented 

as a triumphal procession" (217). McCarthy suggests that in the cultural myths 

associated with the American West, narratives celebrating the triumph of the individual 

also reflect the larger historical narrative of conquest, one that necessitates the 

subjugation of other populations. 

In The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West, Patricia 

Nelson Limerick suggests that the history of the settlement of the American West may 

best be understood by considering the Westem frontier as a place, and not a process, as 

suggested by Tumer. Limerick asserts that "the history of the West is a study of a place 

undergoing conquest and never fully escaping its consequences" (26). Consequently, 

Limerick argues that Westem American History must be considered by examining the 
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American West as "an important meeting ground, the point where Indian America, Latin 

America, Anglo-America, and Asia intersected" (27). As a resuh. Limerick notes, "the 

workings of conquest tied these diverse groups in the same story" since the act of 

conquest "involved the drawing of lines on a map, the definition and aUocation of 

ownership (personal, tribal, corporate, state, federal, and international), and the evolution 

of land from matter to property" (27). 

McCarthy's choice of the gory adventures of Glanton's gang as the basis for the 

narratives in Blood Meridian seems appropriate, for the scalphunters are a ragtag group 

whose membership reflects many different ethnicities. The members of the gang 

represent a wide demographic sampling of the population of the American Southwest. 

Along with wayward Eastemers like the kid, the scalphunters include among their 

number the African-American Jackson, the Native American Delaware scouts, a 

Vandiemenlander, or Australian, the Mexican McGill, the ex-preist Tobin, and judge 

Holden, whose origin is never completely revealed. Similarly, as Jarrett observes, the 

scalphunters are agents of conquest due to their employment by the Sonoran govemment 

to remove or eUminate the Apaches who are harassing settiers (75). However, in his 

book-length study of McCarthy's fiction, Cormac McCarthy (1997), Robert L. Jarrett 

argues that "Glanton's greed and propensity for unrestrained violence explain his 

scalphunting just as satisfactorily as his racism or ideology" (77). 

Despite being united by their shared interests in pursuing murder for pay in the 

form of accumulating scalps, the diverse background of the gang's members serves as a 

catalyst for hostilities. Discord among the members of the gang is not uncommon and is 
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best illustrated by the conflict between the two men who share the name of Jackson, one 

who is black, the other who would be white, with its underlying racial overtones. The 

ongoing friction leads to a confrontation between the Jacksons regarding the dmnk 

white's protesting the presence of the black at the same campfire: 

The white man swung his head, one eye half closed, his lip loose. His 
gunbelt lay coiled on the ground. He reached and drew the revolver and cocked 
it. Four men rose and moved away. 

You aim to shoot me? Said the black. 
You don't get your black ass away from this fire I'll kill you graveyard 

dead. 
He looked to where Glanton sat. Glanton watched him. He put the pipe in 

his mouth and rose and took up the apishamore and folded it over his arm. 
Is that your final say? 
Final as the judgement of God. (106) 

Provoked, and not sensing any disapproval from Glanton, the black Jackson 

retreats, but then retums and decapitates the white Jackson with a Bowie knife: 

Two thick ropes of dark blood and two slender rose like snakes from the 
stump of his neck and arched hissing into the fire. The head rolled to the left and 
came to rest at the expriest's feet where it lay with eyes aghast. Tobin jerked his 
foot away and rose and stepped back. The fire steamed and blackened and a gray 
cloud of smoke rose and the columnar arches of blood slowly subsided until just 
the neck bubbled gently like a stew and then that too was stilled. He was sat as 
before save headless, drenched in blood, the cigarillo still between his fingers, 
leaning toward the dark and smoking grotto in the flames where his life had gone. 
(107) 

The lack of intervention by any of the other members of the gang to intercede in the 

confrontation between the two men underscores McCarthy addressing the role of the 

individual. The killing of the white Jackson can be justified as the outcome of the 

survival of the fittest. Furthermore, in Glanton's gang, allegiances remain pledged only 

to the murderous undertaking of scalphunting (Jarrett, 75). 
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If the depiction of the scalp hunters seems to refute Tumer's ideas of the process 

of settling as ennobling, then the native peoples are depicted as possessing the capacity 

for violence every bit as bmtal as the Anglo conquerors. The following description of the 

savagery of the Comanche attack bears this out: 

Now driving in a wild frieze of headlong horses with eyes walled and teeth 
cropped and naked riders with clusters of arrows clenched in their jaws and their 
shield winking in the dust and up the far side of the mined ranks in a piping of 
boneflutes and dropping down off the sides of their mounts with one heel hung in 
the withers strap and their short bows flexing beneath the outstretched necks of 
the ponies until they had circled the company and cut their ranks in two and then 
rising up again like funhouse figures, some with nightmare faces painted on their 
breasts, riding down the unhorsed Saxons and spearing and clubbing them and 
leaping from their mounts with knives and running about on the ground with a 
peculiar bandylegged trot like creatures driven to alien forms of locomotion and 
stripping the clothes from the dead and seizing them up by the hair and passing 
their blades about the skuUs of the living and the dead alike and snatching aloft 
the bloody wigs and hacking and chopping at the naked bodies, ripping off limbs, 
heads, gutting the strange white torsos and holding up great handfuls of viscera, 
genitals, some of the savages so slathered up with gore they might have rolled in 
it like dogs and some who fell upon the dying and scxlomized them with loud 
cries to their fellows. (53-4) 

Following the attack on White's filibuster expedition, the kid and other survivors 

encounter a tree hung with slaughtered infants, additional evidence of the Comanches' 

horrible fury: 

They stopped side by side, reeling in the heat. These small victims, seven, eight 
of them, had holes punched in their underjaws and were hung so by their throats 
from the broken stobs of a mesquite to stare eyeless at the naked sky. Bald and 
pale and bloated, larval to some unreckonable being. The castaways hobbled 
past, they looked back. Nothing moved. (57) 

If the scalphunters may be considered beyond the pale in their actions, then the fury 

enacted by the Comanches proves to be equally as destmctive. No authoritative voice 
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exists to explain the bmtalities attributed to the Comanches. The narrative simply 

describes the acts or as in the second example, the aftennath of the atrocities. 

Similarly, the actions of the Yumas following the massacre at the ferry prove 

equal in ferocity to those acts perpetuated by Glanton: 

The savages built a bonfire on the hill and fueled it with the furnishings from the 
white men's quarters and they raised up Glanton's body and bore it aloft in the 
manner of a slain champion and huried it onto the flames. They'd tied his dog to 
his corpse and it was snatched after in howling suttee to disappear crackling in the 
rolling greenwood smoke. The doctor's torso was dragged up by the heels and 
raised and flung onto the pyre and the doctor's mastiff also was committed to the 
flames. It sUd straggling down the far side and the thongs with which it was tied 
must have bumt in two for it began to crawl charred and blind and smoking from 
the fire and was flung back with a shovel. The other bodies eight in number were 
heaped onto the fire where they sizzled and stank and the thick smoke rolled out 
over the river. The doctor's head had been mounted upon a paling and carried 
about but at the last it too was thrown onto the blaze. (275-276) 

If any difference exists in comparing the deeds of the Yumas to Glanton's men, the 

argument might be that the Comanches and Yumas possess some justification since they 

are retaliating against the transgressions of Glanton and cohorts. 

In his essay "Revison and Vision: Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian," Thomas 

Pughe comments on the interactions of the different ethnicities in the novel. Pughe 

compares the depictions of the Anglos and native peoples with foremnners of the 

Westem genre, specifically Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales: 

Blood Meridian contains no European American character who, like Natty 
Bumppo, shows a tragic sense of historical contradictions and no Native 
American one with a voice of his own like Chingachgook. McCarthy's Indians 
are either anonymous victims or, like the Delaware scouts in the company of the 
scalp hunters, bmtal murderers.... Nor are they psychologically interesting, for 
McCarthy gives the reader no biographical of psycho-social motivation for their 
racial hatred. Instead, he pushes into the foreground, ad nauseam, acts of murder, 
of unregenerate and unopposed evil. (Pughe 372) 
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Pughe's observations reinforce one of the more disquieting aspects of Blood Meridian. In 

Blood Meridian, no party engages in any action due to motivation home of a sense of 

social justice. The members of Glanton's gang of scalphunters do not reflect American 

society as a melting pot. Instead greed and vengeance are the recurring motivations for 

behavior. 

The activities of Glanton's gang serve not only as a refutation of Tumer's ideas 

about the inherent benefits of the settling of the American West, but the scalphunters also 

indirectiy challenge traditional assumptions about sexuaUty and its depiction in narratives 

set during Westward expansion. 

In From Hopalong to Hud (1978), C.L. Sonnichsen considers the increasingly 

depiction of sex in Westem novels and notes: 

Westem novelists, by and large do not realize the power of suggestion either, and 
it is hard to think a single writer, aside from the begetters of assembly line 
westems who does not feel obliged to make a public display of the mating ritual 
somewhere in his work. And the commercial westem is not as pure as it once 
was. (160-1) 

Sonnichsen identifies several recurring types of sexual situations depicted in Westem 

fiction including scenes of rape and abuse often involving the violation of young females 

by older males (163-165). Sonnichsen further notes novels such as Edwin Shrake's Peter 

Arbiter (1973) and Richrad Martin Stem's Power (1915) that address the issue of 

homosexuality (165-66). In addition, Sonnichsen mentions the depiction of sex between 

members of different racial groups (168-170). 
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As in earlier McCarthy novels, the depiction of human sexuality remains 

problematic in the text of Blood Meridian. The issue of homosexuality appears when the 

kid stays ovemight with the hermit. 

He woke sometime in the night with the hut in almost total darkness and 
the hermit bent over him and all but in his bed. 

'What do you want? He said. But the hermit crawled away and in the 
morning when he woke the hut was empty and he got his things and left. 

The incident with the hermit's apparent sexual advances toward the kid prefigures the 

kid's being mistaken for a male prostitute in a bar years later, following the conclusion of 

his adventures with Glanton's gang: 

He'd little money and then he'd none but he was in every dramhouse and 
gamingroom, every cockpit and doggery . A quiet youth in a suit too large and 
the same broken boots he'd come off the desert in. Standing just within the door 
of a foul saloon with his eyes shifting under the brim of the hat he wore and the 
light from a wallscounce on the side of his face he was taken for a male whore 
and set up to drinks and then shown to the rear of the premises. He left his patron 
senseless in a mudroom there where there was no light. Other men found him on 
their own sordid missions and other men took his purse and watch. Later still 
someone took his shoes. (311) 

As cited earlier, the victorious Comanches proceed to sodomize the corpses of 

hapless members of Captain White's filibuster expedition. After massacring viUagers, 

members of Glanton's gang take time to sexually assault the corpses, "wading about in 

the red waters hacking aimlessly at the dead and some lay coupled to the bludgeoned 

bodies of young women dead or dying on the beach" (157), thereby suggesting 

necrophillia. 

The kid's relationship with judge Holden might be viewed as an extension of 

judge Holden's pedophilia. Throughout the novel judge Holden engages in a 
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recognizable pattem involving the molestation and murder of children, especially the 

sexual violation and murder of young males (118). Judge Holden preys upon those 

weaker than him both physically and intellectually since he recognizes no philosophy 

involving tmth or ethics. Judge Holden adheres only to the circumstances dictated by the 

realities of his environment, and thus he takes advantage of children, from whom he can 

derive sexual pleasure or material gain in the form of scalps. The judge apparenfly 

sexually violates the half-breed boy the gang finds abandoned in the presidio at Santa 

Rita del Cobre (McCarthy 116). When the Yumas surprise the gang at the ferry, they 

confront the judge in a room with "the idiot and a girl of perhaps twelve cowering naked 

in the floor. Behind them also naked stood the judge" (275). 

The novel's lone prominent female character, Sarah Borginnis, does seem based 

on an actual person. The most noteworthy undertaking of Sarah Borginnis chronicled in 

Blood Meridian consists of her intervention into the scalp hunters' social stmcture to 

attempt to rescue and reform John Robert, the idiot boy whom the gang has adopted. It is 

the judge who wades into the water to rescue the boy from drowning and restore the 

naked boy back to the gang, thereby undoing the feminine attempt to undermine the 

judge's authority: 

Now the judge on his midnight rounds was passing along at just this place 
stark naked himself- such encounters being commoner than men suppose or who 
would survive any crossing by night - and he stepped into the river and seized up 
the drowning idiot, snatching it aloft by the heels like a great midwife and 
slapping it on the back to let the water out. A birth scene or a baptism or some 
ritual not yet inauguarated into any canon. He twisted the water from its hair and 
he gathered the naked and slobbering fool into his arms and carried it up into the 
camp and restored it among its fellows. (259) 
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McCarthy explicitiy compares the judge's rescue of John Robert to a baptism, but it is a 

perverted baptism scene for the judge offers the boy not redemption, but continued 

exploitation at the hands of the judge. 

In "Reeds and Hides: Cormac McCarthy's Domestic Spaces," Terri Witek notes 

the foUowing pattem as far as the roles of men and women in McCarthy's fiction: 

As such stories illustrate, adult men and women do not inhabit the same dwelling 
places very easily in any of McCarthy's books. What usually happens is that the 
domestic spaces, of which the prototypical examples are the campsites in Outer 
Dark, Blood Meridian, and All the Pretty Horses, are composed of men without 
women. These men, as their all-male communal spaces suggest, are frontiersmen-
whether they are living in the southwestem plains or in a southem city. And yet, 
unlike traditional frontiersmen, they are hardly preparing the way for more 
permanent dwellings. (140) 

Witek's observations about Blood Meridian mesh with the argument put forth by 

Jane Tompkins in West of Everything (1992) that the Westem genre functions as a 

response to the domestic novel with its emphasis on the domestic sphere and feminine 

presence. Tompkins outlines her arguments as follows: 

This point-for-point contrast between a major popular form of the 
twentieth century and the major popular form of the nineteenth century is not 
accidental. The Westem answers the domestic novel. It is the antithesis of the 
cult of domesticity that dominated American Victorian culture. The Westem 
hero, who seems to ride in out of nowhere, in fact comes riding in out of the 
nineteenth century. And every piece of baggage he doesn't have, every word he 
doesn't say, every creed in which he does not believe is absent for a reason. What 
isn't there in the Westem hasn't disappeared by accident; it's been deliberately 
jettisoned. The surface cleanness and simplicity of the landscape, the story line, 
and the characters derive from the genre's will to sweep the board clear of 
encumbrances. And of some encumbrances more than others. If the Westem 
deliberately rejects evangelical Protestantism and pointedly repudiates the cult of 
domesticity, it is because it seeks to marginalize and suppress the figure who 
stood for those ideals. (39) 
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In Blood Meridian, no female characters successfully exert any control over the events in 

the narrative. This absence of powerful female characters occurs in almost all of 

McCarthy's fiction with the possible exception of the Duefia Alfonsa in All the Pretty 

Horses. Judge Holden remains the dominating presence in Blood Meridian, the 

philosophy he espouses one of hyper-masculinity. 

With the exception of Sara Borginnis, women appear only in Blood Meridian as 

either victims largely indistinguishable from men or children or as whores, often 

described luridly. Examples of this pattem would be the description of the whores in the 

saloon at Ft. Griffin near the novel's conclusion: 

He found himself in a large haU with a platform for the musicians on one end and 
a large homemade sheetiron stove at the other. Whole squadrons of whores were 
working the floor. In their stained peignoirs, in their green stockings and melon-
colored drawers they drifted through the smoky oil light like makebelieve 
wantons, at once childlike and lewd. A dark little dwarf of a whore took his arm 
and smiled up at him. (332) 

The sexual dysfunction experienced by the kid during his subsequent aborted encounter 

with the dwarfish whore suggests again the kid's previous experiences being mistaken for 

a homosexual. Following the judge's physical assault on the kid in the jakes outside the 

saloon, an act that may or may not involve the judge sexually assaulting the kid, a similar 

description would be provided involving an oversize prostitute. 

An enormous whore stood clapping her hands at the bandstand and calling 
drankenly for the music. She wore nothing but a pair of men's drawers and some 
of her sisters were likewise clad in what appeared to be trophies-hats or 
pantaloons or blue twill calvary jackets. (334) 

The description of the oversized prostitute provides a counterpoint to the imagery of the 

victorious judge dancing naked onstage at the conclusion of the novel. If the judge 
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represents the enduring human capacity for violence, then the enormous whore represents 

the enduring human capacity for sex, another primal instinctive act. 

Providing additional visceral impact to the horrors depicted in the narrative, many 

of the characters and events occurring in the novel are based on historical record. Sepich 

examines the historical basis for many of the characters in Notes on Blood Meridian. 

Some characters have been altered to suit the authorial intentions of McCarthy. 

While the character of John Joel Glanton does appear based on an actual historical 

figure who inhabited the Texas-Mexico border in the years preceding the American Civil 

War, Sepich asserts that the only specific mention of a historical precedent forjudge 

Holden occurs in Samuel Chamberlain's My Confession. Detailing his own adventures as 

part of a scalp hunting group. Chamberlain mentions a member of the group who shares 

marked similarities with the judge Holden depicted in Blood Meridian. No reference is 

made to any person who might form the basis for the unnamed kid in McCarthy's novel, 

leading Sepich to surmise that the antagonistic relationship between the kid and the judge 

mirrors the antagonism Chamberlain describes in his memoir existing between him and 

the judge Holden he discusses (Sepich 14, 20). 

McCarthy's purpose in altering the historical record reflects a process of adjusting 

historical facts in the Westem genre in order to provide a justification for events. In 

Blood Meridian, Judge Holden seems to refer to this process of altering the historical 

record in the following lines: 

Depend upon it, there is mythology now as there was in the time of Homer, only 
we do not perceive it, because we ourselves live in the very shadow of it, and 
because we all shrink from the full meridian light of tmth. The tiaith about the 
world, he said, is that anything is possible. (245) 
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Campbell concludes that by "engaging in a dialogue with the myths of the West, 

McCarthy foUows their strange logic to dark conclusions, to the point where the myths 

tum in on themselves, implode and begin to deconstmct." According to Campbell, the 

end results involves Blood Meridian "employing many aspects of the genre in order not 

to perpetuate unquestioningly that form and its values, but to analyse the hidden history 

of the West and its generic styles" (218). 

As I have demonstrated, McCarthy's inclusion of facets of the Westem genre 

such as multiple conflicts and incessant violence allows McCarthy to alter the cultural 

myth of the settling of the American West as a process undertaken by people guided by 

noble purposes and possessing superhuman abilities. In doing so, McCarthy constracts a 

critique of the imperialistic ideology that supported the concept of Manifest Destiny, an 

idea cited as justification for Anglo territorial expansion. 

In Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth, Henry Nash Smith 

traces the addressing of the ideology of Manifest Destiny in American Literature to Walt 

Whitman. Noting Whitman's celebration of different regions of North America in his 

poetry. Smith suggests that for 'Whitman "the Atiantic seaboard after all represented the 

past, the shadow of Europe, cities, sophistication, a derivative and conventional life and 

literature"(45). In contrast. Smith proposes that the West was "a realm where nature 

loomed larger than civilization and where feudaUsm had never been established" (45). 

McCarthy depicts the motivations of settiers spurred by the ideas of Manifest 

Destiny early in Blood Meridian. Jarrett notes that the rhetoric of Manifest Destiny 

justified territorial expansion by combining racism with an adjusted version of the Puritan 
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theory of predestination. This racism appeared in the Golden Age westem with its 

division of antagonists into "good" white and "bad" black hats that often represented 

allegorical white and red skin, respectively (70). After leaving Nacogdoches, the kid 

joins a filibuster expedition bound for Mexico headed by Captain White. Captain White 

bases his recmitment of the kid largely on the premise that the Mexican people are 

racially unsuited to govem the land and also on the promise of financial reward to be 

gained from the spoils of combat. Captain White's speech to the kid expUcitly employs 

the rhetoric of Manifest Destiny: 

There is no govemment in Mexico. HeU, there's no God in Mexico. Never wiU 
be. We are dealing with a people manifestly incapable of goveming themselves. 
And do you know what happens with people who cannot govem themselves? 
That's right. Others come in to govem them. (34) 

Later, while sitting in jail in Mexico following the Comanche attack on White's 

expedition, the kid recognizes the folly of his accepting White's rhetoric regarding the 

necessity of the expedition, noting after seeing White's decapitated head, "By rights they 

ought to pickle mine. For ever taking up with such a fool." (70). 

Any reading of Blood Meridian as a critique the imperialistic ideology of 

Manifest Destiny must negotiate the character of judge Holden, for Holden remains the 

one character throughout the novel that articulates a specific philosophy. The philosophy 

Holden repeatedly articulates involves an emphasis on the act of warfare. Holden's 

philosophy of war occupies a pivotal place within the novel, but the appreciation of the 

judge's philosophy by the other scalphunters remains debatable. The judge's philosophy 

proclaiming the primacy of war does have implications for the ideas of Manifest Destiny. 
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It makes no difference what men think of war, said the judge. War 
endures. As well ask men what they think of stone. War was always here. 
Before man was, war waited on him. The ultimate trade awaiting its ultimate 
practitioner. That is the way it was and will be. That way and not some other 
way. (248) 

Implicit in the judge's exhortations about war is his emphasis on the longevity of war as 

an enterprise. He suggests that war will continue despite whatever social institutions are 

imposed upon it. 

Judge Holden attempts to convey to his cohorts the importance of war by 

describing war as the ultimate game: 

This is the nature of war, whose stake is at once the game and the authority and 
the divination. Seen so its is the tmest form of divination. It is the testing of 
one's will and the will of another within that larger will which because it binds 
them is therefore forced to select. (249) 

The judge provides justification for the gang's extreme methods when engaged in 

warfare, arguing "moral law is an invention for the disenfranchisement of the powerful in 

favor of the weak. Historical law subverts it at every tum" (250). The judge thus 

suggests that history must be distorted by arguing that past events illustrate the survival 

of the fittest organism and therefore necessitates a culling process such as war. The 

judge's reasoning does not place emphasis on history as mankind's catalog of events, 

events which can either be right or wrong depending on interpretation. 

The extended parable that the judge teUs involving two men, one of whom 

murders the other, then subsequently attempts to hide the murder, seems to suggest an 

awareness of the process of creating historical narratives. The story mirrors the Old 

Testament's description of the worid's first murder involving Cain's slaying of his 
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brother Abel. The rider that the judge adds to the tale describes the extended joumey of 

the son of the murdered man: 

Now this son whose father's existence in this worid is historical and speculative 
even before the son has entered into it is in a bad way. All his life he carries 
before him the idol of a perfection to which he can never attain. The father dead 
has euchered the son out of his patrimony. For it is the death of the father to 
which the son is entitied and to which he is heir, more so than his goods. He will 
not hear of the small mean ways that tempered the man in life. He will not see 
him stiruggle in follies of his own devising. No. The worid which he inherits 
bears him false witness. He is broken before a frozen god and he will never find 
his way. (145) 

Unable to comprehend the camage he witnesses and also incapable of responding to the 

judge's rationalizing of the camage, the kid becomes broken like the son described in the 

parable, drifting aimlessly until his path intersects that of the judge again at Ft. Griffin. 

In a saloon in Ft. Griffin the kid encounters judge Holden again. The judge 

reiterates his accusations regarding the kid's alleged betrayal of the scalp hunters and 

asserts the essentialism of war to human character: 

I tell you this. As war becomes dishonored and it nobility called into 
question those honorable men who recognize the sanctity of blood will become 
excluded from the dance, which is the warrior's right, and thereby will the dance 
become a false dance and the dancers false dancers. And yet there will be one 
there always who is a tme dancer and can you guess who that might be? 

You ain't nothin. 
You speak tmer than you know. But I will tell you. Only that man who 

has offered himself up entire to the blood of war, who has been to the floor of the 
pit and seen hortor in the round and leamed at last that it speaks to his inmost 
heart, only that person can dance. (331) 

Prefiguring his assault on the kid in the jakes, the judge proclaims that only one dancer 

can survive. The judge's comments parallel the individual's role in a society where value 

remains dependent on the success of the fittest: 
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The judge set the bottle on the bar. Hear me, man, he said. There is room 
on the stage for one beast and one alone. All others are destined for a night that is 
etemal and without name. One by one they wiU step down into the darkness 
before the footlamps. Bears that dance. Bears that don't. (339) 

The judge's comments can be read as neatiy encapsulating the preceding action in the 

narrative. The other members of Glanton's gang, while committed to their bloody 

enterprise fail to impose any meaning upon the undertaking. Hence the other 

scalphunters have been killed, leaving only the judge and the kid. 

Interpretation of the function of Judge Holden in the novel must include an 

examination of the novel's conclusion, for at the end of McCarthy's narrative the judge 

remains the lone surviving character. The exact fate of the kid in the outhouse in Ft. 

Griffin remains unclear. In "The Kid's Fate, the Judge's Guilt: Ramifications of Closure 

in Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian," Patrick W. Shaw suggests that the judge does 

not kill the kid in the outhouse but rather humiliates the younger man by violating him 

sexually. Drawing from Eric Fromm's In The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness, Shaw 

asserts that the judge's actions stem from the malignant aggression that dictates human 

culture. By accepting the humanness of violence one can avoid intellectual and physical 

servitude (105). Physically imposing, the judge clearly seeks satisfaction from those 

weaker than him. His accusations also reflect resentment toward the kid. By 

demonstrating mercy on several occasions, the kid has entered into inteUectual servitude. 

The incident in the jakes then functions as a closure for several recurring motifs in the 

narrative. Having vanquished the kid, in the closing pages of the narrative it is the judge 

who is left standing: 
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th r^A^ ^ ^^ ^^ dancing, the board floor slamming under the jackboots and 
me tiddlers gnnning hideously over their canted pieces. Towering over them all 
IS the judge and he is naked dancing, his small feet lively and quick..., huge and 
pa e and hairiess, like an enormous infant. He never sleeps, he says. He says 
he'U never die. (335) f J j 

In assessing the function of Judge Holden as representative of the Manifest 

Destiny ideology, Jarrett describes Judge Holden as follows: 

His is the voice who supplies an apologetics and rational ideology for the gang's 
violence, murders, and massacres. His ideology amounts to a metaphysics of a 
will to knowledge, combining a nihiUstic affirmation of the self with a 
philosophical justification of war. (78) 

Jarrett concludes that "the judge represents an impulse or drive toward conquest that is 

not inherentiy irrational but inherent in reason itself - a drive that the historical period 

itself reveals" (79-80). 

Similarly, in " 'Witness to the Uttermost Edge of the Worid: Judge Holden's 

Textual Enterprise in Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian," Joshua J. Masters considers 

the judge in the role of trickster. As the archetypal trickster, Masters notes, the judge, 

"remains free from the telos endemic of a closed system; thus, any role, rale, or law can 

be invoked or revoked as the situation warrants, for the only "end" the judge recognizes 

is encapsulated in his own ego" (25). 

Blood Meridian does then function as a critique of the ideology that supports the 

concept of Manifest Destiny as well as the Westem genre. Conflict in the novel results 

from the subjugating of other peoples, and to a lesser extent the attempted subjugation of 

the natural world for economic gain. This bmtal subjugation of other peoples required 

the creation of recurring narratives transmitted in the form of cultural myths that 

inaccurately depicted territorial expansion as a process that required the exhibition of 
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noble tendencies on the part of the early settlers. Manifest Destiny marked the 

manifestation of an ideology that placed substantial value on conquest and the Westem 

genre later provided a similar ongoing means of celebrating the territorial gains and 

wealth accumulated in the American West during the nineteenth century. The dangers of 

an individual attempting to adhere to an ethical code resulting from the cultural myths 

refuted by Blood Meridian provides the basis for the plot of McCarthy's next three 

Westem novels, the Border Trilogy. In addition, the Border Trilogy explores the 

implications of Manifest Destiny in Mexico, a country directly impacted by policies 

justifying Anglo expansion. 
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CHAPTER III 

ALL THE PRETTY HORSES: 

THE COWBOY RIDES SOUTH 

Cormac McCarthy's sixth novel. All The Pretty Horses (1992), depicts the 

adventures of John Grady Cole. Cole, a Texas teenager, joumeys across the Mexican 

border in the 1950s. Cole's joumey results from his anxiety at the sale of his family's 

Texas ranch by his mother following the death of his grandfather. Fearing that the worid 

he has known in Texas will soon be lost after the family ranch is sold, John Grady Cole 

joumeys to Mexico in order to reestablish the rituals and traditions he has known in 

Texas. These rituals and traditions that John Grady associates with his life as a boy in 

Texas are reflective of those that form the basis for the narratives that transmit the 

cultural myths involving the American West. The transposing of the narrative of All The 

Pretty Horses to a period almost one hundred years after the narrative of Blood Meridian 

allows Cormac McCarthy to continue to utilize the conventions of the genre of Westem 

fiction and challenge the myths associated with the American West. In doing so 

McCarthy explores the ideologies that support the myths regarding the American West. 

In this chapter I will consider how AU the Pretty Horses marks a continuation of 

the exploration of the Westem novel begun by McCarthy in the preceding novel. Blood 

Meridian. First, I will first examine how Cormac McCarthy utilizes the conventions of 

the Westem genre to depict the American West. I will focus on how conflict and 

violence, two important components of the Westem genre, occur in the novel. Second, I 

will argue that the plot of All the Pretty Horses addresses several important themes 
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common to cultural myths associated with the American West. These themes include 

the celebration of a pastoral lifestyle involving cattle and horses, unfettered freedom of 

movement across the landscape, and the seeking of adventure in a wild territory. Finally, 

I will explore how McCarthy depicts the ideologies that support the mythology 

surrounding the American West through his creation of John Grady Cole, who represents 

the embodiment of those ideologies, the traditional cowboy hero. 

Cormac McCarthy's depiction of the American West in All the Pretty Horses may 

be better understood by first considering the role conflict plays in the novel, since as 

noted in Chapter Two, the resolution of conflict frequently forms the basis for narratives 

in the Westem genre. In The American Westem Novel, James K. Folsom notes that "the 

conflict in the Westem novel, in its broadest terms, is an externalized debate which 

reflects the common American argument about the nature of, in modem pariance, 'the 

good life'" (31). Folsom elaborates by asserting that "the American mental hesitation 

between the values of urban and mral life is mirrored in the Westem novel; whether the 

coming of civiUzation is good or iU is the burden of Westem fiction" (31). This dilemma 

that Folsom outiines occurs throughout All the Pretty Horses, providing the basis for the 

novel's plot as John Grady seeks what he hopes will be "the good life" in Mexico after 

what he perceives as "the good Ufe" in the form of the family ranch is taken away from 

him at the novel's outset. 

Conflicts between John Grady Cole and other people who seem to thwart Cole's 

attempts to pursue "the good life" precipitate the adventures John Grady experiences in 

the novel. The conflict with the most serious implications initially occurs between John 
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Grady and his mother and results from the intentions of Cole's absentee mother to seU the 

family's ranch. Interested in pursuing a career as an actress in San Antonio, Cole's 

mother has no interest in maintaining the ranch. Ironically, the intentions of Cole's 

mother are revealed largely by Cole's father. Reminiscent of other female characters in 

McCarthy's fiction. Cole's mother remains absent from the text. Just as Cole's mother 

has rejected Cole by initiating the sale of the ranch. Cole has been rejected by Mary 

Catherine, who has begun dating another guy. Cole's words to Rawlins, "She ain't worth 

it. None of em are" (10) foreshadow his forced separation from Alejandra later. 

Confused by his mother's selling the ranch, which constitutes such an important part of 

his existence, and smarting from rejection by Mary Catherine, Cole crosses the border 

and descends into Mexico. 

Instead of the absentee matemal figure he has known in Texas, in Mexico John 

Grady Cole encounters the manipulative matriarch, the Duena Alfonsa, who intervenes to 

squelch the romantic relationship between John Grady and her niece Alejandra, the 

daughter of Don Hector Rocha y Yillareal, a wealthy Mexican landowner. Having 

crossed the threshold into Mexico, Cole encounters Alejandra, and the couple quickly 

engage in a sexual relationship: 

She paused midway to look back. Standing there trembling in the water 
and not from cold for there was none. Do not speak to her. Do not call. 'When 
she reached him he held out his hand and she took it. She was so pale in the lake 
she seemed to be buming. Like foxfire in a darkened wood. That bumed cold. 
Like the moon that bumed cold. (141) 

John Grady Cole's romantic involvement with Alejandra marks a mistake because it 

represents the substitution of sexual gratification for the gaining of knowledge that the 
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traditional heroic figure seeks. After his release from the Saltillo prison, John Grady does 

eventually acquire knowledge from Dueiia Alfonsa, Alejandra's aunt, who actively seeks 

to separate tiie young lovers. However, John Grady seems initially confiised by the 

aunt's explanation justifying her interference in the young couple's romance, and his 

subsequent behavior does not suggest that he applies the aunt's wamings to the decisions 

that he makes. 

Duena Alfonsa's motivation for interfering in her niece's affair with John Grady 

involves not so much a dislike or disapproval of Cole personally as it does a dislike of the 

danger she perceives Cole to represent. Upon their release from jail after Rawlins retums 

to Texas, Cole lingers and confronts the authoritative Duena, who explains her rationale 

for interfering in the relationship between John Grady and Alejandra. The Duena 

explains to Cole that the fate of an individual can depend on the actions and decisions of 

other people: 

For me the world has always been more of a puppet show. But when one looks 
behind the curtain and traces the strings upward he finds they terminate in the 
hands of yet other puppets, themselves with their own strings which trace upward 
in tum, and so on. In my own life I saw these strings whose origins were endless 
enact the deaths of great men in violence and madness. (231) 

Alfonsa's decision to thwart John Grady's intentions with Alejandra parallel Cole's 

mother's decision to sell the ranch. In each instance, objects which John Grady holds to 

be precious and important, are taken away due to the decisions of matemal figures that he 

cannot control. 

As the conversation continues, the Duena Alfonsa wams Cole of the inherent 

dangers in making decisions based on an idealized perception of events: 
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In the end we aU come to be cured of our sentiments. Those whom life does not 
cure death will. The world is quite ruthless in selecting between the dream and 
the reality, even where we wiU not. Between the wish and the thing the worid lies 
waiting. (238) 

In expressing this rationale to John Grady, the Duena suggests an awareness that the 

young Texan's behavior has been motivated by a desire to fulfill a role which has as its 

basis a Romanticized hero. The Dueiia Alfonsa further undercuts the delusions of Cole 

by informing him that her interference in his relationship with Alejandra marks the rale, 

rather than the exception: 

You think that I have rejected your suit because you are young or without 
education or from another country but that is not the case. I was never remiss in 
poisoning Alejandra's mind against the conceits of the sorts of suitors available to 
her and we have long been able to entertain the notion of rescue arriving in 
whatever garb it chose. (240) 

In confronting the demise of his relationship with Alejandra, Cole develops an awareness 

that what Alfonsa refers to as "the chaos outside our own making" remains unavoidable 

(APH 241). Unfortunately, John Grady's persistence in clinging to the rituals and 

traditions he holds also leads to conflicts with Don Hector resulting from Cole's 

relationship with the orphan Jimmy Blevins. 

In his response to Rawlins asking why the other two teens should allow Blevins to 

accompany them, Blevins states, "Cause I'm an American" (APH 45). By stating this, 

Blevins attempts to play upon what he perceives are the shared underlying racist 

assumptions of Rawlins and Cole. Ignoring the wamings of his companion Lacey 

Rawlins, Cole insists upon befriending Blevins. Not only does John Grady extend 
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fnendship to the hapless Blevins, he also decides that he and Rawlins should aid Blevins 

in his attempts to recover the horse Blevins claims. 

Blevins ate. After a while he looked up. 'What'd I ever do to you? he said. 
You aint done nothing to me. And you aint goin to. That's the point. 
Leave him be, Lacey. It aint goin to hurt us to try and help the boy get his 

horse back. 
I'm just tellin him the facts, said RawUns. 
He knows the facts. 
He don't act like it. (74-5) 

John Grady's acceptance of Blevins occurs as a direct outcome of Cole basing his 

decisions on adherence to a code of behavior that proves impractical given the situation. 

John Grady's fateful decision to affiliate RawUns and himself with Blevins 

contributes significantiy to the conflict that eventually empts between John Grady Cole 

and Don Hector Rocha y Villareal. This conflict results in the arrests of Cole and 

Rawlins and their subsequent expulsion from the Edenic Hacienda de Nuestra Senora de 

la Purisma Concepcion ranch in Mexico: 

He mounted up and they cuffed his wrists and handed him the reins and then all 
mounted up and they tumed their horses and rode two by two out of the lot 
through the standing gate. When they passed the bunkhouse the lights were on 
and the vaqueros were standing in the door or squatting along the ramada. They 
watched the riders pass, the Americans behind the leader and his lieutenant, the 
others six in number riding in pairs behind in their caps and uniforms with their 
carbines resting across the pommels of their saddles, all riding along the cienaga 
road and upcountry toward the north. (150-1) 

The aftermath of the arrest for John Grady wiU mean not only expulsion from the ranch 

but also exile from Alejandra. In both cases, what John Grady perceives as "the good 

life" has been denied to him. 

The conversation between Don Hector Rocha and John Grady suggests that Don 

Hector suspects that John Grady and RawUns have been affiliated with Blevins: 
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Why are you here? he said. 
John Grady looked at him. He looked down the table where the shadows 

of the sunning cats sat in a row like cutout cats all leaning slightiy aslant. He 
looked at the hacendado again. 

I just wanted to see the country, I reckon. Or we did. 
May I ask how old are you? 
Sixteen. 
The hacendado raised his eyebrows. Sixteen, he said. 
Yessir. 
The hacendado smiled again. 'When I was sixteen I told people I was 

eighteen. 
John Grady sipped his coffee. 
Your friend is sixteen also? 
Seventeen. 
But you are the leader. 
We dont have no leaders. We're just buddies. 

Of courses. (113-114) 

Indirectly, through his questioning Don Hector attempts to gauge not only the validity of 

the responses John Grady provides, but also whether John Grady will lie about knowing 

Blevins. The hacendado questions John Grady in a similar manner about his knowledge 

of horses before retuming to the original pattem of questioning and asking John Grady 

directly if he was accompanied by any person besides Rawlins: 

You rode here from Texas. 
Yessir. 
You and your friend. 
Yessir. 
Just the two of you? 
John Grady looked at the table. The paper cat stepped thin and slant 

among the shapes of cats thereon. He looked up again. Yessir, he said. Just me 
and him. (116) 

John Grady refuses for a second time to be more forthcoming than necessary when 

answering Don Hector's questions about who has accompanied him to the ranch, 

foreshadowing that John Grady's adherence to a code of honor in not mentioning Blevins 
will yield disastrous results later. 
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Though he may suspect that John Grady and RawUns have been involved with 

Blevins, Don Hector aUows the American teens to stay at the ranch and work. In doing 

so, Don Hector's motives remain unclear. He does express recognition for John Grady's 

expertise with horses, a skill that clearly marks John Grady as a traditional cowboy hero. 

John Grady's unique relationship with horses also foreshadows John Grady's romantic 

involvement with Alejandra. Cole's relationship with Alejandra proves an additional 

strain that inevitably forces conflict, resulting in Don Hector causing Cole and Rawlins to 

be arrested. The culmination of this conflict between Don Hector and John Grady occurs 

out of view of the reader. The reader only witnesses the aftermath of the conflict in the 

form of the arrests of Cole and Rawlins. Details of the culmination of the conflict are 

provided by Alejandra, who informs John Grady of her reasons for acquiescing to the 

Duena Alfonsa's securing his release in exchange for Alejandra's agreeing to him as her 

lover. 

I don't know. I was so foolish. It was her arrogance. I told her I would 
not be blackmailed. She made me crazy. 

Do you hate her? 
No. I don't hate her. But she tells me I must be my own person and with 

every breath she tries to make me her person. I don't hate her. She cant help it. 
But I broke my father's heart. I broke his heart. (251) 

Alejandra subsequently reveals that it was a desire to regain the graces of her father that 

led her to forsake Cole, stating simply, " I didn't know that he would stop loving me. I 

didn't know he could. Now I know" (252). The behavior ascribed to Don Rocha 

contrasts sharply with that of the unrepetant Cole, who even following his ordeal in 

prison teUs Alejandra, "Dont cry. I'U make it right" (251). 
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The arrests of John Grady and Rawlins by Mexican authorities reunite the duo 

with Jimmy Blevins. The arrests also act as the catalyst for the extended ensuing conflict 

between John Grady and the Mexican Captain who oversees the prisoners. 

John Grady's conflict with the captain functions on multiple levels. On one level, 

the conflict between the American teen protagonists and the captain reflects the conflict 

between the American transgressors and the Mexican govemment. Just as Glanton and 

his gang incur the wrath of the provincial Mexican govemments in Blood Meridian 

following the decision to substitute the scalps of murdered citizens in lieu of Apache 

scalps, John Grady's earlier decision to associate with Blevins results in his and Rawlins 

being considered outiaws by the local Mexican authorities, comparable to Blevins. The 

captain makes statements to Rawlins such as "What is the number of horses you steal" 

and "What is the number of men you kill" (165) before referring to Rawlins as "the 

criminal Smith" (165) when he interrogates John Grady. The captain's refeiral to 

RawUns in such a manner sparks indignation in John Grady, culminating with John 

Grady making the following assertion, "There aint but one tmth, said John Grady. The 

tmth is what happened. It aint what come out of somebody's mouth" (168). 

John Grady's subsequent conflict with the captain functions as instractional in forcing 

John Grady to confront many of the romanticized delusions he holds that have formed the 

impetus for his joumey across the border into Mexico. 

In The Six-Gun Mystique Sequel, John G. Calwelti proposes that "the old ideal of 

knightiy purity and chastity survives in the cowboy hero's basic aversion to the grosser 

and dirtier forms of violence" (41). According to Calwelti, "perhaps one source of the 
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cowboy hero's appeal is the way in which he resolves this ambiguity by giving a sense of 

moral significance and order to violence" (41). Violence occurs throughout A// the Pretty 

Horses although the violence that occurs may be described as muted. The understated 

presence of violence in All the Pretty Horses and the roots of that violence assist in 

aligning its protagonist John Grady with traditional cowboy heroes, and not the 

scalphunters of Blood Meridian. 

The first significant episode of violence occurs in the attempt by John Grady, 

Rawlins, and Blevins to recover the horse Blevins claims belongs to him. 

The horse skittered past rawlins sideways, Blevins cUnging to the animal's 
mane and snatching at his hat. The dogs swarmed wildly over the road and 
RawUns' horse stood and twisted and shook its head and the big bay tumed a 
complete circle and there were three pistol shots from somewhere in the dark all 
evenly spaced that went pop pop pop. John Grady put the heels of his boots to his 
horse and leaned low in the saddle and he and Rawlins went pounding up the 
road. Blevins passed them both, his pale knees clutching the horse and his 
shirttail flying. (83) 

The immediate effect of the episode is the death that results from the incident. The 

consequences of the episode become apparent later when the three American teens are 

arrested and accused of murdering the man. The episode also illustrates important 

distinctions between the depiction of violence in All the Pretty Horses and the violent 

episodes in Blood Meridian. With only a few exceptions, in All the Pretty Horses, 

McCarthy chooses not to depict as graphically the violence perpetrated by the characters, 

as he does the savagery in Blood Meridian. Furthermore, the violence in All the Pretty 

Horses can be justified as a necessary response to wrongs inflicted upon the protagonists. 

The bloodletting in Blood Meridian lacks such justification. 
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The violence that occurs as a result of the trio attempting to recover the horse also 

proves significant in affmning that John Grady Cole, while perhaps not the Westem hero 

he perceives himself to be, does display the capacity to perpetuate violence when he feels 

that the situation necessitates violence as a means of resolving a problematic situation. 

A subsequent episode of violence inextricably linked to the episode mentioned 

earUer is the execution of Blevins after his arrest. The death of Blevins occurs out of 

view of the reader: 

They caintjust walk him out there and shoot him, he said. HeU fire. Just 
waUc him out there and shoot him. 

John Grady looked at him. As he did so the pistol shot came from beyond 
the ebony trees. Not loud. Just a flat sort of pop. Then another. 

When they came back out of the trees the captain was carrying the 
handcuffs. Vanomos, he called. (179) 

The summary execution of Blevins serves to underscore how deluded John Grady has 

been in his rationale for many of the decisions he has made prior to the death of Blevins. 

The killing of Blevins also reflects the serious nature of the situation confronting John 

Grady and Rawlins at this juncture in the novel. Consequently, survival for John Grady 

and Rawlins in the prison will mandate the use of additional violence. 

The seamy environment of the prison proves especially violent. The denizens of 

the prison harken back to the primordial characters in earUer McCarthy novels. 'While 

previous violence in All the Pretty Horses has not been depicted graphically, the 

cUmactic fight within the prison is depicted in more graphic detail, similar to the 

unending violence that permeates Blood Meridian: 

John Grady backed away. He sat slowly on the floor. His legs were bent 
crookedly under him and he slumped against the wall with his arms at either side 
of him. The cuchillero lowered the tray. He set it quitely on the table. He leaned 
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and took hold of John Grady by the hair and forced his head back to cut his throat. 
As he did so John Grady brought his knife up from the floor and sank it into the 
cuchillero's heart. He sank it into his heart and snapped the handle sideways and 
broke the blade off in him. (201) 

The grim worid within the prison provides the scenario for John Grady to act heroically 

in the interest of self-preservation and kiU the man hired to kill him. 

The final extended episode of violence in the novel involves John Grady's retum 

for the horse allegedly belonging to Blevins (264-270). The violence proves to be 

catharic to an extent since returning for the disputed horses provides John Grady with the 

opportunity to exercise some control over the land that has proved wrong for him. The 

recovery of the horse also sets up a conventional flight and pursuit subplot to the novel's 

narrative. 

In considering the depiction of violence in the Border Trilogy, Patrick W. Shaw 

notes in "Female Presence, Male Violence, and the Art of Artlessness in the Border 

Trilogy" that violence initially seems to occurs largely as a result of the rash decisions 

made by male characters in stark contrast to the measured decisions of female characters. 

Shaw argues though that the creation of such a dichotomy eventually "leads to the 

supposition that males and females are so essentially dissimilar that despite biological 

compatibility, they remain psychologically antagonistic" (267). The potential 

challenging of common cultural assumptions regarding the compatibility of males and 

females via the inclusion of violence in All the Pretty Horses, parallels McCarthy's 

exploiting of the Cowboy as a mythical figure who can similarly expose the 

contradictions underlying the myths associated with the American West. 
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Myths associated with the American westem frontier and the system of values 

propagated by those myths underiie John Grady's decision to abandon his family's ranch 

and joumey to Mexico. The jarring incident that provides the necessary motivation for 

Cole would be the impending sale of the ranch. The apathy John Grady's mother exudes 

toward the ranch and in its inhabitants is emblematic of McCarthy's depiction of the 

diminishing in importance of the pastoral way of life in favor of lifestyles and industries 

dependant on technology. In his essay, " 'As of some site where life had not succeeded': 

Sorrow, Allegory, and Pastoralism," George GuiUemin observes that the diminishing of 

the pastoral lifestyle recurs as a theme throughout McCarthy's Border Trilogy. 

Consequently, GuiUemin argues that "the patent striation of the trilogy into narration of 

plot action on the one hand and allegorical meta-narratives on the other serves to situate a 

melancholia felt over the loss of the pastoral vision, entirely in keeping with pastoral 

convention" (82). 

In Mexico the rituals and traditions that John Grady has leamed from observing 

his grandfather seem increasingly tenuous in the contemporary setting that provides a 

backdrop for the novel. John Grady experiences unease as he observes the ways that the 

mechanical advances of the twentieth century impinge on his idyllic world in mral Texas. 

This unease becomes evident in the following example: 

It came boring out of the east like some ribald satellite of the coming sun howling 
and bellowing in the distance and the long night of the headlamp mnning through 
the tangled mesquite brakes and creating out of the night the endless fenceline 
down the road straight right of way and sucking it back again wire and post mile 
on mile into the darkness after where the boilersmoke disbanded slowly along the 
faint new horizon and the sound came lagging and he stood still holding his hat in 
his hands in the passing groundshudder watching it tiU it was gone. (3-4) 
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Confronted with physical evidence in the form of the train that represents the modem 

worid's intiiision upon the pastoral worid that he knows, John Grady can do nothing but 

hold his hat in his hand and watch silently as it passes. Affirmation of the cultural values 

John Grady holds can only occur in a different locale, hence Cole's subsequent decision 

to venture into Mexico. 

Escaping to Mexico provides additional examples of the relatively contemporary 

setting of the novel near the middle of the twentieth century. Although John Grady and 

Rawlins make their trip to Mexico on horseback, the horse's utilitarian role has 

diminished. John Grady does not ride to San Antonio to see his mother's performance on 

his horse but instead travels by hitching rides with passing motorists. The track has 

replaced the horse. However, the choosing of horses as means of travel, identifies the 

duo, especially John Grady, as Westem heroes. In The Six-Gun Mystique Sequel, John G. 

Calwelti observes that in the westem genre "the hero is a man with a horse and the horse 

is his direct tie to the freedom of the wildemess, for it embodies his abiUty to move freely 

across it and to dominate and control its spirit" (38). In West of Everything, Jane 

Tompkins recognizes the centrality of horses to the westem genre: 

The key to what horses represent in Westems is something very simple. It 
is the fact that the body of the horse stands beneath the body of the rider, between 
the human being and the earth. Horses express a need for connection to nature, to 
the wild. (93) 

Tompkins subsequently argues that the representation of horses in Westems carries 

decidedly more sinister undertones. Tompkins asserts the treatment accorded horses 

mirrors the experiences of the westem hero: 
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The abuse of horses is part of a sadomasochistic impulse centtal to Westems 
which aims at the successful domination of the emotions, of the fleshly mortal 
part of the self, and of the material outside the body. That part of the self 
experienced as mortal, the body and its feelings, has already been expelled 
symboUcally from the main action of the Westem plot with the expulsion of 
women. In the constant spectacle of the horse's submission to human control, it 
continues to be manipulated, curbed, punished, and sometimes killed before our 
eyes. (107,109) 

While the extent of the argument Tompkins makes can be debated, her observation will 

prove interesting later considering the identification John Grady expresses with horses. 

Considered together, the observations of Calwelti and Tompkins prove useful in 

supporting the assertion that while the choice of riding into Mexico via horseback may at 

first seem questionable from a practical standpoint given the contemporary setting of the 

novel, the choice of horseback remains viable, given the idealized view the two teens 

share of themselves as Westem outiaw heroes. 

The twentieth-century setting of the novel provides John Grady and Rawlins a 

degree of convenience not available to intrepid Westem heroes in earUer time periods. 

After setting out on their trip. Cole and Rawlins ^ e initially able to stop and purchase 

food with relative ease. The duo have breakfast at a cafe but experience difficulty in 

acquiring food for their horses: 

The store had nothing in the way of feed. They bought a box of dried 
oatmeal and paid their bill and went out. John Grady cut the paper dram in two 
with his knife and they poured the oatmeal into a couple of hubcaps and sat on the 
picnic table and smoke while the horses ate. The Mexican came over to look at 
the horses. He was not much older than Rawlins. (All the Pretty Horses 33) 

The conversation between the duo and the Mexican foreshadows the difficulties that 

await Cole and Rawlins in Mexico. Rawlins makes jokes about the why the two are 

travelling by horseback. 
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We're mnnin from the law, Rawlins said. 
The Mexican looked them over. 
We robbed a bank. 

He stood looking at the horses. You aint robbed no bank, he said. (34) 

The conversation reveals that John Grady Cole and Rawlins have embarked upon a 

journey using a mode of travel that while perhaps appropriate to the myths underlying the 

rationale for their undertaking the trip, remains largely impractical, at least north of the 

border. The Mexican's retort that the two boys have not robbed any bank foUowing his 

appraisal of the horses, suggests that there may be more expedient means of travel for 

bank robbers in the middle of the twentieth century than horses. Furthermore, Rawlins 

assumes that the man has visited Mexico when he claims to have never done so. The 

man's admission to never having visited Mexico, calls into question the motivations for 

the two Texas teenagers in deciding to do so, suggesting again that Cole and Rawlins 

have behaved foolishly in embarking upon their joumey south across the border. 

Don Hector embodies a twentieth-century cattleman, as opposed to the idealized 

nineteenth-century cattleman that John Grady admires. Don Hector remains largely an 

absentee landowner who flies his own airplane and whose other business pursuits 

necessitate his frequent long absences from the ranch. 

Another example of how the twentieth-century setting helps shape the adventures 

of John Grady occurs in the character of Jimmy Blevins. Only at the conclusion of the 

novel does John Grady discover that the younger Blevins has appropriated his name from 

a radio preacher. John Grady visits the radio preacher and his wife and endures stoically 

the wife's description of the global outreach of her husband's ministry: 
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He works so hard for his ministry. People have no idea. Did you know 
his voice reaches all over the world? 

Is that right? 
We've got letters from China. It's hard to imagine. Them little old people 

settin around their radios over there. Listenin to Jimmy. 
I wouldn't think they'd know what he was sayin. 
Letters from France. Letters from Spain. The whole worid. His voice like 

an instilment, you see. When he has the layin on of hands? They could be in 
Timbuctoo. They could be on the south pole. It don't make no difference. His 
voice is there. There's not anyplace you can go he aint there. In the air. AUthe 
time. You just tum on your radio. (297) 

The episode with the wife of the radio evangelist illustrates not only the extent to which 

the mral world Cole has known is changing, but also echoes Alfonsa's earlier comments 

to Cole about events occurring that an individual may not witness directiy but that do 

impact the individual. 

The setting of the novel near the middle of the twentieth century does allow 

McCarthy to juxtapose the fanciful ideas Cole possesses about the past against the 

backdrop of a setting filled with modem conveniences. In addition, the setting of the 

novel also proves important in the development of the novel's addressing the idea of 

history as revealed in war. John Wegner proposes in " 'Wars and ramors of wars' in 

Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy" that "War is the central thesis to McCarthy's 

southwestem works" (59). Wegner outlines the relationship of the novels' contemporary 

setting to thematic concerns associated with war: 

The two wars that form the backdrop of the trilogy represent opposite ends of the 
spectmm. The Mexican Revolution was fought on horseback and train track by 
peasants and ill- equipped soldiers. The war's most popular figure was a barbaric, 
illiterate guerilla warrior, Pancho Villa. World War II, on the other hand, was the 
first great technological war, fought from the air and ended with arguably the 
twentieth century's most significant and deadly discovery, the atomic bomb. In 
McCarthy's Border Trilogy, these two wars act as historical frames for the novels. 
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defining and mapping the worids in which these characters must live and survive. 
(74) 

While the contemporary setting of All the Pretty Horses provides a backdrop for John 

Grady's testing of his values in an environment that no longer seems conducive to those 

values, the thematic concem of war provides an example of the past informing the 

present while also providing a Unk to the bloody conflicts associated with conquest 

explored in Blood Meridian. 

Another facet of traditional narratives associated with westward expansion 

addressed in All the Pretty Horses is the idea of unfettered freedom of movement, a 

concept central to not only initial attempts to raise cattie in the dry, arid lands of the 

Westem region of the United States, but also a powerful romantic image for those settlers 

who moved west and subsequent generations who became enthralled with the fictional 

exploits of those who inhabited the West. 

The appeal of the freedom of movement occurs in All the Pretty Horses on two 

distinct levels. In the most literal application, the Romanticized ideal of the figure of the 

cowboy riding across the plains appeals to John Grady, given his affinity for horses. On 

a more abstract level, John Grady seeks what he perceives as the open unmarked spaces 

represented by Mexico because he feels frastrated and helpless in the face of the 

impending sale of the family's ranch by his mother. In his brief article, "Notes on 

Landscape in All the Pretty Horses," Alan Cheuse summarizes the appeal of Mexico for 

John Grady: 

Thus having a map to the territory before you means having a past, both personal 
and historical, whose visions and outer signs you may easily read in order to find 
orientation. But John Grady Cole lights out for the territory ahead, or, to be 
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specific, to the south, to Mexico and its blank and uncharted regions, unhappy 
with the known past of family turmoil and American blood past. He seeks 
freedom from the old well-marked Texas spaces in the possibilities of an 
undiscovered country. (141) 

For John Grady, the freedom offered by escaping to Mexico via horseback means 

freedom from being forced to confront his mother's selling of the ranch. The relative ease 

with which his mother pursues her plans to sell the ranch indirectly chaUenges the 

validity of John Grady's value system that places a high value on the ranch and its 

attendant Ufestyle. As a result, as Cheuse notes, "the land before him holds much 

promise for John Grady Cole, for his imminent education as a breaker of horses and 

prodigal son, as a boy tumed man by means of love and tested by imprisonment and the 

blade" (142). 

The decisions of Cole and Rawlins to leave behind famiUes and home and venture 

to Mexico results at least in part due to a desire to seek adventure in the lands beyond 

those that are known, another frequent component of Westem myths and one that forms 

the basis for the Westem genre's popularity. Seeking adventure on the frontier in 

Westem myths frequently results in a validation of personal fortitude and skills. 

The affirmation of personal skills resulting from adventures provides a direct link 

to the nostalgia for the past expressed by John Grady Cole. The nostalgia for the past 

Cole exhibits occurs in the narratives transmitting myths associated with westward 

expansion. In the case of John Grady, this nostalgia for the past occurs as a result of John 

Grady repeatedly acting upon impulses formed by cultural values intemalized as a child 

by observing his grandfather on the family's ranch in Texas. John Grady becomes 
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mcreasingly aware of the loss of a worid that shared those values he holds even as he 

attempts to negotiate a successful existence in such an environment as evident in the 

description of his ride with his father, a sickly substitute for his recentiy deceased 

grandfather: 

In the afternoon they passed through the rains of an old ranch on that stony mesa 
where there were crippled fenceposts propped among the rocks that carried 
remnants of a wire not seen in that country for years. An ancient pickethouse. 
The wreckage of an old wooden windmiU fallen among the rocks. They rode on. 
They waUced ducks up out of potholes and in the evening they descended through 
low rolUng hills and across the red clay floodplain into the town of Robert Lee 
(23) 

In choosing to venture to Mexico, John Grady attempts to ride away into the sunset a la 

the traditional cowboy hero rather than attempt to negotiate the realties of the present. 

In "The Vanishing World of Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy," Dianne C. 

Luce notes that "the world of the Border Trilogy is a vanishing world, beginning with the 

death of John Grady's grandfather and ending with the death of John Grady himself and 

the implied death of Billy beyond the last page of Cities of the Plain" (122). Luce makes 

the following observations about the importance of the theme of vanishing in the novel: 

"Vanish" is a word repeated over and over throughout the trilogy, sometimes in 
passages of portent but more often in mundane contexts which reduce vanishing 
to a mere fact of life and in which the persistence of the vanished is never called 
into question, as if McCarthy would remind us of the simple faith in the 
persistence of objects leamed in childhood. (123) 

For John Grady Cole, the persistence of lessons leamed in childhood would consist of a 

refusal to reUnquish those rituals, traditions, and values he has acquired from his 

grandfather. John Grady expresses the nostalgia that he feels by imagining watching 

Comanches ride across the nearby prairie: 
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When the wind was in the north you could hear them, the horses and the breath of 
horses and the horses hooves that were shod in rawhide and the rattie of lances 
and the constant drag of the travois poles in the sand like the passing of some 
enormous serpent and the young boys naked on wild horses jaunty as circus riders 
and hazing wild horses before them and the dogs trotting with their tongues aloU 
and foot-slaves following half naked and sorely burdened and above all the low 
chant of their traveling song which the riders sang as they rode, nation and ghost 
of nation passing in a soft chorale across that mineral waste to darkness bearing 
lost to all history and all remembrance like a grail the sum of their secular and 
transitory and violent lives. (5) 

The Comanches are not present. The Comanches exist only in the imagination of John 

Grady. However, the description of the Comanches in the preceding passage proves 

markedly different from the description of the ferocious Comanche attack on Captain 

White's filibusters near the beginning of Blood Meridian and clearly denotes how John 

Grady Cole uses an ideaUzed past to negotiate the present. Cole's father makes a similar 

comparison later in his conversation with John Grady, stating, "People dont feel safe no 

more, he said. We're like the Comanches was two hundred years ago. We don't know 

whats goin to show up here come daylight. We don't even know what color they'll be." 

(APH 25-26) 

The remarks of John Grady's father prefigure Cole's exchange with RawUns at 

the conclusion of the novel: 

I think I'm goin to move on. 
This is stiU good country. 
Yeah. I know it is. But it ain't my country. (301) 

Riding away into the unknown at the conclusion of the novel. Cole imagines that he 

passes a group of Indians: 

At that time there were stiU Indians camped on the westem plains and late in the 
day he passed in his riding a scattered group of their wickiups propped upon that 
scoured and trembling waste. They were perhaps a quarter mile to the north, just 
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huts made from poles and brash with a few goathides draped across them. The 
Indians stood watching him. He could see that none of them spoke among 
themselves or commented on his riding there nor did they raise a hand in greeting 
or caU out to him. They had no curiosity about him at all. As if they knew aU 
they needed to know. They stood and watched him pass and watched him vanish 
upon that landscape solely because he was passing. Solely because he would 
vanish. (301) 

The passage implies that the Indians recognize the figure of John Grady as the lone 

cowboy riding across the plains as a visual anomaly. The passage also suggests that 

John Grady still adheres to those ideas and the code of behavior associated with the 

traditional cowboy hero that he has leamed as a child, even in spite of his experiences 

south of the border. Cole recognizes that his adherence to those ideas makes him an 

anomaly. 

As a result of the altered nature of the traditional myths associated with westward 

expansion on which John Grady bases his decisions, John Grady and Rawlins are unable 

to travel westward in search of the frontier as earlier American literary adolescents such 

as Huckleberry Finn vowed to do. The westem frontier has long ago ceased to exist 

except as a mythical constract in the minds of those like John Grady and Rawlins. 

Consequently, another component of those myths associated with the American West, the 

impulse to seek adventure, motivates John Grady and Rawlins to travel south and across 

the Uteral frontier marked by the southem border of the United States with Mexico. For 

the two American teenagers, Mexico represents a less developed environment, a region 

closer to the ideaUzed past, than the two boys' familiar native Texas, especially the ranch 

where John Grady and Rawlins find work: 

The Hacienda de Nuestra Senora de la Purisma Concepcion was a ranch of eleven 
thousand hectares situated along the edge of the Bolson de Cuatro Cienegas in the 
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state of Coahuila. The westem sections ran into the Sierra de Anteojo to 
elevations of nine thousand feet but south and east the ranch occupied part of the 
broad barrial or basin floor of the bolson and was well watered with natural 
springs and clear streams and dotted with marshes and shallow lakes or lagunas. 
In the lakes and in the sti-eams were species of fish not known elsewhere on earth 
and birds and lizards and other forms of life as well all relict here for the desert 
stretched away on every side. (97) 

As an example of Mexico as an ideaUzed representation of the past, the description of 

ranch makes the ranch appear almost Edenic. As in the biblical Eden, John Grady 

eventually is exiled, his exile the result of female presence. 

Crossing the border from the United States into Mexico involves transgressing 

boundaries between what John Grady soon leams are two different cultures, though the 

two cultures remain inextricably linked. However, thanks largely to the monologue of 

the Duena Alfonsa, John Grady leams that the present in Mexico continues to be directiy 

influenced by the past. John Wegner notes the differences in the impact of historical 

events in Mexico as opposed to the United States: 

History, an important, viable character in Blood Meridian, becomes an 
influence—a secondary, subtle motivator—in the trilogy, where it is the human 
responses to that historical influence that take center stage However, the 
history lesson John Grady leams from Dueiia Alfonsa contradicts that American 
ideal. Instead, he leams, as Quijada tells Billy, that the "soul of Mexico is very 
old" (C 385); the past influences and controls the present. The scalping, 
filibustering gangs like Captain 'White's and Glanton's prefigured the economic 
filibustering gangs led by Hearst. This continued and oppressive American 
presence fueled the 1910 Mexican Revolution that tightened the border 
restrictions the Treaty of Hidalgo had created. John Grady and Billy travel to a 
Mexico controlled by the PRI, the Partido Revolucion Institucional, a political 
party created in 1938. Creating a political party that institutionaUzes the 
revolution, in effect, implies that the govemment represents the revolution and its 
ideas for reform. By the same token, the govemment eliminates the need for any 
new revolutions, implying that Mexico is in a constant state of controlled 
revolution and change. For Mexico, the revolution is continual and ongoing, 
hence the past is a significant part of the present. (77) 
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The recurring challenge John Grady faces in the novel becomes one based on his seeking 

to find happiness in a land where the past still would be valued, but the past of Mexico is 

obviously not that of the United States, and so John Grady with his values grounded in 

myths associated with the westward expansion of the nineteenth century in the United 

States remains unable to ascertain an altemative value system that will enable him to 

prosper in Mexico. In "Between the Wish and the Thing the Worid Lies Waiting", 

Vereen Bell argues that John Grady never develops a more appropriate version of what 

Bell calls a private episteme. 

John Grady's youthfulness, and its associated idealism, is a correlative in itself— 
less a point of view than a private episteme, and one that refuses to be diminished. 
It is challenged persuasively by experience and by a compelling history lesson in 
which John Grady is set straight by Alejandra's protective great-aunt; but it is 
never quite undone and we are not meant to think that it should be. (924) 

Bell further summarizes the outcome of John Grady and Rawlins descending into Mexico 

by examining the lessons that that the two teens leam about the power stmcture of the 

institutions in the country that they visit: 

John Grady and Rawlins escape for a time the dissociating effects of the 
technology and capital of the new American order, but what they get from their 
ancient culture is an attractive but totaUtarian hierarchy—the autocratic rale of 
families, at best, and at worst, of brate power instead of law. In Enlightenment 
terms, a dignified ancient culture is also, inescapably, a primitive one. (926) 

Though Mexico may appeal to John Grady and Rawlins as a land closely resembling an 

idealized past, the two leam the realities of life in the countiy in the present without the 

benefit of corresponding national historical myths to blunt the intmsion of those realities 

as was the case in Texas. 
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The joumey of John Grady and Rawlins across the border into Mexico illustrates 

the idea that the borderiands represent a new actual physical frontier, markedly different 

from the earUer theoretical frontier that first informed the rhetoric of American westward 

expansion and then later formed the basis for the mythic narratives that described 

American expansion in the nineteenth century. 

In "Go to Sleep: Dreams and Visions in the Border Trilogy," Edwin T. Amold 

claims that "McCarthy's works assume that there are multiple ways of experiencing the 

world, ranging from heedless, alienated ignorance to mystical, perhaps divine insight" 

(34). As a result, Amold proposes that "one of the many possible manifestations of 

borders in the trilogy is that between this world, and that of sleep, between our waking 

awareness and the mysterious knowing of the dream" (42). 

On a less literal level, the frontier or border that John Grady crosses is the 

threshold marking the passage from childhood to adult. By the conclusion of the novel, 

John Grady's maturation has been marked by his falling in love with Alejandra, his 

killing the man in the prison in Saltillo, and his daring rescue of the horse belonging to 

Blevins, and his subsequent kidnapping of the Captain. 

John Grady's nostalgic imagining of the Comanches, coupled with the rationale 

Cole espouses for his decisions throughout the concluding volume of the Border TrUogy, 

Cities of the Plains, reflect that John Grady has not abandoned the Romantic idealism 

grounded in values associated with American Westward expansion that provides the 

impetus for his actions in All the Pretty Horses. 
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In depicting the behavior of John Grady Cole, McCarthy intentionally portrays 

John Grady as the embodiment of the tiaditional cowboy hero. By portraying John 

Grady as the traditional cowboy possessing among other skiUs exceptional abilities with 

horses, McCarthy illustiates how the traditional cowboy figure represents the ideologies 

that support the myths associated with the American West. 

In his book-length study of McCarthy's fiction, Cormac McCarthy, Robert L. 

Jarrett attributes part of the commercial appeal of the novels comprising the Border 

Trilogy to McCarthy's exploration of the figure of the cowboy. Jarrett cites not only the 

presence of the popular figure of the romantic cowboy as a contributing factor to the 

Border Trilogy's appeal, but he also mentions "the inclusion of significant elements of 

heterosexual romance" and "a sentimental nostalgia toward the past" (99) as factors 

contributing to the commercial reception enjoyed by the novels. Jarrett concludes that 

"rather than fleeing into art, McCarthy's cowboy heroes make their historical escape 

away from industrial society and toward a Southwest they envision as an open frontier 

(99). 

In "Cowboy Codes in Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy," Philip A. Snyder 

provides an argument similar to that of Jarrett in considering the appeal of the Border 

Trilogy making the following assessment: 

Operating in the midst of the twentieth century and endangered by habitat 
loss and familial dislocation, McCarthy's cowboys must adapt to a new westem 
environment or die, particularly after their attempts to relocate themselves in 
Mexico, the original, centuries-old site of cowboying in the Americas, prove to be 
instmctive and evocative, but ultimately unsuccessful. Although unrivaled in its 
stylistic excellence and thematic complexity, the Border Trilogy shares with other 
modem and contemporary westem texts a hard-edged nostalgia for the cowboy 
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past tinged with a persistent advocation of cowboy virtues in the present, 
particularly as invested in the materiality of cowboy culture. (147) 

Snyder's observations suggest that the narratives in each novel operate on two levels. On 

one level, the narratives do seem tinged with nostalgic reflection on the past. On another 

level, each narrative critiques a particular value system, in this case the cowboy culture, 

associated with negotiating the past. 

Snyder examines the ways that John Grady Cole and Billy Parham reflect the 

values associated with the Romantic figure of the cowboy by focusing on what Snyder 

labels five different binary codes comprising the cowboy ethos that Snyder claims 

represent paradoxical impulses within the traditional cowboy figure. The first of these 

binary codes Snyder labels "independence/integration" and Snyder proposes that this 

"represents the duality of self-sufficency and teamwork in cowboy culture as manifested, 

for example, in such standard notions as 'top hand' and 'riding for the brand' or 'saddle-

pards,' and may be the most pervasive defining figure in the constmction of cowboy 

character, literary and otherwise" (150). According to Snyder John Grady's acceptance 

of the mysterious Blevins reflects an adherence to this portion of a cowboy code, for "the 

notion of partnership, even their marginal one with Blevins, pervades the novel for good 

and for ill" but "attaches them to Blevins and his guilt, which attachment puts them into 

prison in the first place" (152). 

Snyder identifies a second binary code, "dominance/dependence," and Synder 

suggests that this code "represents and analogous articulation of the 

independence/integration duaUty but with even more emphasis on ethical and reciprocal 
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relationships as, for example, between cowboy and horse, a partnership most central to 

working cowboy culture" (155). The example Snyder cites would be the exceptional 

skills with horses attiibuted to John Grady in All the Pretty Horses and Cities of the 

Plain. 

Snyder mentions a third binary code , "rivalry/respect," that he asserts 

"encompasses the symbiotic adversarial relationship between enemies: because the self 

must be defined primarily through difference, the enemy other, in whatever form it takes, 

helps to make that self possible" (158). Snyder notes that the traditional westem hero 

"views himself at the most basic level as a the product of a harsh environment populated 

with hostile beings" while also perceiving himself as "a survivor whose stature relates 

directly to the extremity of the conditions he has endured and to the lethal capacity of the 

enemies into whose eyes he has gazed" (158). In the case of John Grady in All the Pretty 

Horses this self-formation becomes evident in John Grady's relating of his adventures to 

the court in Texas after he retums from Mexico as well as his sensing that his childhood 

haunts no longer hold any attraction for him. 

Snyder describes the fourth binary code as "survival/hospitality" and suggests that 

"this figure parallels independence/integration and dominance/dependence in its 

privileging of individuality operating for the benefit of community" (161). As evidence 

of this part of the cowboy code, Snyder cites examples throughout the first novel where 

John Grady is aided by others: 

In All the Pretty Horses, John Grady is picked up every time he tries to hitch a 
ride regardless of the weather or other circumstances; he , Rawlins, and Blevins 
are taken in, fed, put up ovemight, and packed a lunch the next day by a family at 
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a small estancia who refuse any payment; two girls get them cigarettes at their 
request when they are prisoners and cry about their probable fate; John Grady 
buys the knife that saves his life from his fellow prisoners, Faustino and the Sierra 
Leon Indian; and, after his escape, he is spared by three "Men of the country" 
(281) who, instead of robbing him of his goods and horses, give him a serape 
because he does not have one (162) 

Similar examples of people providing hospitality and assistance occur later in The 

Crossing as Billy embarks upon his three quests south across the Mexican border. 

The final section of the cowboy code that Snyder considers, "action/eloquence," 

Synder argues "typifies the notion that in the West actions speak louder than words and 

that the tmth distinguishes itself from the lie essentially by behavioral evidence; in short, 

we expect cowboys to reflect the strong silent stereotype of the westem hero" (163). 

Snyder asserts that " in All the Pretty Horses, John Grady Cole differentiates between the 

values of reasonable discourse and loyal behavior in responding to Rawlins's I-told-you-

so speech after they are arrested because of their association with Blevins"(164). 

However, John Grady's reluctance or inability to articulate any explanation in response to 

the question posed by Rawlins, "Where is your country?" (All the Pretty Horses 299) not 

only prefigures Cole's behavior in Cities of the Plains but leaves open to debate exactly 

what John Grady has leamed from his experiences. 

John Grady may not clearly express how his adventures in Mexico in All the 

Pretty Horses have altered his adherence to the cowboy ethos, if indeed that adherence 

has been altered at all, but the emphatic representation of John Grady Cole as a traditional 

cowboy figure can be readily observed by considering the depiction of John Grady in 

three different areas in the novel. 
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The first area where John Grady, and to a lesser extent Lacey Rawlins, act as 

emblematic of the traditional cowboy involves the depiction of the extent to which the 

two are able to successfully adopt the roles each associates with a conception of what 

being a cowboy necessitates. According to Paul H. Carlson in "Myth and the Modem 

Cowboy" not only is the history of the term cowboy old but "in America in its earUest 

use, according to James Wagner, who has studied its etymology, it referred to cattie 

thieves, to Tories who fought with the British in the American Revolution, to other 

people held in low esteem" (5). Carlson observes that "according to Wagner, the first 

reference to 'cow-boy' (as it was then spelled) in an American dictionary defined the 

word simply as a boy who tends cattle" (5). 

The adolescent ages of Cole and Rawlins prove then appropriate to McCarthy's 

examining the viability of the myths associated with the cowboy in the Border Trilogy. 

Carlson also considers how the realities of the cowboy lifestyle compare to the mythical 

cowboy figure who would be the product of stage, screen, and fiction: 

Clearly we have invented the modem cowboy. He is an imagined character, one 
created by misconception, myth, and falsehood. He is a symbol of freedom, 
independence, strength, and action, and our image-building has made the myth 
useful to advertising executives: the continuing Ufe of "the Marlboro Man," for 
instance, suggests that the cowboy myth sells products and suits our contemporary 
lifeways. Today, as a result, many of us want to be cowboys. At least we dress 
like we want to be cowboys. (15) 

Recognizing the cowboy as a symbol of "freedom, independence, strength, and action," 

John Grady and Rawlins travel to Mexico attempting to become the imagine cowboy they 

are unable to become at home in Texas. 
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The second area where John Grady's representation as a traditional westem hero 

becomes most apparent has also been alluded to earlier and involves his affair with 

Alejandra. According to Tom Pilkington in "Fate and Free Will on the American 

Frontier: Cormac McCarthy's Westem Fiction" John Gray's involvement with Alejandra 

may be summarized as "Whatever else he may be, John Grady is an American—a 

norteamericano. He believes in individualism, free will, volition" (320). PiUcington 

further suggests that Alejandra's refusal to continue her relationship with John Grady 

proves surprising to Cole, for according to the cultural status accorded to the cowboy 

hero, Alejandra should accept, not reject Cole. Riding "a black Arabian saddlehorse" and 

wearing "a flatcrowned hat of black felt with a wide brim," Alejandra then embodies the 

exotic other against whom John Grady as the traditional cowboy hero must take measure, 

in this case sexual conquest. 

The third area, also alluded to earlier, involves examining the skills attributed to 

John Grady by others in his working with horses, coupled with a fascination with the 

animals. An example of the former becomes apparent in the following example: 

The boy who rode on slightly before him sat a horse not only as if he'd been bom 
to it which he was but as if were he begot by malice or mischance into some queer 
land where horses never were he would have found them anyway. Would have 
known that there was something missing for the world to be right or he right in it 
and would have set forth to wander wherever it was needed for as long as it took 
until he came upon one and he would have known that that was what he sought 
and it would have been. (23) 

Another example from later in the story emphasizes the equine skills that John Gardy 

possesses: 

Blevins' horse was breathing with slow regularity and his stomach was warm and 
his shirt damp from the horse's breath. He found he was breathing in rhythm with 
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the horse as if some part of the horse were within him breathing and then he 
descended into some deeper collusion for which he had not even a name. (266) 

The second example alludes to not only an affinity for managing horses, but to an almost 

mystical identification with horses on the part of John Grady. This type of identification 

becomes evident in the following example: 

That night he dreamt of horses in a field on a high plain where the spring rains 
had brought up the grass and the wildflowers out of the ground and the flowers 
ran aU blue and yellow as far as the eye could see... .and there was nothing else at 
all in that high world and they moved all of them in a resonance that was like a 
music among them and they were none of them afraid horse nor colt nor mare and 
they ran in that resonance which is the world itself and which cannot be spoken 
but only praised. (161-2) 

John Grady identifies with horses because he perceives the horses to act as physical 

representations of a purer vision of the natural world, one closer to the pastoral vision that 

underlies the myths associated with the past with which he has chosen to align himself 

and Rawlins. This Unking of horses with his own nostalgia for the past becomes evident 

in another example depicting John Grady's dreams about horses: 

In his sleep he dreamt of horses and the horses in his dream moved gravely 
among the tilted stones like horses come upon an antique site where some 
ordering of the world had failed and if anything had been written on the stones the 
weathers had taken it away again and the horses were wary and moved with great 
circumspection carrying their blood as they did the recollection of this and other 
places where horses once had been and would be again. Finally what he saw in 
his dream was that the order in the horse's heart was more durable for it was 
written in a place where no rain could erase it. (280) 

John Grady attributes to horses, then, an immutability he perceives to be largely absent in 

the course of human events. The virtues he associates with the mythical figure of the 

cowboy prove to be as of littie use in Mexico as in his native Texas. The skills with 

horses which denote John Grady as a traditional westem hero within the text also 
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function to mark him as increasingly isolated and alienated from the increasingly modem 

world in which Cole must function. 

In a method similar to that evident in Blood Meridian, Cormac McCarthy 

continues to examine the American West in All the Pretty Horses. In both novels 

McCarthy utilizes the conventions of the genre of Westem fiction to reconsider the myths 

underlying the settiing of the American West and the ideologies that supported those 

myths. 

Among these conventions present in All the Pretty Horses are the conflicts 

resulting from pursuit of what Folsom has termed "the good life" and episodes of 

violence resulting from the attempts of the John Grady Cole and Lacey Rawlins to seek 

"the good life" in Mexico. McCarthy examines other several themes evident in myths 

associated with the westem frontier including the pastoral lifestyle offered by life on the 

frontier as well as freedom of movement and the possibility of adventure. In chronicling 

the adventures of John Grady Cole in All the Pretty Horses, McCarthy focuses on the 

most recognizable mythical figure associated with the American West, the heroic figure 

of the cowboy. By depicting the would-be heroic cowboy John Grady Cole, McCarthy is 

able to present the cowboy as representative of the often contradictory ideolgies that 

support myths surrounding the settlement of the American West. As the first installment 

of the Border Trilogy, All the Pretty Horses functions as a bridge between McCarthy's 

earUer treatment of several of these issues associated with westward expansion in Blood 

Meridian and the further development of these same ideas in the subsequent novels 

comprising the Border Trilogy, The Crossing and Cities of the Plain. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CROSSING: 

HISTORY AND THE ACT OF BEARING 

WITNESS IN MEXICO 

The second volume of the Border Trilogy, The Crossing (1994), expands themes 

considered in All the Pretty Horses (1992), and introduces the harmful effects of 

Westward expansion on the natural world. The Crossing introduces Billy Parham, a New 

Mexico teenager in the years prior to World War II. In this chapter we will consider the 

following three points. First, we will consider how McCarthy uses conventions 

associated with the Westem genre in The Crossing, among which are the use of a 

recurring plot and the resolution of conflicts via violence. The recurring plot in The 

Crossing is characteristic of the continued popular appeal of the Westem genre fiction; 

however, the reliance on the standard plots associated with the Westem genre can affect 

the genre's capacity for accurate historical representation. In The Crossing, plot serves 

not only as a link to the first volume of the trilogy, but also presents McCarthy's 

conception of the roles of storytelling. The modem setting of The Crossing serves to 

reinforce McCarthy's questioning of the conceptual tmths created through language. The 

resolution of conflict via violence, another characteristic of the Westem genre, occurs but 

remains muted as in the preceding installment of the Border Trilogy. Second, we wiU 

examine how cultural myths associated with the American West affect Billy's behavior 

during his three trips south of the Rio Grande into Mexico. These cultural myths 

associated with the American West that impact BiUy include freedom of movement, the 
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seeking of adventure , the heroic figure of the cowboy , and the unique relationship of 

humans to the natural worid in the arid Westem lands. Third, we will explore how 

Billy's experiences in Mexico function as a critique of imperialist ideologies underlying 

facets of cultural myths associated with the American West. 

Foremost in any comparison of The Crossing and All the Pretty Horses are the 

similarities in plot in each novel, for each features an adolescent male protagonist who 

joumeys into Mexico where he encounters assorted difficulties and then retums. In 

"Female Presence, Male Violence, and the Art of Artlessness in the Border Trilogy" 

Patrick W. Shaw offers the following explanation for McCarthy's repetitive use of plot in 

The Border Trilogy: 

The simplest answer, perhaps, is that McCarthy is fascinated by travelogues and 
the Bildungsroman. Few plots are more serviceable than to set an adolescent on 
the road, let him experience life's difficulties, and have him (or at least the reader) 
emerge as a wiser individual. (257) 

While the two novels may share similar plots, the consequences of Billy Parham's 

joumey into Mexico differ from the experiences of John Grady Cole south of the Rio 

Grande in several respects. The overt similarities in the plots between the two novels can 

be compared to the recurring plots found in Westem genre fiction. The plots of the first 

two installments of the Border Trilogy are alike in some ways but are different in other 

ways. 

In considering the plot of The Crossing in her essay "The Road and the Matrix: 

The Worid as Tale in The Crossing," Diane C. Luce proposes that "The Crossing focuses 

on the course of life, sequential and linear, causative, perhaps fated and yet surprising, as 
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narrative plot—as story." (195). Luce summarizes the purpose of the various stories 

Billy is told during his adventures in Mexico: 

The Crossing is indeed a matrix of intersecting stories, partial or complete, often 
competing, with varying relationships to truth, cutting across and interwoven with 
the apparently simple linearity of the road narrative of Billy's life. (196) 

Luce's observations prove illuminating when considering that The Crossing not only 

repeats the basic plot of All the Pretty Horses, but does so three times in Billy's three 

joumeys into Mexico. The repetition of the plot seems to indicate that Billy does not 

acquire sufficient wisdom on each joumey. Instead BiUy leams from his cumulative 

experiences in repeatedly crossing the border. Luce argues that spiritual insight derives 

from these cumulative experiences: 

The Crossing suggests that rather than any physical sense, the human capability 
for narrative—not for language-, which is another kind of artifact, but for 
formulating the tale that carries our past, gives meaning to our present, and right 
intention to our future—is our primary means of accessing and perhaps 
communicating the thing itself: the world which is a tale. For McCarthy, "the 
thing itself carries connotations of tmth, ultimate essence, the sacred heart of 
things that inspires reverence, and he implies that humans access the things itself 
only by transcending the obstacles posed by artifact, language, and physical sense 
in moments of spiritual insight that constitute a direct and immediate apperception 
of the "world as given." (208-9) 

Luce's suggestion that storytelling represents human capability to attain a more refined 

spiritual consciousness compliments Edwin T. Arnold's interpretation of The Crossing in 

his essay, "McCarthy and the Sacred: A Reading of The Crossing." Amold proposes 

that The Crossing be recognized as McCarthy's most philosophical and theological work. 

According to Amold, McCarthy's purpose in The Crossing is two-fold, for "in ecological 

terms, it asks that we reconsider our position and role in the natural world" while "in 

religious terms, it asks that we recognize how limited our perception of the spiritual 
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realms remains" (216). Amold asserts that the narratives told to Billy on each of his 

joumeys into Mexico function as wamings to BiUy. 

The first of these significant stories that Billy hears occurs when BiUy encounters 

the priest following the death of the captured she-wolf The priest explains how he 

arrived at his current location: 

I am here because of a certain man. I came to retrace his steps. Perhaps to see if 
there were not some altemate course. What was here to be found was not a thing. 
Things separate from their stories have no meaning. They are only shapes. Of 
certain size and color. A certain weight. When their meaning has become lost to 
us they no longer have even a name. The story on the other hand can never be 
lost from its place in the world for it is that place. (142-43) 

The priest continues his monologue to Billy regarding the interconnections between all 

objects comprising the world: 

For this world also which seems to us a thing of stone and flower and blood is not 
a thing at all but is a tale. And all in it is a tale and each tale the sum of all lesser 
tales and yet these also are the selfsame tale and contain as well all else within 
them. So everything is necessary. Every least thing. This is the hard lesson. 
Nothing can be dispensed with. Nothing despised. Because the seams are hid 
from us, you see. The joinery. The way in which the world is made. We have no 
way to know what could be taken away. What omitted. We have no way to tell 
what might stand and what might fall. And those seams that are hid from us are 
of course in the tale itself and the tale has no abode or place of being except in the 
telling only and there it lives and makes its home and therefore we can never be 
done with the telling. Of the telling there is no end. (143) 

The priest's comments illustrate both definitions for the matrix that Amold mentions. 

Amold notes that "a matrix can be conceived in two ways: as both the primal substance, 

the 'mother', out of which other essences or forces develop; and in more modem terms, 

as a network of interconnected or intersecting forces" (218). It is the image of the matrix 
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that Amold argues unites the two readings of the worid addressed in The Crossing, the 

natural and the spiritual (218). 

The priest's speech may also be considered in light of the function of the Westem 

genre as an attempt to transmit the ideologies underiying those cultural myths that form 

the basis for the narratives frequently found in Westems. The narratives in the Westem 

genre can only partially transmit a tme representation of a particular time period, and 

their subsequent relevancy to the present remains suspect. 

Billy's inability to ever fully comprehend the intersections between the decisions 

he makes and the consequences for other people becomes evident in Billy's conversation 

with the blind man. The blind man issues a waming to BiUy: 

It is rather that the picture of the world is all the world men know and this 
picture of the world is perilous. That which was given him to help him make his 
way in the world has power also to blind him to the way where his tme path lies. 
The key to heaven has power to open the gates of hell. The world which he 
imagines to be the ciborium of all godlike things will come to naught but dust 
before him. For the world to survive it must be replenished daily. This man will 
be required to begin again whether he wishes to or no. (293) 

Not only do the blind man's exhortations serve as a waming to Billy, but the 

conversations occur during Billy's second trip to Mexico ostensibly to recover the stolen 

horses. The blind man's conversations foreshadow then Billy's third trip to Mexico to 

recover Boyd's remains. 

Billy's conversation with the gypsy man that he encounters following his third 

trip to Mexico and retum to New Mexico with Boyd's remains reiterates the messages 

conveyed in the previous two examples. The gypsy addresses the human inabiUty to 

fully comprehend the world via signifiers such as language: 
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He said that the world cannot be quit for it is etemal in whatever form as 
are all things in it. In those faces that shall now be forever nameless among their 
outworn chattels there is writ a message that can never be spoken because time 
would always slay the messenger before he could ever arrive. (413) 

Only by seeking to acknowledge the permanence of the natural worid and recognizing the 

impermanence of conceptualized traths can the individual hope to successfully negotiate 

the worid and find solace. In this enterprise, Billy fails repeatedly in each of the three 

joumeys for he fails to consider the costs of his pursuing his intentions. 

These three interpolated narratives that Billy encounters reinforce McCarthy's 

idea of the inadequacy of language as a tool for comprehending the natural worid and by 

extension the spiritual realm. This inadequacy becomes evident also in Billy's lack of 

success in pursuing his goals in Mexico due to his adherence to a code of behavior that 

has as a basis cultural myths whose relevancy McCarthy questions. 

In "Leaving the Dark Night of the Lie: A Kristevan reading of Cormac 

McCarthy's Border Fiction," Linda Townley Woodson summarizes McCarthy's 

exploration of language: 

McCarthy asserts the idea that traths can never be known in conscious 
reasoning through language, that humans use language as a way of becoming and 
of holding against the other, that humans are controlled by inner drives (energy) 
that determine paths toward the common destiny, and that the movement of these 
drives exists at a level below signifier and signified in the rhythms and rhymes of 
that surface language. Literature then becomes a way of exhibiting these rhythms, 
and each individual's narrative and the witnessing to it in the memory of another 
become a way of existing for a temporary moment in history. This existence is 
possible despite the fact that in the world outside human existence, the conceptual 
traths created through language, such as cause, consequence, responsibility, and 
morals based on those concepts and on intention, have littie meaning. (270) 
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Woodson's observations allow us to segue into a brief discussion about how McCarthy 

makes apparent the fluidity of these conceptual traths supported by language through his 

use of a modem setting for The Crossing. 

The Crossing shares with All the Pretty Horses a setting of the early to middle 

twentieth century, although as Shaw and others have noted, the chronological 

arrangement of the events in the two novels differs from the expected order. The events 

in All The Pretty Horses occur after those depicted in The Crossing. Examination of the 

modem setting that provides the backdrop for the The Crossing reveals how the setting 

illuminates Billy's three successive joumeys to Mexico. 

In his book-length study of McCarthy's fiction, Cormac McCarthy (198), Robert 

Jarrett suggests a context for understanding the joumeys of John Grady Cole and BiUy 

Parham: 

The Border history retums not to History as a single mononarrative but to 
histories, the pasts of different people and distinct national cultures. If the quests 
of Cole and Parham take them across the borders of these cultures, their quests are 
also temporal, back in time to confront the historical and cultural roots of their 
identities. (98) 

Consequently, Jarrett argues that John Grady Cole and BiUy Parham "both experience a 

loss of an initially stable identity based on a mythologized past" and adds, "this loss of 

identity mirrors the gap that separates contemporary man from an authentically historical 

existence (105)." 

The losing of an initially stable identity based on a mythologized past in a modem 

world becomes evident in several episodes in The Crossing that echo episodes in All the 

Pretty Horses. Billy's encounter with Mexican authorties and the confiscation of the 
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wolf by those authorities is reminiscent of John Grady's interrogation by the Captain in 

All The Pretty Horses: 

De donde viene? He said. 
America. 
He nodded. He looked out across the river. He leaned and spat. Sus 

documentos, he said. 
Documentos? 
Si. Documentos. 
No tengo ningunos documentos. 
The man watched him for a while. 
Que es su nombre, he said. 
Billy Parham. 
The man gestured downriver with a slight jerk of his chin. Es su caballo? 
Si. Claro. 
La factura por favor. 
The boy looked at the other rider but the son was behind him and his 

features were darkened. He looked to his inquisitor again. Yo no tengo esos 
papeles, he said. 

Pasaporte? 

Nada. (95) 

In the case of Billy, as in the case of John Grady, neither youth has the necessary 

documentation. Instead each teen has acted according to an unwritten code of ethical 

behavior with its basis in the past but which proves insufficient in a modem world that 

demands the proper documentation authorizing behavior. 

The conclusion of The Crossing also depicts Billy Parham as a man lost within 

the modem world. Billy's quest to retum Boyd's body to an American grave again 

proves difficult when Billy is confronted by the local sheriff: 

That's your brother layin yonder I take it, the sheriff said. 
Yessir. 
The sheriff shook his head. He looked off out over the country. As if 

there was something about it that you just couldnt quite lay your hand on. He 
looked down at BiUy. 

There ain't much to say, is there? 
No sir. Not much. 
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WeU. You caintjust travel around the country buryin people. Let me go 
see the judge and see if I can get him to issue a death certificate. I aint even sure 
whose property that is that you're diggin in. 

Yessir. 
You come see me in Lordsburg tomorrow. 
All right. (421-22) 

In the modem worid, Billy leams that the best intentions remain secondary to the 

possession of the proper documentation. The modem setting of the novel then 

emphasizes the folly of Billy, like John Grady, basing his behavior on an ethical code 

whose basis resides in cultural myths grounded in the past and ill-suited for the present. 

The modem setting of The Crossing also allows Billy to directly interact with 

those whose lives have been significantiy impacted by the aftermath of the Mexican 

revolution. In " 'Mexico para los Mexicanos': Revolution, Mexico, and McCarthy's 

Border Trilogy" John Wegner notes that for John Grady and Billy "the history that 

connects these people and places is a complex web of stories; yet each story contains 

within it the story of the Mexican revolution" (249). John Grady experiences indirectly 

the consequences of the Mexican revolution in All the Pretty Horses. Wegner argues that 

"the resonance of the revolution is most apparent in The Crossing, the novel who main 

action takes place chronologically closest to the revolution itself (251). The assorted 

stories that Billy hears with references to the events of the Mexican revolution coupled 

with the attitudes toward Americans that he experiences firsthand further support the 

novel's recurring theme of storytelling as means of the individual extracting meaning 

from assorted experiences. In " ' As of Some Site Where Life Had Not Succeeded': 

Sorrow, Allegory, and Pastoralism in Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy," George 

GuiUemin addresses this function of storytelling in the novel: 
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Seen this way, it is the rittial impetus of storytelling—which is inherentiy 
allegorical—that turns the discontinuity of human lives (temporality) into 
continuity (immortality) through an incremental (discontinuous) and spiral 
(continuous) rhythm of remembrance: each generation passing on an update of the 
inherited legacy of stories. (81) 

GuiUemin's observations reinforce those of Woodson, who argues that in The Crossing 

"the narrative itself explores historical time, a time in linear history and of national and 

sociocultural identity, but the variation of rhetorical types, the encounters with other 

narratives, places the reader in a spatial time outside of chronology" (275). 

An important characteristic of the Westem genre is the resolution of conflict via 

violence. Violence occurs throughout The Crossing but as in All The Pretty Horses, the 

violence remains muted with only a few exceptions. By interceding in the dogfight 

involving the she-wolf, Billy demonstrates adherence to an ethical code, but his 

confrontation with the deputy mirrors the inevitable confrontation between hero and 

villain frequently occurring in formulaic Westem fiction, a confrontation resolvable only 

by violence: 

Deme la carabina, he said. 
The boy looked at the wolf He looked at the crowd. His eyes were 

swimming but he did not let down the hammer of the rifle or move to relinquish 
it. The deputy raised the pistol and sighted it upon his upper chest. Spectators at 
the far side of the estacada squatted or dropped to their knees and some of they 
lay face down in the dirt with their hands over their heads. In the silence the only 
sound was the low whining of one of the dogs. Then someone spoke from the 
bleachers. Bastante, he said. No le molesta. (122-23) 

Billy's killing of the abused she-wolf and his confrontation with the deputy implies a 

willingness to seek resolution of conflict via violence. Examination of four incidents will 

aid in understanding how violence functions in The Crossing. 
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The first scene depicting violence that will be considered is the scene where the 

rescued she-wolf is forced repeatedly to fight the dogs for sport after the she-wolf has 

been taken from Billy by local Mexican authorities. 

No one paid him any mind. He made his way through the crowd and 
when he reached the estacada the wolf was alone in the pit and she was a sorry 
thing to see. She'd retumed to the stake and crouched by it but her head lay in the 
dirt and her tongue lolled in the dirt and her fur was matted with dirt and blood 
and the yellow eyes looked at nothing at all. She had been fighting for almost two 
hours and fought in casts of two the better part of all the dogs brought to the feria. 
(121-22) 

Billy's witnessing of the plight of the wolf is reminiscent of judge Holden's exhortations 

in Blood Meridian that only by witnessing man's savagery at its most basis level can the 

individual hope to understand the human capacity for violence. 

The second violent episode that merits consideration is the wounding of Boyd. 

Get the ropes off of em, Billy called. We're goin to have to make a ran 
for it. 

Boyd tumed. He put up one hand as if to reach for the first of the horses 
as they came up out of the trees and then his shirt beUed out behind him redly and 
he fell down on the ground. (269) 

The wounding of Boyd does not adhere to the traditional depiction of the mortal 

wounding of the hero in the Westem genre. Boyd is shot from afar using a rifle, unlike 

John Grady, who must grapple in individual combat with his assailant in All the Pretty 

Horses. 

The third violent scene that requires mention occurs in the graphic description of 

the patriot being bUnded by the German Wirtz. 

The German then did something very strange. He smiled and licked the man's 
spittle from about his mouth. He was a very large man with enormous hands and 
he reached and seized the young captive's head in both these hands and bent as if 
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to kiss him. But it was no kiss. He seized him by the face and it may well have 
looked to others that he bent to kiss him on each cheek perhaps in the miUtary 
manner of the French but what he did instead with a great caving of his cheeks 
was to suck each in tum the man's eyes from his head and spit them out again and 
leave them dangling by their cords wet and strange and wobbUng on his cheeks. 
(276) 

The episode is shocking in its graphic detail, recalling the lurid descriptions of violence 

in Blood Meridian. The episode reiterates a recurring theme in The Crossing, though. 

The blind patriot admits to Billy the possibility that in blinding him The German 

intentionally saved the patriot from death by the firing squad. The intentions of the 

German notwithstanding, the immediate aftermath of the incident for the patriot was that 

"the eyes dried on his cheeks like grapes and the world grew dim and colorless and then 

it vanished forever" (277). Consequently, a parallel comparison can be made between 

the eventual condition of the wolf and Billy's attempts to save her. Billy's intentions of 

rescuing the animal lead only to the animal being' tortured for hours by dogs before killed 

by its alleged savior. 

The fourth violent event occurring in the narrative is the Trinity site nuclear 

explosion. 

He looked out down the road and he looked toward the fading light. Darkening 
shapes of cloud all along the northem rim. It had ceased raining in the night and a 
broken rainbow or watergall stood out on the desert in a dim neon bow and he 
looked again at the road which lay as before yet more dark and darkening stiU 
where it ran on to the east and where there was no sun and there was no dawn and 
when he looked again toward the north the Ught was drawing away faster and that 
noon in which he'd woke was now become an alien dusk and now and alien dark 
and the birds that flew had lighted and all had hushed once again in the bracken 
by the road. (425) 

The nuclear explosion creates an "alien dusk and now and alien dark" signaling an end to 

the worldview that has formed the basis for the cultural myths that have contributed to 
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Billy's identity. Marking the extreme limits of the human capacity for violence, the 

Trinity explosion also reflects the novel's theme of unintended consequences, for the use 

of nuclear weapons concluded Worid War II, and in doing so marked a conclusion as 

weU to the period in history of national identities. 

In The Crossing Cormac McCarthy continues to use recognizable cultural myths 

associated with the American West to explore the viability of the Westem genre. 

McCarthy's use of cultural myths associated with the American West provides the best 

indication of how historical time and its attendant concems involving national and 

sociocultural identity are evoked in the narrative. Four cultural myths associated with 

the American West merit attention in this chapter. 

The first of these cultural myths associated with the American West involves 

freedom of movement. This appeal of the concept of freedom movement can be readily 

observed in the description of the first trip Billy makes to Mexico with the captured she-

wolf in tow: 

They crossed in that deep twilight a broad volcanic plain bounded within the rim 
of hills. The hills were a deep blue in the blue dusk and the round feet of the pony 
clopped flatiy on the gravel of the desert floor. The night was falling down from 
the east and the darkness that passed over them came in a sudden breath of cold 
and stillness and passed on. As if the darkness had a soul itself that was the sun's 
assassin hurrying to the west as once men did believe, as they may believe again. 
(72-73) 

The passage suggests that Billy may eventually recognize himself to have been one of 

those men who once foolishly believed in the cultural myths associated with the 

American West. 
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Billy and Boyd's pulling of fenceposts to use as fuel for a camp fire at the onset 

of Billy's second trip to Mexico further asserts the primacy of the appeal of freedom of 

movement. 

They crossed the highway and they crossed the tracks of the Southem Pacific 
Railway and tumed west. Come dark they were camped on the aUcali flats fifteen 
miles west of Lordsburg before a fire made of fenceposts they'd dragged out of 
the ground with the horse. East and to the south there was water on the flats and 
two sandhiU cranes stood tethered to their reflections out there in the last of the 
day's like statues of such birds in some waste of a garden where calamity had 
swept aU else away. (171) 

Billy and Boyd not only refuse to accept the fenceposts that support the barriers that 

might restrict their movement, but the duo use the wood as source of energy for the fire to 

provide warmth thus further assisting their pursuit of freedom of movement. 

A final example illustrating the appeal of the freedom of movement is the 

description of Billy's wanderings seeking employment after he retums from his third trip 

to Mexico. Billy's joumeys now clearly identify him as an itinerant cowhand: 

Days to come he rode north to Silver City and west to Duncan Arizona 
and north again through the mountains to Glenwood, to Reserve. He worked for 
the Carrizozos and for the GS's and he left for no reason he could name and in 
July of that year he drifted south again to Silver City and took the old road east 
past the Santa Rita mines and on through San Lorenzo and the Black range. A 
wind was coming off the mountains to the north and the prairie before him had 
darkened under the moving clouds. The horse shuffled along with its head down 
and the rider rode very erect with his hat pulled low across his eyes. The country 
was all catclaw and creosote on a gravel plain and there were no fences and little 
grass. A few miles on and he strack the blacktop road and sat the horse. A track 
whined past and drew away into the distance. (422) 

Billy has reached an area where no fences exist, but his reverie is disturbed by the 

intrasion of a track, signifying again the realities that have intraded upon his intentions 
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throughout the novel. Luce provides an explanation for Billy's wandering near the 

conclusion of the novel: 

Though Billy's own choices in some sense "lead" to his griefs, the events 
of his life bear him along in directions entirely contrary to his intentions, and he is 
no more responsible for his losses than is the heretic hermit for the deaths of his 
parents and Uttie boy, the revolutionary for his blinding at the hands of a madman, 
or the pilot's father for the death of his son. This is so despite Billy's desire to 
make sense of his experience by assuming guilt and despite his intermittent 
attempts to escape unforetold disaster by drifting, which he always does for a few 
months or years after each defeat. Such drifting constitutes his abdication of the 
authoring of his own life in response to his recognition of the limits the world 
places on his will, a commitment to the road or the flow of experience without 
autobiographical narrating to give it shape, direction, or meaning. Billy's 
experiences raise the question of action in the face of the unexpected, specifically 
unforeseeable and yet inevitable loss, and at times for him life becomes mere 
motion, having no meaning beyond the living of it from moment to moment, from 
one experience of pain and thwarting to the next. (197-8) 

Billy's attempts to adhere to a code of behavior have provided him with an excess of 

freedom. Broken and disillusioned at the conclusion of the novel, Billy is bereft of 

family or any similar connections that might offer him a stable identity. 

The second cultural myth associated with the American West occurring in the 

novel that merits examination involves the seeking of adventure, which becomes apparent 

in Billy and Boyd's conversation after leaving for Mexico to recover the horses stolen 

from their family's ranch. 

They'll be huntin us, Boyd said. 
Let em hunt. 
How are we goin to pay them back for what all we took? 
Billy looked up at him. Maybe you better just get used to the idea of bein 

a outlaw, he said. 
Even a outiaw don't rob them that's took him in and befriended him. 
How much of this are we goin to have to listen to? (172) 
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Billy and Boyd's conversation recaUs the banter of John Grady Cole and Lacey Rawlins 

in All the Pretty Horses. In each episode the conversation reveals the teenaged 

protagonists consciously seeking adventure as an extension of an identity forged among 

cultural myths that promise adventure waiting just beyond the horizon, in this case the 

romanticized persona of an outiaw. This second cultural myth, involving the seeking of 

adventure, derives in part then from the freedom of movement that constitutes the first 

cultural myth. 

In seeking the stolen horses, the Parham brothers mirror the actions of John Grady 

Cole and Lacey Rawlins in the earUer novel. In All the Pretty Horses, the decision of 

Cole and Rawlins to assist Blevins in recovering the allegedly stolen horse eventually 

results in their imprisonment and Blevins's execution. In The Crossing, adventure exacts 

a high toll from Billy and Boyd, eventuaUy costing Boyd's life. However, the 

circumstances of Boyd's death result ironically in his being immortaUzed in a corrido, 

with him, not Billy, known as a noble adventure seeker. 

The third cultural myth associated with the American West present in The 

Crossing involves the heroic figure of the cowboy. McCarthy's reconsidering of the 

cowboy in The Crossing occurs in a different manner than in either of the other two 

novels comprising the Border Trilogy. The difference in focus can be partially attributed 

to the absence of John Grady Cole from The Crossing. Billy Parham arguably represents 

a less overtly recognizable "cowboy." 

In his brief article, "McCarthy's The Crossing," Kenneth Hada proposes the 

following explanation for Billy's behavior: 
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The protagonist's acts contt-adict the existing behavioral code of the 
cultures in the novel's setting. Billy Parham must decide how to respond to a 
cattle-killing wolf His concem for the wolf demonstrates that his "moral 
realism" is at odds with his ranching culture. Why not shoot the thing in the head 
as he is advised? BiUy's inability to answer this question in a conventional, 
practical manner is the starting point for McCarthy's novel of manners and 
morals. (57) 

Hada's reading of the novel suggests that Billy's problems in the novel result from an 

inability to reconcile his personal convictions with those social behaviors he is expected 

to exhibit as a cowboy. Other critics have suggested that Billy seems uncomfortable with 

his role as traditional cowboy. 

In "Boys Will be Boys and Giris WiU be Gone: The Circuit of Male Desire in 

Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy" Nell SuUivan notes that in aU three novels "one of 

the most striking pattems to emerge is the narrative expulsion or containment of women" 

(167). SuUivan argues that "while women are systematically eliminated from the 

narrative in the trilogy, the feminine itself remains and is ultimately 'performed' by 

biologically male characters"(168). Sullivan proposes that "by divorcing femininity from 

women and allowing the male performance of both gender roles, McCarthy in effect 

creates a closed circuit of male desire" (168). In addition, Sullivan argues that in 

comparison to his brother Boyd in the novel who does woes the Mexican girl a la John 

Grady and who also becomes a folk hero, for Billy "the titular 'crossing' is equally a 

reference to his 'gender crossing,' as he crosses the illusory yet sociaUy endorsed 

boundaries between the masculine and the feminine" (170). Examples of Billy's 

"crossing" in this sense include his adoption of the captured wolf and later his care for the 

wounded Boyd. 
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While lacking John Grady's Cole affinity for horses, Billy possesses skiUs 

associated with the traditional cowboy hero. Billy does demonstrate excellent 

marksmanship: 

In the evening a rabbit appeared in the middle of the trail a hundred feet in 
front of him and he reined the horse up and put two fingers to his teeth and 
whistied and the rabbit froze and he stepped down and shucked the rifle backward 
out of the scabbard and cocked it all in a single movement and raised the rifle and 
fired. (76) 

Furthermore, Billy demonstrates impressive survival skills. Following his burial of the 

wolf, Billy survives by shooting wild game with a bow and arrows (129) and eating 

pinion nuts (135). 

The fourth cultural myth associated with the Westem frontier occurring in The 

Crossing consists of the unique relationship of humans to the natural world in the arid 

Westem lands. The primary invoking of this cultural myth exists in Billy's trapping and 

attempted saving of the she-wolf At the beginning of the novel BiUy's observation of the 

wolf pack mnning antelope mirrors John Grady's visions of horses: 

He was very cold. He waited. It was very stiU. He could see by his breath how 
the wind lay and he watched his breath appear and vanish and appear and vanish 
constantly before him in the cold and he waited a long time. Then he saw them 
coming. Loping and twisting. Dancing. Tunneling their noses in the snow. 
Loping and running and rising by twos in a standing dance and running on again. 
(4) 

Billy's observations of the wolfpack point to the primary difference in BiUy's obsessions 

with wolves and John Grady's infatuation with horses. Billy observes the wolves in a 

predatory environment. It is this predatory nature that will initially place Billy in 

opposition to the she-wolf that threatens the cattie on the family's ranch. By comparison. 
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John Grady's skills with horses provide him with valuable commodity since the horse 

represents nature adapted by humans to serve human needs. 

In "The Trapper Mystic: Werewolves in The Crossing" S.K. Robisch describes 

the relationship of wolf and trapper: 

The wolf and the trapper play a game in which the trapper tries to predict 
the wolfs behavior and the wolf tries to scrape up a meal without being killed. 
The trapper employs a 'set' of signs to lure the wolf, which must decode the signs 
properly in order to escape the trap. During the tum-of-the century campaign 
against wolves in America, the game developed such sophistication that trappers 
had to become amateur chemists and ethologists. As the number of wolves 
dropped off, both the govemment and the popular press mystified trappers as 
crasaders against demonic cattle killers. By the thirties, the decade in which The 
Crossing opens, the Southwestem United States was all but rid of its wolves, and 
a 'great trapper' might catch three or four in a season. When the few wolves left 
escaped the most carefully planned efforts to catch them, their infamy achieved 
legendary proportions. (288) 

Billy's attempts to capture the wolf, then, represent more than merely his attempt to curry 

favor with his father, who views the wolf as a predatory threat to the family ranch. 

Instead, Billy's obsession with trapping the wolf becomes a seeking of identification with 

a cultural figure that occupies a role within narratives involving the expansion in the 

American West. Robisch notes how even more than his later counterpart the cowboy, the 

trapper represented a cultural figure whose livelihood involved the control and in some 

circumstances elimination of different species in order to ensure terratorial expansion: 

A man's man (until recentiy aU recognized trappers were male) who championed 
the proliferation of humanity and its claims of ownership, the trapper is himself 
trapped - in the body of a man with a limited olfactory capacity, slow locomotion, 
and susceptibiUty to the elements. Therefore, he must leam to think like a wolf in 
order to catch one - to have a mind like a steel trap. And while most wolfers have 
been working men who felt some remorse after earning their blood money from 
govemment agencies and stock-growers associations, others have tortured wolves 
before killing them, stringing them up and peppering them with small-caliber fire. 
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wiring their mouths shut and tuming them out to starve, committing the acts of 
monsters. (289) 

Interestingly, although Billy's intentions appear honorable in that he decides to forego 

killing the animal after initially capturing her, Billy winds up acting as executioner to the 

animal. Horrified at the spectacle of how his heroic impulses have disintegrated before 

him, and out of respect for the wolf, Billy shoots the animal in order to end its suffering, 

for "the echo of the shot in the enclosed space of the barn rattied all else into silence" 

(122). Further demonstrating his respect for the animal, Billy buries the wolf in the 

mountains of Mexico. 

Billy's identification with the wolf becomes apparent again as he carries the 

corpse with him prior to burying it. Not only is he aware of the corpse of the animal 

resting against his body but "he put his hand to his leg and tasted the blood which tasted 

no different than his own" (125). Billy succeeds in retuming the she-wolf to what her 

perceives as her home, but unfortunately he retums to bury the she-wolf "in a high pass 

under a caim of scree" (129). Billy's successful completion of his joumey then involves 

the death of the object he has initially set out to save. 

The outcome of Billy's attempt to save the she-wolf differs only slightiy from the 

results of his subsequent two trips to Mexico. Unlike other McCarthy protagonists such 

as the larger-than-life John Grady Cole, whose exact motivation remains unclear, Billy's 

reasons for venturing to Mexico are clearly explained. Furthermore, Billy successfiiUy 

accomplishes his goals during each trip. However, his success in accomplishing his goals 

exacts a high price. 
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Unlike John Grady Cole in All the Pretty Horses, Billy Parham sets out on his 

joumeys with a clear purpose and he does succeed in achieving his goals. For Billy, the 

successful achievement of the goals involved in each joumey involves a high emotional 

cost leading directiy or indirectly to the deaths of not only the she-wolf who functions as 

the primary object of his first joumey, but also the subsequent deaths of his parents and 

later his brother. In contrast to John Grady Cole, Billy also possesses an awareness of 

how his decisions and actions have caused death. The novel's conclusion depicts Billy as 

alone and isolated, for "after a while he sat in the road. He took off his hat and placed it 

on the tarmac before him and wept" (426). While motivated by admirable desires, Billy's 

trips into Mexico have been largely unsuccessful. Rather than emerge as a hero, Billy 

has emerged defeated. In addition, Billy's actions have directly or inadvertently resulted 

in the deaths of his brother and parents. Following the ensuing melee with the bandeleros 

who waylay him as he retums to New Mexico with Boyd's remains, Billy can only watch 

in horror as he sees "the body of his brother awry in its trappings with one yellow 

forearm outflung" (398). In seeking to perform the heroic, Billy has succeeded in 

initiating only the tragic. Billy remains like all others without distinction. 

Having considered how The Crossing uses narrative conventions associated with 

the Westem genre to present four distinct cultural myths associated with the American 

West, I will explore how Billy's experiences in Mexico function as a critique of the 

imperialist ideologies underlying facets of those cultural myths associated with the 

American West. 
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The representation of Mexico in The Crossing mirrors the representation in All 

The Pretty Horses due in many ways to the similarities in plots shared by the two novels. 

While similarities exist in how Mexico as destination functions in each of the novels, 

subtie differences occur. 

Just as the Hacienda de Nuestra Senora de la Purisma Concepcion ranch in All 

The Pretty Horses embodies the Edenic worid John Grady seeks following the impending 

sale of the family ranch in Texas, in the early chapters of The Crossing Mexico represents 

an untamed exotic locale where Billy feels he can safely retum the captured she-wolf 

She limped along behind the horse steadfast and doglike and in this 
fashion they crossed sometime near noon the international boundary line into 
Mexico, State of Sonora, undifferentiated in its terrain from the country they quit 
and yet wholly alien and wholly strange. (74) 

'While the alien nature attributed to Mexico does seem to have allure for BiUy, Billy's 

crossing the border is not without precedence in the Westem genre. In Cormac 

McCarthy's Westem Novels, Barcley Owens notes how travelling to Mexico has 

functioned in narratives set in the American West: 

The protagonists seek adventure not by going out west but by going south 
into Mexico. This left tum across the border has traditionally been a wrong move 
for the American cowboy. Unlike the West, which Anglo-Americans assumed 
from early on extended from "sea to shining sea," Old Mexico has always been 
viewed as a badlands, an empty space, a rough place of bandits and criminals and 
the evil, foreign Other. It is a place beyond the pale of American law. (65) 

McCarthy's depiction of the deputy who confiscates the wolf and Billy's later encounter 

with the bandoleros who relieve themselves on Boyd's remains do reinforce Owens 

comments. However, in Mexico Billy leams that potential danger resides partially in hi 

being an Anglo-American and thus easily associated with Anglo-American policies and 
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other Anglos, who have contributed negatively to the in economic and poUtical situtaion 

in Mexico. 

In addition to noting how the history of the Mexican revolution forms a backdrop 

for the contemporary setting of the novel, John Wegner also examines how the aftermath 

of the revolution contributes to the attitudes toward Anglo-Americans BiUy's and Boyd 

encounter. According to Wegner, the blind patriot's statement to Billy that "although the 

countryside was tranquil this was not necessarily a good sign" (275) portends Anti-

American sentiments that exist beneath the veneer of the Mexican society the two Anglo 

brothers enter. Wegner observes that Senor Soto's statement that William Randolph 

Hearst "is not so popular in this country. There is a prejudice I think is how you would 

say it" (200) reveals a deep dislike of Anglo-American policies. Wegner describes La 

Guardia Blanca L Babicora (the 'White Guard) as "exactly what it sounds Uke: a 

mercenary group hired to protect Barbicora, land owned by W. R. Hearst, from mstlers 

and squatters, including those families Hearst's ownership of the land has displaced" 

(251). Consequently, Wegner argues Hearst as representative of American capitalism 

gone awry impacts Billy's awareness of his identity as an American: 

Hearst, then, represents the greatest transgressor in Mexico. His ownership and 
control of a one million acre ranch helps fuel the Mexican revolutionary spirit, 
Mexican nationaUsm, and anti-American sentiment. Hence, Boyd's rapid 
assumption into foUdore for his ramored killing of the Guardia Blanca 
collaborator echoes Mexican popular resentment against American imperialism. 

Indeed, despite the generosity of the Mexican laborers Cole and Billy 
meet, Anti-American sentiment rans deep. Much like the blind revolutionary's 
waming that the peaceful countryside is deceptive, the Mexican laborer's altraism 
masks a lurking hatred for American imperiaUsm. (252) 
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BiUy's plans fail, and as the novel progresses it becomes readily apparent how Billy's 

conception of Mexico as an aUen land becomes heightened each time he crosses the 

border and becomes the transgressing alien vis-a-vis his seeking to retum the wolf and 

then recover the horses and then finally to recover the remains of Boyd. 

The cantina scene near the conclusion of the novel suggests Billy's status as a 

transgressor in a foreign land. 

No le gusta el whiskey? Billy said. 
The drank man did not answer. The glass of mescal sat as it had sat when 

Billy first entered the bar. 
Es el sello, said the younger man. 
El sello? 
Si. 
He said that he objected to the seal which was the seal of an oppressive 

govemment. He said that he would not drink from such a bottle. That it was a 
matter of honor. (360) 

Though he is aware of the dmnk man supposedly having been severely wounded in the 

revolution, Billy dismisses the drank patriot's objections. Billy's retort, "You want to 

drink that stinkin catpiss in favor of good american whiskey," prefigures his subsequent 

attempts to regain Boyd's body to give it what he considers a proper burial in the United 

States, one commensurate with the cultural identity he recognizes. 

The borderland region that faciUtates Billy's repeated crossing also provides a 

means of better understanding the two cultures. In his essay "Into the Darkening Land, 

The World to Come: Cormac McCarthy's Border Crossings" Mark Busby considers the 

role of the border in McCarthy's fiction: 

In the three novels of the Border trilogy - All the Pretty Horses, The 
Crossing, and Cities of the Plain - McCarthy uses the border as a metaphor for a 
complex and oxymoronic melding of nihilism and optimism, good and evil, 
illusion and reality, and several similar contrasts. He also employs similar 
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stractural pattems to examine the complex intertwining of positive and negative 
forces to present a woridview that suggests a nihilistic optimism. (227) 

Busby's observations suggest that McCarthy exploits the unique socioeconomic culture 

of the border area to externally represent the intemal conflicts faced by his youthful male 

protagonists as each straggles with questions of identity. Busby identifies as a central 

question posed by The Crossing "what is the relationship between the self and the 'other,' 

particularly the wild and violent other such as the Indian, the wolf, and the numerous 

violent human beings Billy and Boyd encounter on their border crossings?" (Busby 238). 

The confronting of the relationship between the self and "the other" occurs early 

in the novel when Boyd peers into the eyes of the renegade Indian he and Billy 

encounter. 

He had not known that you could see yourself in others' eyes nor see therein such 
things as suns. He stood twinned in those dark wells with hair so pale, so thin and 
strange, the selfsame child. As if it were to him some cognate child to him that 
had been lost who now stood windowed away in another world where the red sun 
sank etemally. As if it were a maze where these orphans of his heart had 
miswandered in their joumey in life and so arrived at last beyond the wall of that 
antique gaze from whence there could be no way back forever. (6) 

Boyd's encounter with the Indian and the Indian's subsequent disappearance recall The 

Retum of the Vanishing American and LesUe Fiedler's examination of the presence of the 

Indian in Westems: 

The westem story in archetypal form is, then, a fiction dealing with the 
confrontation in the wildemess of a transplanted WASP and a radicaUy alien 
other, an Indian—leading either to a metamorphosis of the WASP into something 
neither White nor Red (sometimes by adoption, sometimes by sheer emulation, 
but never by actual miscegeneration), or else to the annihilation of the Indian 
(sometimes by castration-conversion or penning off into a ghetto, sometimes by 
sheer murder.) (24) 
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In The Crossing, the Indian does vanishes from the narrative, but not in the manner 

Fiedler outUnes. However, the consequences Fiedler mentions do occur south of the Rio 

Grande. Boyd eventually metamorphs into a folk hero, while the wolf into whose eyes, 

"like gatelamps to another worid" (73) BiUy stares and who also represents the other as 

natural world, is annihilated. 

In "Served Well By Plunder: La Gran Ladroneria and Producers of History 

Astride the Rio Grande" James F. Brooks specifically addresses the socioeconomic 

context of the Southwestern border region. Brooks argues that "The Rio Grande 

borderlands stand as one case of how sucessful capitalist expansion in the nineteenth 

century depended in some part on the creation of what I term la gran ladroneria, 

simultaneously a place and a process organized around systematic thievery" (26). Brooks 

considers how the unique circumstances of the area's history contributed to the formation 

of the region's history and consequently how McCarthy and other contemporary writers 

have approached the region's history: 

Narrators like Francisco "El Cumanche," Cormac McCarthy and Kathleen Alcala 
are effective in awakening historical imagination for many reasons, but perhaps 
most so because they, unlike many American and Mexican historians, diminish 
the salience of national boundaries and ideologies as forces in borderlands life. 
Rather, inspired by their genres and their social locations to speak the exquisite 
and horrific details of interpersonal relations in the region, these narrators make 
immediate a social landscape organized around intimate exchanges of fictive 
kinship, affinal ties, and violence. National boundaries and ideologies exist in 
their narratives as shadowy stmctures of constraint and opportunity, often 
secondary to the unity of geography and the transborder quality of their 
protagonists' Uves. By embracing the emotional turmoil and cultural potency of 
borderland romances, we can lend language to the human dimension of political -
economic phenomena in ways beyond the reach of conventional academic 
discourse. (27) 
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While the motivations for Billy's three iU-fated joumeys into Mexico result from his 

conscious attempt to claim a social identity based on cultural myths associated with 

Anglo expansion, the environment of the border facilitates Billy acting on those 

intentions, just as it also facilitates John Grady's escape to Mexico at the impending sale 

of his family's ranch. 

Brooks describes how the Anglo-American culture north of the border intersected 

its older cousin south of the border. Brooks's comments regarding apathy toward any 

form of subordination to state agents explain Billy's uneasy relationship with the sheriff 

and his confrontation with the deputy once he crosses into Mexico. 

Among the constituent qualities of this borderlands culture were intimate 
and culturally fluid patron-client relations of sponsorship and service, often 
expressed within idioms of kinship. Highly masculinized notions of vengeance, 
prestige, and personal honor drove these social relations, which in tum utilized 
capture and enslavement to fulfill kinship, commodity, and labor demands. This 
culture revealed that an eagemess to engage with the market potential of state-
based capitalist enterprise could coexist with a deep antipathy toward any form of 
subordination to state agents or apparati. As such, the culture ladroneria knit 
together two historically interlocking (and presumably antagonistic) systems of 
exchange: those involving regional definitions of power, prestige, and wealth 
which drew largely on indigenous customs, and those of the capitalist world into 
which stolen livestock and peoples were sold. The southem Plains cattle industry, 
therefore, owed its origins as much to a widespread and creative culture of 
ladroneria as it did to the more famous Anglo-Texan entreprenurs who dominate 
one vein of popular imagination and much of American historiography. Finally in 
the world of the popular narratives considered here, the culture of ladoneria 
triggers a leap beyond empiricism into the poetics of beauty and terror. (28) 

In addition. Brooks' comments regarding the highly masculinized notions of venegenace 

and personal honor also function as explanations for Billy's rationale to undertake his 

second and third trips to Mexico. 
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Similar to the exercises in revisionism in Blood Meridian, McCarthy also 

questions historiography in The Crossing through Boyd's elevation to foUc hero 

celebrated in corridos. The Yaqui Indian Quijada explains to Billy the nature of the 

corrido: 

It tells what it wishes to tell. It tells what makes the story ran. The 
corrido is the poor man's history. It does not owe its allegiance to the traths of 
history but to the traths of men. It tells the tale of that solitary man who is all 
men. It believes that where two men meet one of two things can occur and 
nothing else. In the one case a lie is bom and in the other death. (386) 

Billy's response proves revealing as he creates a narrative to explain his actions and those 

of his brother. In doing so, Billy demonstrates the fluid nature of "historical traths": 

We come down here to get our horses. Me and my brother. I dont think he even 
cared about the horses, but I was too dumb to see it. I didnt know nothin about 
him. I thought I did. I think he knew a lot more about me. I'd like to take him 
back and bury him in his own country. (387) 

Jarrett suggests that "Billy's final joumey crossing the border into Mexico is a penitential 

one, to reclaim his brother's body and reclaim Boyd's American identity" (104). Jarrett 

notes the following differences in the two brothers, observing that "in Mexico, Boyd has 

received a new mythic identity as a romantic, brave, and dead bandit within a corrido or 

popular foDc song" and as a result "the contrast between the reality of Boyd's life and his 

romantic identity in the ballad mirrors that between the Billy who enacts the role of 

cowboy hero and the confused boy who wanders in and out of Mexico" (104). While 

Billy's joumey to retum Boyd's remains represents an attempt to reclaim for Boyd a 

prescribed identity, his undertaking also parallels the constmction of the narratives which 
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underiie the cultural myths representing a similar attempt to reclaim and maintain those 

characteristics deemed necessary for a national identity. 

In spite of his success in achieving partially his goals in each of his three 

"crossings" into Mexico, Billy incurs a substantial emotional cost for his behavior. 

Unlike John Grady, who at the conclusion of All the Pretty Horses effectively rides away 

into the sunset, unable to give voice to the emotional pain he has endured, by the 

conclusion of The Crossing Billy is merely alone and isolated: 

After a while he sat in the road. He took off his hat and placed it on the tarmac 
before him and wept. He sat there for a long time and after a while the east did 
gray and after a while the right and godmade sun did rise, once again for all and 
without distinction. (426) 

As someone whose best intentions have failed, Billy presents a more sympathetic cowboy 

hero than John Grady Cole. Billy's joumeys may have resulted in the deaths of those he 

has loved, but the motivations for his actions were to a certain degree altraistic. The 

same cannot always be said of John Grady, who leaves for Mexico simply out of concem 

for how his own sense of self-identity will be impacted by the sale of his grandfather's 

ranch and then foolishly enters into the confederacy with Blevins and later the 

relationship with Alejandra. 

The differences in the fate of the two protagonists in the first two novels in the 

Border Trilogy provides a starting point for examining the two characters, John Grady 

Cole and Billy Parham, in the concluding volume of the trilogy. Cities of the Plain. 

Having considered the three points included in this chapter, I move in Chapter V to 

reconsidering how the Border Trilogy uses the form of the Westem genre and how 

cultural myths continue to inform the behavior of John Grady and Billy as modem 
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cowboy heroes. Furthermore, I will consider how the resolution of the Border Trilogy 

comments directly on the viability of the Westem genre. 
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CHAPTER V 

CITIES OF THE PLAIN: 

THE END OF ALL HEROES 

As the concluding volume of the Border Trilogy, Cities of The Plain (1998) marks 

the culmination of McCarthy's consideration of the themes explored not only in the 

preceding instaUments of the trilogy All the Pretty Horses (1992) and The Crossing 

(1994) respectively, but also those ideas examined by McCarthy in Blood Meridian 

(1985). In this chapter we will consider the foUowing three points. First, we will 

examine how the contemporary setting of Cities of the Plain allows McCarthy to question 

the relevancy of the mythical cowboy figure. Secondly, we will consider how in 

challenging the relevancy of the mythical cowboy figure, McCarthy subverts and 

parodies narrative conventions associated with the Westem genre. Finally, we will 

explore how McCarthy's reconsideration of the traditional hero embodied by John Grady 

Cole and Billy Parham within the confines of the Westem novel leads to a re-evaluation 

of the role narratives play in supporting the ideologies informing the socially constmcted 

history of the American West. 

Cities of the Plain marks the concluding installment of the Border Trilogy and 

the uniting of the protagonists from the previous two novels, John Grady Cole and Billy 

Parham, respectively. While the two preceding novels had a contemporary setting in the 

years following World War II, the action in Cities of the Plain has a setting which spans 

from the 1950s through the new millenium. This contemporary setting allows Cormac 
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McCarthy to further question the relevance of many of the myths associated with the 

cowboy in modem society. 

In All the Pretty Horses and The Crossing, the intmsion of the contemporary 

world remains evident in John Grady's passively watching a train passing across the 

West Texas landscape or Billy taking a break from setting traps to converse with a 

rancher in a track. In Cities of the Plain the assorted intmsions of the contemporary 

world have become the norm. As the novel progresses, it becomes apparent that working 

cowboys like John Grady and Billy are no longer the norm, but instead have become 

anomalies. 

Numerous examples illustrate how the milieu has changed into one where the 

convenience and trappings of modem life are the norm, and the pastoral life enjoyed by 

the cowboys has become the exception. Perhaps the most obvious example of this 

change involves the mode of transportation across the border into Juarez. In Cities of the 

Plain John Grady Cole does not ride on horseback into the alien land represented by 

Mexico. Instead, he takes a taxi cab to and from the 'White Lake brothel. For John 

Grady, his taxi ride attempting to locate Magdalena's new place of employment 

following his visit to the Venada becomes hardly representative of the traditional Westem 

hero's triumphant riding into the stereotypical Westem town. 

They drove through the flooded and potholed streets. The driver was 
slightly drank and commented freely on pedestrians that crossed before them or 
that stood in the doorways. He commented on aspects of their character deducible 
from their appearance. He commented on crossing dogs. He talked about what 
the dogs thought and where they might be going and why. (55-6) 
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Similarly, Billy and Troy's collision with the owl while driving back from visiting Troy's 

brother also iUustrates how the contemporary setting has affected the means of travel of 

modem cowboys. 

They drove on. Rounding a curve with a steep bank to the right of the 
road there was a sudden white flare and a solid whump of a sound. The track 
veered, the tires squealing. When they got stopped they were halfway off the road 
into the bar ditch. 

What in the hell, said Troy. 'What in the hell. 
A large owl lay craciform across the driver's windshield of the track. The 

laminate of the glass was belled in softly to hold him and his wings were spread 
wide and he lay in the concentric rings and rays of the wrecked glass like an 
enormous moth in a web. (34) 

The recurring phrase "they rode on" used to describe the travels of Glanton's 

scalphunters in Blood Meridian has been replaced by "they drove on" to describe the 

travels of the inhabitants of Mac's ranch in Cities of the Plain. Instead of marauding 

bands of Apaches, Billy and Troy encounter hazards in the form of large owls that almost 

disable their vehicle. 

The contemporary setting in Cities of the Plain also differs from the earlier novels 

in the Border Trilogy in its depiction of the motives of the largely anonymous secondary 

characters whom the protagonists encounter in Mexico. In both All the Pretty Horses and 

The Crossing, the adventure-seeking Anglo youths are aided by the Mexican campesinos 

who provide shelter and assistance at no cost to the would-be Anglo cowboys. In Cities 

of the Plain, any assistance comes at a price, often in the form of gratuities, and evident 

in John Grady's seeking of information about the location of Magdalena: 

Do you know this girl, said John Grady. 
Of course I know this girl. You waste my time. 
What does she look like? 
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She is sixteen years old. She is the epileptica. There is only one. She is 
gone two weeks now. You waste my time. You have no money and you waste 
my time. (58) 

Although the Mexican man initially refuses to provide the information John Grady seeks, 

the man eventuaUy relents, with the stipulation that the price of the information will be all 

of John Grady's money. 

The man tumed his head slightly and spat and tumed back. You cant 
come to the Venada. On this business. What is the matter with you? How much 
do you have? 

John Grady took out his biUfold. Thirty something, he said. He thumbed 
through the bills. Thirty-six doUars. The man held out his hand. Give it to me. 

John Grady handed him the money. He wadded it into his shirtpocket 
without even looking at it. The 'White Lake, he said. Then he shut the door and 
was gone. They couldn't even hear his footsteps going back up the alley. The 
driver tumed in his seat. (58) 

The informant's quick exit underscores the value placed on commercial exchange. The 

man is concemed only with the money to be gained from his providing John Grady with 

the location of Magdalena. Once the money has been exchanged, the man no longer is 

concemed with the situation. 

The importance accorded commercial exchange exists in the novel on several 

levels. As we shall examine later, commercial exchange forms the basis of and 

eventually overwhelms John Grady's relationship with Magadalena. Commercial 

exchange also offers an example of an important way in which the contemporary world 

differs from the historical period whose values continue to comprise the basis for John 

Grady's behavior. These differences are present in the episodes depicting the trading and 

breeding of horses on Mac McGovem's ranch. 
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In the incident with the representatives of Wolfenbarger wanting to leave the lame 

horse at Mac's ranch, the men who bring the horse attempt to pay off John Grady to 

pretend that the horse is not injured: 

You're telUng me to load her and get her off the place. 
John Grady didnt answer. He didnt take his eyes off the man either. 
You can do better than that, the man said. 
I dont believe I can. 
He looked at the man holding the horse. He looked toward the house and 

he looked at John Grady again. Then he reached to his hip and took out his wallet 
and opened it and took out a tendoUar bill and folded the bill and put the wallet 
back and tendered the bill toward the boy. Here, he said. Put that in your pocket 
and don't tell nobody where you got it. 

I dont beUeve I can do that. 
Go on. 

No sir. (46) 

The scene with Wolfenbarger's men reflects the extent to which commercial exchange 

permeates the contemporary world. The men's attempt to pay John Grady can be viewed 

as the men trying to avoid repercussions over the horse and consequently cheat their own 

employer, Wolfenbarger. John Grady's adamant refusal to accept the money marks John 

Grady as different from others, his behavior govemed by a code of ethics. This episode, 

in tum, supports McCarthy's portrayal of John Grady as the traditional cowboy hero, 

above reproach. 

Another scene that vividly reflects the prominence of commercial exchange in the 

contemporary world involves the brief episode depicting the breeding of Mac's mare. 

The act of breeding has become commercialized to the extent that the cowboys in 

attendance, including John Grady participate literaUy in the act, in part to ensure the 

success of the breeding: 

The stallion stood, his great phaUus swinging. 
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Hold her, said Ward. 
I got her. 
He knows where it's at. 
The mare bucked and kicked one leg. On the third try the stallion 

mounted her, clambering, stamping his hindlegs, the great thighs quivering and 
the veins standing. John Grady stood holding all of this before him on a twisted 
tether like a child holding by a string some straggling and gasping chimera 
invoked by sorcery out of the void into the astonished day world. He held the 
twitchrope in one hand and laid his face against the sweating neck. He could hear 
the slow bellows of her lungs and feel the blood pumping. He could hear the slow 
duU beating of the heart within her like an engine deep in a ship. 

He and JC loaded the mare in the trailer. She look knocked up to you? JC 
said. 

I dont know. 

He bowed her back, didnt he? (75) 

The depiction of John Grady's coupling with Magdalena shares similarities with 

the episode depicting the breeding of the mare. In each scene additional participants are 

involved indirectly to ensure the success of the venture commercially: 

Si,si. She took the money and opened the door and held it out and 
whispered to a man on the other side. He was tall and thin and he smoked a 
cigarette in a silver holder and he wore a black silk shirt. He looked at the client 
for just a moment through the partly opened door and he counted the money and 
nodded and tumed away and she shut the door. Her bare back was pale in the 
candlelight where the dress was open. Her black hair glistened. She tumed and 
withdrew her arms from the sleeves of the dress and caught the front of it before 
her. She stepped from the pooled cloth and laid the dress across a chair and 
stepped behind the gauzy curtains and tumed back the covers and then she pulled 
the stiaps of her chemise from her shoulders and let it fall and stepped naked into 
the bed and pulled the stained quilt to her chin and tumed on her side and put her 
arm beneath her head and lay watching him. (69-70) 

In each episode, the underlying monetary exchange inherent in the situations depicted 

contributes to a sense of tawdriness and commercialism being conveyed. Personal 

privacy and other rights accorded to the individual have been compromised by 

commercial exchange. 
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Commercial exchange also provides the means by which John Grady attempts to 

refurnish the abandoned adobe house at Bell Springs. John Grady sacrifices his 

grandfather's pistol and holster, using the heirlooms as collateral to borrow money: 

I'll be back for it, John Grady said. 
The old man nodded. 
It belonged to my grandfather. 
The old man opened his hands and closed them again. A gesture of 

accommodation. Not quite a blessing. He nodded toward the glass case where 
half a dozen old Colt revolvers lay displayed some nickleplated, some with grips 
of staghom. One with old wom grips of guttapercha, one with the front sight filed 
away. 

All of them belonged to somebody's grandfather, he said. (94) 

John Grady also sells his horse to raise the necessary cash to finance his plan for rescuing 

Magdalena. The selling of John Grady's horse reveals the extent of his determination to 

pursue Magdalena. In addition, the selling of the horse also is notable for its 

underscoring of the changes in John Grady. At the conclusion of All the Pretty Horses, 

John Grady makes the decision to retum for the horse originally belonging to Blevins and 

as a result nearly dies in doing so. The selling of his horse in Cities of the Plain occurs as 

a necessary event in a series of actions that will culminate in John Grady's death: 

What will he take for him? 
'What he's askin. 
They stood. 
I might go two and a half 
Mac shook his head. 
It's his horse to sell aint it? The man said. 
Mac nodded. Yes, he said. It is. But if he was to let that horse^o for two 

hundred and fifty dollars I'd pay him off I wouldnt want anybody that ignorant 
on the place. Liable to do themselves a injury. 

The man toed the dirt. He looked at Crawford and he studied the horse 
again and he looked at Mac. 

Will he take three? 
Will you give three? 
Yessir. 
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John Grady, called Mac. 
Yessir? 
Bring that man's horse over here and get your saddle off of him. 

Yessir, said John Grady. (148-149) 

The perfunctory manner in which the sale of the horse takes place, coupled with the 

pawnbroker's comments vividly iUustrates how commercial exchange has not only 

provided the impetus for the chain of events that will spell doom for John Grady, but 

commercial exchange is a necessary part of setting those events into motion. As Barcley 

Owens notes in Cormac McCarthy's Westem Novels, it is this interjection of commercial 

interests into the equation that John Grady fails to consider: 

The cowboy hero, in all his pastoral glory, decidedly qualifies as the 
American version of the noble figure worthy of tragedy. Although John Grady is 
not royal in an Aristotelian sense, he meets the larger-than-life requirements of 
the tragic hero with his status as the best hand on the ranch. As the primary icon 
in the American pantheon of heroes, the cowboy represents the quintessential 
man. John Grady's simple dream of fixing up a shack for his Mexican bride 
replays the pioneer's dream of forging a garden-paradise in the wildemess; as in 
All the Pretty Horses, McCarthy offers a version of the westem myth of progress. 
With Magdalena by his side and a steady position on Mac's ranch, John Grady 
would have everything he needs. But this everything, this potential happiness, is 
doomed from the moment he chooses Magdalena as his Eve by a fatal paradox: 
Magdalena is controlled not by God but by Eduardo, and to oppose Eduardo 
inevitably means to lose Magdalena. (116) 

In the contemporary world a divine God has been replaced by a secular deity, money, 

which demands harsh sacrifices. In the case of John Grady, sacrifices will take the form 

of not only material possessions but also require his Ufe when he confronts Eduardo 

following Magdalena's murder. 

The intrasion of the contemporary world into the relatively pastoral life offered by 

employment at Mac's ranch is not entirely unwelcome, at least according to Billy. Billy 
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reveals his appreciation for modem conveniences when he discusses with John Grady 

Cole's plans to fix up an abandoned adobe shack for his teenaged bride: 

I could live here, John Grady said. 
Young and ignorant as you are you probably could. 
I think I'd like it. 
I tell you what I like. 
What's that? 

When you throw a switch and lights come on. (77) 

Billy subsequentiy states that he has relinquished the goals he had as a youth. BiUy 

implies that these goals are based in part on the celebration of the individual and the 

reward of the individual establishing ownership of property: 
If I think about what I wanted as a kid and what I want now they aint the 

same thing. I guess what I wanted wasnt what I wanted. You ready? 
Yeah. I'm ready. What do you want now? 
Billy spoke to the horse and reined it around. He sat and looked back at 

the little adobe house and at the blue and cooling country below them. Hell, he 
said. I dont know what I want. Never did. (78) 

Billy's words distinguish him from John Grady, who thinks he knows what he wants but 

whose desires, including the rescue of Magdalena and refurbishing the adobe house, 

prove unattainable. Billy thus becomes established as the dreamer, unable to successfully 

act upon his desires, and he eventually in the novel's Epilogue is defeated as a person. 

The often jarring intmsion of the contemporary world into the natural world 

involves the hunt for the wild dogs that have been damaging livestock. The initial scene 

of Billy setting traps for the feral canines recalls Billy's attempts to catch the she-wolf in 

The Crossing: 

There were some old Oneida number three doublespring traps on a shelf in 
the saddleroom and Billy boiled and waxed them and they carried them out the 
next day and buried them around the carcass. They rode out before daybreak to 
check the sets and when they got to the kill the traps were all dug out and lying on 
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the ground. One of them was not even sprang. The carcass itself was littie more 
than skin and bones. (155) 

The similarities between the activities end in the description of Billy setting the traps. 

Hunting wild dogs proves to be a far less challenging task than the hunting of wolves by 

earUer Westem settiers. Billy marks this observation in his remark following hearing the 

wild dogs howl back at the tracking dogs "them ignorant sons of bitches is answering 

back" (160). Billy's observations are echoed by Archer, who states, "I guess they want to 

be in on the race" and adds, "dumb sumbucks dont know they are the race" (160). The 

hunting of the wild dogs becomes less an act of necessity home out of survival than a 

sadistic game: 

The yellow dog rolled and bounced and got up again and continued mnning with 
the noose about its neck. John Grady came riding up behind Billy and swung his 
rope and heeled the yellow dog and quirted the horse on with the double rope and 
then dallied. The slack of Billy's catchrope hissed along the ground and stopped 
and the big yellow dog rose suddenly from the ground in headlong flight taught 
between the two ropes and the ropes resonated a single brief dull note and then 
the dog exploded. (167) 

The irony in the cowboys using their roping skills to catch and kill feral dogs is not lost 

on Billy, who wryly pronounces the cowboys "Dogropers" and muses, "I knew it'd come 

to this" (164) early in the dog hunt. 

The reducing of the cowboys on Mac's ranch to hunting wild dogs occurs largely 

due to the emergence of the wild dogs as a threat to ranching which foUows the 

eradication encouraged and authorized by the United States govemment of their canine 

cousins, the wolves. In one of his rambling soliloquies, Mr. Johnson, the aging cowhand, 

considers the significance of the disappearance of the wolves: 
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I dont know. Maybe it's just that when things are gone they're gone. 
They aint coming back. 

Yessir. 
They sat. After a while the old man said: The day after my fiftieth 

birthday in march of nineteen and seventeen I rode into the old headquarters at the 
Wilde well and there was six dead wolves hangin on the fence. I rode along the 
fence and ran my hand along em. I looked at their eyes. A govemment trapper 
had brought them in the night before. They'd been kiUed with poison baits. 
Strychnine. Whatever. Up in the Sacramentos. A week later he brought in four 
more. I aint heard a wolf in this country since. I suppose that's a good thing. 
They can be hell on stock. But I guess I was always what you might caU 
superstitious. I know I damn sure wasn't reUgious. And it had always seemed to 
me that something can live and die but that the kind of thing that they were was 
always there. I didn't know you could poison that. I aint heard a wolf howl in 
thirty odd years. I dont know where you'd go to hear one. There may not be any 
such place. (126) 

Mr. Johnson's comments regarding the wolves, as well as numerous stories recounting 

his adventures as a young man among "waddies," mark the elderly cowhand as a relic as 

much as his other eccentric behavior. Like the vanished wolves, Mr. Johnson represents 

a dying breed, one of those individuals who did Uve during the historical period that 

forms the basis for the narratives underlying the cultural myths associated with the 

American West. Not surprisingly, it is John Grady who demonstrates the most empathy 

for Mr. Johnson, listening patiently to the elderly cowboy's stories. By the conclusion of 

the novel it is Billy who most closely resembles the persona projected by Mr. Johnson as 

the broken-down cowboy with only stories left to tell, his hand "gnarled, ropescarred, 

speckled from the sun and the years of it" (291). 

The diminishing of the heroic stature of John Grady and Billy and the other 

cowboys evident in the hunting of the wild dogs paraUels McCarthy's modification of 

facets of the narrative stmcture characteristic of the Westem genre. Foremost among 
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these modifications is the rescue and redemption of a fallen woman , a common plot 

device occurring in Westem novels. 

The rescue and redemption of a fallen woman occurs in Cities of the Plain in John 

Grady Cole's attempts to secure the release of the teenaged epileptic prostitute 

Magdalena. In depicting John Grady Cole's obsessive pursuit of a young epileptic 

Mexican prostitute, McCarthy not only portrays the dangers inherent in pursuing 

traditional myths but also seems to parody many of the myths associated traditionally 

with the cowboy. 

The attraction that the prostitute presents to John Grady continues to be difficult 

to fathom. Unlike traditional situations depicted in Westem fiction where the hero acts 

out of a compulsion to save or defend a female's lost purity or innocence, McCarthy 

clearly establishes that the physical innocence of the young prostitute Magdalena was lost 

long ago to the policemen and prisoners on a dirt mattress on the floor in the basement of 

the poUce station: 

She was from the state of Chiapas and she had been sold at the age of 
thirteen to settle a gambling debt. She had no family. In Puebla she'd ran away 
and gone to a convent for protection. The procurer himself appeared on the 
convent steps the following moming and in the pure light of day paid money into 
the hand of the mother superior and took the girl away again. 

This man stripped her naked and beat her with a whip made from the 
innertube of a track tire. Then he held her in his arms and told her that he loved 
her. She ran away again and went to the police. Three officers took her to a room 
in the basement where there was a dirt mattress on the floor. When they were 
through with her they sold her to the other policemen. Then they sold her to the 
prisoners for what few pesos they could muster or traded her for cigarettes. 
Finally they sent for the procurer and sold her back to him. (139) 
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In addition, the graphic depiction of Magdalena's epileptic fit would hardly appear to 

increase her allure with its imagery of her being tied to the bed and a broomstick jammed 

in her mouth as she bleeds: 

But the housewhores were gathering in the doorway and they began to 
push through into the room all of them in face cream and hairpapers and dressed 
in their varied nightwear and they gathered clamoring about the bed and one 
pushed forward with a statue of the Virgin and raised it above the bed and another 
took one of the girl's hands and commenced to tie it to the bedpost with the sash 
from her robe. The girl's mouth was bloody and some of the whores came 
forward and dipped their handkerchiefs in the blood as if to wipe it away but they 
hid the handkerchiefs on their persons to take away with them and the girl's 
mouth continued to bleed. They pulled her other arm free and tied it as well and 
some of them were chanting and some were blessing themselves and the girl 
bowed and thrashed and then went rigid and her eyes white. They'd brought littie 
figures from their rooms and votive shrines of gilt and painted alabaster and some 
were at lighting candles when the owner of the establishment appeared in his 
shirtsleeves. (72) 

The lurid description of Magadalena's abuse, as well as her physical condition, does 

establish her as a female who qualifies for being rescued by the deluded John Grady. 

If anything, John Grady's obsession with rescuing Magdalena seems to be the 

result of his determination that he feels that he is in love with her. However, others wam 

John Grady of the consequences of pursuing a course of action simply due to being in 

love with another person, including the blind man who tells John Grady that "we are 

taken out of our own care and it then remains to be seen only if fate will show to us some 

share of mercy" (195). John Grady's plans for marrying Magdalena also constitute a 

parody of traditional motifs associated with the cowboy hero. Rather than seemingly 

appear from nowhere, act heroically, rescue Magdelana, and then ride away into the 

sunset, John Grady shares with Billy a plan to get married then settie and operate a ranch. 
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In doing so, John Grady fails to consider the likelihood that the ranch and surrounding 

land wiU be acquired soon by the federal govemment. 

John Grady's attempts to rescue Magdalena appear to result from what he would 

like her to represent, choosing to disregard the reality of the situation. The pimp Eduardo 

levels accusations to this extent at John Grady during the climatic knife fight in the 

following lines: 

In his dying perhaps the suitor will see that it was his hunger for mysteries that 
has outdone him. Whores. Supersition. Finally death. For that is what has 
brought you here. That is what you are seeking. (253) 

The pimp's words ring tme since it is has been John Grady's persistence in attempting to 

rescue Magdalena despite repeated warnings and advice to the contrary that have led him 

into the confrontation with the pimp. Ironically, the knife fight with the pimp in Cities of 

the Plain echoes the episode in All the Pretty Horses where John Grady engages in the 

knife fight in the Mexican prison. Just as John Grady's pursuit of Magdalena has placed 

him opposite the pimp, in the earlier novel it is John Grady's repeated ignoring of the 

wamings of Rawlins regarding Blevins and the horse that leads him to the confrontation 

in the Mexican prison. 

The death of John Grady provides further examples of the ways in which John 

Grady may be seen as a parody of the traditional Westem hero. He admits to Billy that 

he engaged in the fight with the pimp out of despair at the death of Magdalena, 

essentially voicing an almost suicidal wish to join her, informing Billy that "Bud, when I 

see her layin there I didn't care to Uve no more" (259). Instead of a desire to martyr or 

sacrifice himself for others, John Grady's actions seem to suggest an admission of failure 
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and inability to accept the consequences of that failure and consequently a desire to 

escape. His death serves no purpose in the sense that he does not rescue Magdalena and 

he does not make his surroundings better for any other person just as his joumeys to 

Mexico in All the Pretty Horses yield littie tangible benefits. 

As in the earlier novel, where John Grady ignores the encouragement of Rawlins 

to stay and seek employment in the oilfields. Cities of the Plain concludes with John 

Grady moving forward, passing into death, leaving behind Billy. John Grady's fate 

provides an example of an individual who seeks to heed the traditional myths associated 

with the cowboy hero but fails to do so and instead becomes a parody of the very ideal he 

seeks to become. 

John Grady's ill-fated pursuit of Magdalena contributes to another way in which 

McCarthy modifies the traditional narrative stmcture of the westem novel. As 

demonstrated in previous chapters, violence in the westem novel usually occurs as a 

result of an attempt to resolve conflicts. The primary plot in Cities of the Plain centers on 

John Grady's pursuit of Magdalena. John Grady's pursuit of Magdalena precipitates 

conflict with Eduardo. The initial consequence of this conflict yields the murder of 

Magdalena. 

No sound came. The cold pneuma passed. She would have called it back. When 
she opened her eyes the cab had tumed off the road and was jostling over a bare 
dirt track and the driver was watching her in the mirror. She looked out but she 
could not see the bridge. She could see the river through the trees and the mist 
coming off the river and the raw rock mountains beyond but she could not see the 
city. She saw a figure moving among the trees by the river. She asked the driver 
if they were to cross here to the other side and he said yes. He said that she would 
be going to the other side now. Then the cab pulled into the clearing and came to 
a stop and when she looked what she saw coming across the clearing in the 
earliest light of moming was the smiling Tiburcio. (225) 
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John Grady consequentiy seeks revenge on Eduardo for the pimp's murder of 

John Grady's teenaged bride. John Grady's actions are spurred by his reaction to 

viewing her body at the morgue after she did not meet him as planned: 

The girl to whom he'd swom his love forever lay on the last table. She lay 
as the rashcutters had found her that moming in the shallows under the shore 
willows with the mist rising off the river. Her hair damp and matted. So black. 
Hung with strands of dead brown weed. Her face so pale. The severed throat 
gaping bloodlessly. Her good blue dress was twisted about on her body and her 
stockings were tom. She'd lost her shoes. 

There was no blood for it had all washed away. He reached and touched 
her cheek. Oh God, he said. (229) 

Instead of John Grady acting as the traditional cowboy hero seeking vengeance for 

wrongs committed due to gross injustice against the greater populace as in the case of the 

protagonist in Jack Schaefer's Shane, John Grady seeks out the admittedly despicable 

pimp Eduardo to execute revenge for the murder of an epileptic prostitute. John Grady's 

behavior fulfills Billy's earlier wamings regarding the foolishness of John Grady's plans. 

You think I'm crazy, dont you? 
You know what I think. 
WeU. 
Why dont you take a good look at yourself Look at what it's brang you 

to. Talkin about sellin your horse. It'sjust the old story aU over again. Losin 
your head over a piece of tail. Cept in your case there aint nothing about it makes 
any sense. Nothin. (136) 

Not only does John Grady ignore the counsel offered by Billy, but he also ignores the 

taunts of Eduardo during the confrontation. Eduardo's taunts echo the earlier 

observations of Billy and also hint at a larger context for John Grady's motives. 

That is what has brought you here and what will always bring you here. 
Your kind cannot bear that the world be ordinary. That it contain nothing save 
what stands before one. But the Mexican worid is a world of adomment only and 
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undemeath it is very plain indeed. While your worid—passed the blade back and 
forth like a shuttie through a loom—your world totters upon an unspoken 
labyrinth of questions. And we will devour you, my friend. You and all your 
pale empire. (253) 

The pimp's taunts are important on two levels. First, his allusion to John Grady not being 

the first Anglo youth he has encountered to cross into Mexico and attempt to take what 

appeals to him refers to the plots of the previous two novels in the Border Trilogy and the 

unsuccessful actions of both John Grady and Billy, respectively to gain what they seek 

once they visit Mexico. Secondly, Eduardo's reference to the United States as a worid 

that "totters upon an unspoken labyrinth of questions" foreshadows the stranger's 

comments at the conclusion of the novel regarding the paradoxes resulting from history. 

The reference also seems to suggest the composing of history as means of answering 

those questions, an enterprise for which the Westem genre has served. 

John Grady refuses to recognize the absurdity of his actions, choosing instead to 

engage Eduardo in a knife fight. The description of the climatic fight between John 

Grady and Eduardo appears reminiscent of the fight between John Grady and the inmate 

in All the Pretty Horses: 

For a whore, the pimp said. For a whore. 
They closed again and John Grady lowered his knife arm. He felt 

Eduardo's blade slip from his rib and cross his upper stomach and pass on. It 
took his breath away. He made no effort to step or parry. He brought his knife up 
underhand from the knee and slammed it home and staggered back. He heard the 
clack of the Mexican's teeth as his jaw clapped shut. Eduardo's knife dropped 
with a Ught splash into the small pool of standing water at his feet and he tumed 
away. Then he looked back. The way a man might look getting on a train. The 
handle of the huntingknife jutted from the underside of his jaw. He reached and 
touched it. His mouth was clenched in a grimace. His jaw was nailed to his 
upper skull and he held the handle in both hands as if he would withdraw but he 
did not. He waUced away and tumed and leaned against the warehouse waU. 
Then he sat down. He drew his knees up to him and sat breathing harshly through 
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his teeth. He put his hands down at either side of him and he looked at John 
Grady and then after a while he leaned slowly over and lay slumped in the 
alleyway against the wall of the building and he did not move again. (254) 

The climatic fight involving John Grady in Cities of the Plain does differ from the 

fight in prison depicted in the eariier novel in that the motive is different. In the fight 

occurring in the earlier novel, John Grady's motive for fighting was due largely to 

ensuring the simple survival of himself and Rawlins in the prison. No similar motive 

exists in Cities of the Plain, save for John Grady's admission that he seeks vengeance for 

Magdalena. Neither the survival of John Grady nor Billy depends on the elimination of 

Eduardo. The violence of the fight between John Grady and Eduardo lacks meaning 

outside that ascribed to it by John Grady. In its senselessness the violent confrontation 

with Eduardo shares similarities with the hunting of the wild dogs. Each episode seems 

to lack reason and consequently each reflects the diminishing of the mythic foundation 

that could imbue each with more meaning within the larger framework of narratives 

associated with the West. 

The two climatic scenes do share in common the use of knives as weapons by the 

cowboy John Grady, instead of the utilizing of guns as weapons prevalent in traditional 

Westem stories. The substitution of knives for guns provides another example of how 

McCarthy parodies the Westem genre even while using the format. 

Cities of the Plain features both of the protagonists from the preceding volumes 

comprising the Border Trilogy. McCarthy's inclusion of both John Grady Cole and Billy 

in Cities of the Plain occurs not only as a result of the demands of serial fiction, but in 

depicting both John Grady and Billy, McCarthy re-examines the two fates often 
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prescribed for Westem cowboy heroes within the Westem genre. The first of these two 

frequent fates involves the cowboy hero dying "in a blaze of glory" while ostensibly 

attempting to resolve a conflict. John Grady's ignoble death at the conclusion of his 

confrontation with Eduardo represents McCarthy's altered portrayal of this particular 

narrative device in the Western genre. The second of these frequent fates that can befaU 

Westem cowboy heroes involves the cowboy hero leaming to grow old gracefully. The 

hero's death occurs not so much with a bang, but with a whimper. Billy's life as a 

destitute drifter in the novel's Epilogue represents McCarthy's adaptation of this 

narrative device in the Westem genre. Billy's fate is prefigured largely in the novel by 

the interjection of episodes depicting the bizarre antics of the elderly cowhand, Mr. 

Johnson on Mac's ranch. By providing a recognizable fate for each of his cowboy 

protagonists according to the conventions of the genre, while altering the specifics of 

each cowboy's fate, McCarthy succeeds in challenging the idea of the traditional cowboy 

hero. 

The fate McCarthy prescribes for John Grady Cole is not surprising when 

considering how little John Grady Cole changes from All the Pretty Horses to Cities of 

the Plain. In Cities of the Plain, John Grady repeatedly exhibits the stubbom adherence 

to behavior based on an intemalized code of ethics resulting from cultural myths 

associated with the settiing of the American West. Aside from his endeavors to gain 

Magdalena, this stubbomness becomes most apparent in John Grady's relentiessness in 

breaking horses on Mac's ranch. John Grady's stubbomness proves to be the cause of 

admiration for Billy and the other cowboys at the McGovem ranch: 
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That horse has been broke with a bit, Troy said. 
Yeah. 
I guess he aims to break it and start over. 
Well, Billy said, I got a suspicion that whatever he aims to do he'll most 

likely get done. 
They watched the horse circle. 
He aint trainin it for the circus is he? 
No. We had the circus yesterday evening when he forked on it. 
How many times did he get thowed? 
Four. 
How many times did he get back on it? 
You know how many times. (14) 

Along with the admiration from the other cowboys is an admission that John Grady's 

skill with horses sets him apart on the ranch since Billy remarks, "I guess he cant do no 

wrong where Mac's concemed" (16). John Grady's special talent for breaking horses is 

not surprising given that in All the Pretty Horses he demonstrates similar abilities which 

initially win him favor with Don Hector. As evident in the earlier novel All the Pretty 

Horses, horses exist as almost erotic objects for John Grady. Consequently, he finds it 

difficult to explain to others his interaction with horses, informing Oren that "my way is a 

long way from working one over with a tracechain. But it's a long way from what's 

possible too" (54). 

In addition to his superior skills with horses, a talent that remains valuable to Mac 

on the ranch, John Grady possesses other skills that mark him as superior to the other 

cowboys, including Billy. In addition, John Grady exhibits a wilUngness to help the 

other cowboys whenever asked, as in his assisting Billy in removing the damaged 

windshield foUowing the collision with the owl: 

John Grady pulled on the gloves and hobbled around and pushed on the 
edges of the glass while Billy pried with the screwdriver. They got the glass 
worked out of the molding along the bottom and one side and then Billy borrowed 
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the gloves and pulled the whole thing out in one piece and lifted it over the 
steering wheel and laid it in the floor of the track on the passenger side. (42) 

John Grady further demonstrates his virtues as a hero by rescuing the wild puppies with 

Billy, following his duplicity in killing the adult dogs: 

It's your show, cowboy. 
John Grady waUced around and checked the pole and came back. Let's 

head the horses a littie bit more to the left, he said. 
All right. 
They eased the horses forward. The rope stretched and began to unwind 

slowly on its axis. They looked at the rope and they looked at the horses. They 
looked at each other. Then the rock moved. It began to rear haltingly up out of 
its resting place these thousand years and it tilted and tottered and fell forward 
into the littie grotto with a thud they could feel through their bootsoles. The pole 
clattered among the rocks, the horses recovered and stood. 

Kiss my ass, said BiUy. (176) 

John Grady's pursuit of Magdalena does appear inexplicable. This difficulty resides in 

other clues to John Grady occurring in the text as Marty Priola notes in his essay "Games 

in the Border Trilogy: 

John Grady Cole is undeniably mythic in a way that transcends the 
hardbitten, instinctual image of the cowboy. He excels at everything, including 
chess. But the mind of a chess player is one that is different: Grady thinks 
carefully and analyzes everything about the board. These characteristics conflict 
with his seemingly impetuous actions involving other aspects of his life, such as 
horsebreaking and romance, and make him a more complex character than might 
be supposed. He can see several moves ahead, and he is able to anticipate the 
moves of his opponents. He clearly is not a rash young man. Chess requires too 
much patience. (269-270) 

John Grady's insistence on pursuing Magdalena must then be viewed in the context of 

him refusing to acknowledge the grim realities Ukely in his persistence. In this refusal, 

John Grady chooses not to retreat into the various escapes available, unlike BiUy who 

escapes via denial or dreams. 
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In contrast to John Grady, Billy does not seem to possess the array of skills 

distinguishing him from the other cowboys, with the exception of the episode involving 

the setting of the traps for the wild dogs. However, Billy performs an important function 

in the novel. 'While not the superhuman cowboy that John Grady appears to be, Billy 

does possess enough skills to where he appears deemed worthy by John Grady of 

functioning in the role of sidekick to the younger John Grady. Most importantiy, it is 

Billy whom John Grady deems trastworthy enough to ask to venture to Juarez and 

bargain with Eduardo conceming Magdalena: 

Let me see if I got this straight. You want me to go to a whorehouse in 
Juarez Mexico and buy this whore cash money and bring her back across the river 
to the ranch. Is that about the size of it? 

John Grady nodded. 
Shit, said Billy. Smile or something, will you? Goddamn. Tell me you 

aint completely crazy. (118) 

Billy's initial disbelief laced with profanity emphasizes his disbelief at what the younger 

cowboy asks. As noted earlier, Billy consistently expresses little enthusiasm for the 

activities John Grady proposes and this reluctance seems to result from the suffering 

endured by Billy in The Crossing. Billy's lack of enthusiasm might result also from his 

awareness that his past forays into Mexico have resulted in repeated loss, where save for 

the death of Blevins and the forced abandonment of Alejandra, John Grady's losses have 

been more negligible. However, in fulfilling the role of loyal sidekick, Billy does agree 

to meet Eduardo and present the financial proposition conceming Magdalena, though his 

efforts are again unsuccessful. 

As noted earlier, in addition to fiUing the role of sidekick, Billy also functions as 

an altemative version of what John Grady might become should he make different 
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decisions. Throughout the novel, Billy remains the older, wiser cowboy who repeatedly 

wams the younger John Grady, visually demonstrating why John Grady should abandon 

his pursuit of Magdalena: 

He leaned forward and began to count off on the fingers of the hand that 
held the cigarette: She aint American. She aint a citizen. She dont speak 
English. She works in a whorehouse. No, hear me out. And last but not least— 
he sat holding his thumb—there's a son of a bitch owns her outright that I 
guarangoddamtee you will kiU you graveyard dead if you miss with him. Son, 
aint there no girls on this side of the damn river? 

Not like her. 

Well, I bet that's the truth if you ever told it. (137) 

John Grady does not heed Billy's warning any more than he does Troy's similar waming 

immediately before he seeks Magdalena following her failure to meet him: 

Are you in some kind of trouble? 
Yeah. Maybe. 
Over a girl, I reckon. 
Yeah. 
They ain't worth it, son. 
I've heard that. 
Well. Dont do nothing dumb. 
It's probably too late. 
It aint too late if you aint done it. 
I'm aU right. (227) 

John Grady's determination to pursue Magadalena despite Billy and Troy's wamings 

confirms that he still acts according to his adherence to a code of behavior that ignores 

the realities of the situation. John Grady's exchange with Troy does reveal that he 

possesses an awareness of how ill-suited his behavior continues to be, but nonetheless he 

persists just as he does whenever breaking horses. In his persistence, John Grady reflects 

the observations of Robert Murray Davis regarding the appeal and possible danger 
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associated with the Westem genre in From Playing Cowboys: Low Culture and High Art 

In the Westem: 

The Westem of the kind that many of us grew up with has been rightly 
criticized as a defective pattern. But the best examples of the genre, like those 
treated here, show that all mythologies are finally defective, that it is aU right to 
cast yourself into a pre-set role as long as you can imagine your way out of it, and 
that, as the postmodem Westem shows, since you cannot live outside a role, you 
need to keep inventing a new one. You can travel by the light of illumination, but 
you cannot bask in it. You can ride off into the sunset, but you have to get up 
again. (154) 

At the conclusion of All the Pretty Horses, John Grady does ride off into the sunset, but 

he will not do so in Cities of the Plain. In the concluding novel of the Border Trilogy, 

John Grady's "basking in the light of illumination" offered by his skills as horseman and 

superior cowboy will not prove sufficient for him to avoid death. 

The cycle of heartbreak Billy experiences in The Crossing recurs in John Grady's 

death in Cities of the Plain. Just as in the preceding novel where each of Billy's trips 

south of the border were marked by loss, so it is in the arms of BiUy that John Grady dies 

in the squalid streets of Juarez in Cities of the Plain: 

When he had him gathered in his arms he rose and tumed. Goddamn 
whores, he said. He was crying and the tears ran on his angry face and he called 
out to the broken day against them all and he called out to God to see what was 
before his eyes. Look at this, he called. Do you see? Do you see? (261) 

The loss of the younger John Grady paraUels for Billy the earlier loss of Boyd, his 

younger brother. In each case Mexico is the location and Billy, while not directiy 

responsible for the deaths, has made decisions that lead to the demise of each of these 

people whom he values. 
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Having observed how McCarthy reconsiders the traditional cowboy hero in his 

depiction of John Grady Cole and Billy Parham, the Epilogue of Cities of the Plain may 

be read as McCarthy's reconsidering of how ideology and myth can form history and 

subsequently exact the same effect upon fiction that utilizes history, such as Westem 

genre fiction. 

In his essay "Cormac McCarthy's Sense of an Ending: Serialized Narrative and 

Revision in Cities of the Plain" Robert Jarrett proposes that the dream related by the 

stranger to the homeless Billy in the novel's conclusion may be read as follows: 

Stripped of context, the dream might be taken for a hermeneutical debate by two 
critics of opposing interpretive camps, Billy representing a speech-act interpreter 
from the common-sense tradition of John Searle ("I think you just see whatever's 
in front of you"), and the Mexican and eclectic combination of theological and 
deconstractive hermeneutics....Billy's interrogation enacts our own interrogations 
of McCarthy's text. So this dream tale functions less as conclusion to the story of 
Billy and John Grady and more as meta-narrative—a narrative about narrative 
that undercuts and critiques the mixture of geography, historiography, and 
biography that comprises the main narrative of the Border Trilogy. (336) 

Jarrett's assessment of the dream tale provides an approach for extracting McCarthy's 

assessment of the Westem genre and its sometimes troubled relationship to the 

reconstracted history that provides its subject matter. 

In conveying the dream tale to Billy, the Mexican stranger establishes the unique 

framing mechanism of the tale involving a dream belonging to an unnamed traveler who 

appeared in a dream that the Mexican stranger claims to have had. This framing device 

of a dream within a dream clearly removes the interpreter from the source of the dream's 

content, a dislocation corresponding to the dislocation imposed upon interpreters of 

history. The stranger alludes to this dislocation in the following passage: 
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Yes. This traveler also has a life and there is no direction to that Ufe and if 
he himself did not appear in this dream the dream would be quite otherwise and 
ther could be no taUc of him at all. You may say that he has no substance and 
therefore no history but my view is that whatever he may be or of whatever made 
he cannot exist without a history. And the ground of that history is not different 
from yours or mine for it is the predicate Ufe of men that assures us of our own 
reaUty and that aU about us. Our privileged view into this one night of tiiis man's 
history presses upon us the realization that all knowledge is a borrowing and 
every fact a debt. For each event is revealed to us only at the surrender of every 
altemate course. For us, the whole of the traveler's life converges at this place 
and this hour, whatever we may know of that life or out of whatever stuff it may 
be made. De acuerdo? 

Andale. (274-5) 

Jarrett asserts that in the framing of the dream tale within another dream "McCarthy 

strips the narrative grounding of reaUsm from the Border Trilogy to move directly out of 

history within the imaginary or the visionary" (337). As the stranger mentions in the 

aforementioned passage, the specific details conceming the participants in the dream, 

concems grounded in realism, are not important as what they do or say within the frame 

of the dream which remains the most important. In his essay "Dreams and Visions 

Within the Trilogy" Edwin T. Amold provides the following explanation for the framing 

device of the dream tale within another dream: 

The complication provided by the "dream-within-a dream" stmcture of the 
stranger's tale is heightened by the possibility that BiUy may be dreaming the 
stranger himself and thus also the stranger's dream and the dream imbedded in 
that dream. Moreover, since we are reading a work of fiction, and McCarthy, as 
author, is himself "dreaming" Billy and the stranger and all that occurs between 
them, we must always be aware that we can never in the world find that primary 
level of "reality" or "fact," which is, of course, the whole point of the Epilogue. 
(54) 

The same criteria can be applied to explaining the cultural myths associated with the 

American West. Details conceming the historical events and places and participants have 
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been relegated in the interests of best conveying those narratives describing these cultural 

myths, including the Uves and deeds of that most American of figures, the cowboy. 

Jarrett associates this temporal dislocation made evident in the dreaming narrative 

frame with psychoanalysis. He notes that "the opposition between dreamer-narrator and 

dreamer-traveler repUcates the relationship between audience and narrative and between 

the author-function and authorial imagination" (337). It is fitting then that the Mexican's 

conversation occurs with Billy, for unlike John Grady, Billy has survived to attempt to 

recreate and interpret the events in the Border Trilogy, much as Mr. Johnson does 

elsewhere in numerous episodes in Cities of the Plain. As survivor, Billy can undergo 

the process of contemplation that the stranger describes: 

The world of our fathers resides within us. Ten thousand generations and 
more. A form without a history has no power to perpetuate itself. What has no 
past can have no future. At the core of our life is the history of which it is 
composed and in that core are no idioms but only the act of knowing and it is this 
we share in dreams and out. Before the first man spoke and after the last is 
silenced forever. Yet in the end he did speak, as we shall see. (281) 

The most effective way for Billy to understand the losses he incurs in the course of the 

Border Trilogy is to view the events leading to those losses from outside a frame. 

McCarthy seems to suggest that the process for Billy mirrors the function of the Westem 

genre. 

In the context of his conversation with the,stranger under the underpass, BiUy's 

admission in Cities of the Plain that he used to know what he wanted but no longer does 

since "you get a little older and you pull back some on that. I think you wind up just 

tryin to minimize the pain" takes on more significance. Billy's attempts to minimize the 

pain aid in differentiating him from the younger, more impulsive John Grady Cole, who 
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accepts the possibility that pain might resuh as part of the cost of adhering to a code of 

behavior. Billy thus exhibits an awareness of the potential for disaster in any course of 

action. The stranger's description of the ti-aveler could just as easily describe Billy at the 

novel's conclusion: 

What he saw was the strangeness of the world and how little was known 
and how poorly one could prepare for aught that was to come. He saw that a 
man's life was little more than an instant and that as time was etemal therefore 
every man was always and eternally in the middle of his joumey, whatever be his 
years or whatever distance he had come. He thought he saw in the world's silence 
a great conspiracy and that he had already moved beyond his captors and their 
plans. If he had any revelation it was this: that he was repository to this knowing 
which he came to solely by his abandonment of every former view. (282) 

Billy's reaction to his dream of Boyd later following his conversation with the stranger 

confirms that Billy does possess this increased self-awareness of the juncture at which 

geography, historiography and biography meet when he tells Betty, "I'm not what you 

think I am. I aint nothing. I dont know why you put up with me" (292). 

Billy recognizes and accepts that confronted with traths horrible or at best 

confusing, the easiest retreat lies in escaping those very situations. The summary of the 

novel's epilogue offered by Jarrett recognizes the escape provided by fiction: 

The epilogue's end necessarily ironizes the narrator's request for 
interpretation by the witness....In the final line of the dedication, "Tum the page," 
history and trilogy dissipate into corrido, bad dream, nursery rhyme, or the 
bedtime book, which all function primarily to lull us readers to sleep, away from 
the traumas of history. (338) 

Included with corrido, bad dream, nursery rhyme, or the bedtime book, McCarthy also 

seems to suggest that the Westem genre, specifically the novel, must be mentioned. 

Beginning with the depiction of the ill-fated decisions of the kid in Blood Meridian, and 

continuing with the adventures of John Grady Cole and Billy Parham in the Border 
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Trilogy, McCarthy consciously exploits the narrative conventions of the Westem genre to 

reveal how history is not only constmcted of ideologies, but transmits those ideologies 

via fiction. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CORMAC MCCARTHY'S WESTERN NOVELS 

AND THE WESTERN GENRE 

Cormac McCarthy's Westem novels. Blood Meridian, All the Pretty Horses, The 

Crossing, and Cities of the Plain, represent McCarthy's challenging of the cultural myths 

and popular ideologies associated with the contemporary and historical American West 

conveyed via the Westem genre. In this chapter I will present several conclusions that 

can be drawn regarding McCarthy's questioning of the myths and ideologies conveyed in 

narrative stmctures characteristic of the Westem genre while appropriating those same 

narrative stmctures associated with the Westem genre. First, I will assert that the 

incessant violence in Blood Meridian reflects the Westem genre's preoccupation with 

violence as a viable means of resolving conflicts. McCarthy's graphic depiction of 

violence serves as an indictment of Manifest Destiny suggesting that the process of 

westward expansion necessitates the subjugation of others and in tum creates bmtal 

conditions conducive to the existence of Glanton's scalphunters and similar parties. 

Second, I will argue that the locating of All the Pretty Horses in the twentieth century 

allows McCarthy to situate the novel within a larger tradition of Westem genre fiction 

featuring a nostalgic remembrance of the Old west and American cowboys. The primary 

myths associated with the American West in All the Pretty Horses involve its cowboy 

hero John Grady whose actions are motivated by a combination of his nostalgia for the 

past and his yeaming for a romanticized agrarian way of life he associates with the past. 

Third, I propose that The Crossing continues this preoccupation with the Old West since 
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the novel depicts the freedom of movement associated with the American West in 

Westem genre fiction and questions the effects of human interaction with the natural 

worid made most evident in the rescue of the wolf Finally, I will argue that in Cities of 

the Plain McCarthy appropriates a frequent plot associated with the Westem genre, the 

redemption or rescue of a woman by a larger than life cowboy hero. Cities of the Plain 

focuses on the redemption of a fallen woman, represented by the epileptic teenage 

prostitute Magdalena, by the erstwhile "all-american cowboy" John Grady Cole. Cole's 

rescue attempts in the novel fail at least in part due to his continued preoccupation with a 

nostalgic remembrance of the Old West depicted in All the Pretty Horses. 

The incessant violence contained in Blood Meridian marks the novel as a 

Westem. In Cormac McCarthy's Westem Novels, Barcley Owens suggests that Blood 

Meridian, while the first of McCarthy's westem novels, also can be considered "the last 

of his gothic novels, a historical novel of grotesque images and atavistic violence" (xi). 

Owens describes the violent content in Blood Meridian as "a blood trail, receding back as 

far as the eye can see, to the dawn of mankind, of all life, and reaching perhaps to 

faraway horizons of men yet to come" (xii). However, Owens maintains that Blood 

Meridian remains quite different from the Border TrUogy stating that "McCarthy's West 

is divided between the stark, unforgiving bmtality of Blood Meridian and the primitive-

pastoral visions of the Border Trilogy" (xvi). 

I disagree with Owen's separation of Blood Meridian from the three novels 

comprising McCarthy's Border Trilogy. As I argue in Chapter Two, Blood Meridian 

clearly contains characteristics associated with Westem genre fiction, not the least of 
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which is the novel's repetitive violence. In "From Beowulf to Blood Meridian: Cormac 

McCarthy's Demystification of the Martial Code" Rick WaUach proposes that Blood 

Meridian shares in common with Beowulf a "detailed depiction of martial codes" which 

Wallach defines as "stractured social systems that justify and promulgate conflict, 

represent violence as craft, and conventionalize destructive activity in a craftsmanly way" 

(199). Wallach's observations comparing Blood Meridian to Beowulf can be extended by 

perceiving the Westem genre as a medium that conveys mythic narratives set in a social 

system similar to the system WaUach describes, the fictionalized American Old West that 

sanctions the use of violence as a means of resolving conflict. 

This conception of the function of Westem genre as a medium that conveys and 

celebrates a martial code reflected in the genre's violence is also supported by Blood 

Meridian's Epilogue which presents a scene removed from Glanton's bmtal scalphunters: 

In the dawn there is a man progressing over the plain by means of holes which he 
is making in the ground. He uses an implement with two handles and he chucks it 
into the hole and he enkindles the stone in the hole with his steel hole by hole 
striking the rock which God has put there. On the plain behind him are the 
wanderers in search of bones and those who do not search and they move 
haltingly in the light like mechanisms whose movements are monitored with 
escapement and pallet so that they appear restrained by a prudence or 
reflectiveness which has no inner reality and they cross in their progress one by 
one that track of holes that runs to the rim of the visible ground and which seems 
less the pursuit of some continuance than the verification of a principle, a 
validation of sequence and casuality as if each round and perfect hole owed its 
existence to the one before it there on that prairie He strikes fire in the hole and 
draws out his steel. Then they all move on again. (337) 

The identity of the mysterious man depicted in the Epilogue is not as important as 

the man's behavior and the other action depicted in the tableau. The man's striking of 

holes in the ground is an act that involves violence and those who follow the man are 
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classified by whether or not they search for bones. The searching for bones implies a 

seeking for validation, and this process is alluded to later in the same passage. This 

image is introduced earlier in the novel when the violent kid encounters the literal 

bonepickers when the kid retums to Texas. Nor does the violence that occurs in the 

novel only involve humans. In Blood Meridian, the natural landscape proves as violent 

and unforgiving as those humans who inhabit the bleak terrain. The Westem genre, 

replete with its violent tales of a specific historical period important in America's past, 

presents cultural myths that vaUdate specific popular ideologies such as Manifest 

Destiny. The reference in Blood Meridian's Epilogue to the holes seeming to signify 

"the verification of a principle, a validation of sequence and casuality as if each round 

and perfect hole owed its existence to the one before it there on that prairie" (337) 

prefigures the subsequent Border Trilogy and its shared concem of a nostalgic 

remembrance of the historical past, or at least the perceived historical past conveyed to 

John Grady Cole by his grandfather and passed to Billy Parham by his father. Similarly, 

Blood Meridian, as the first of McCarthy's Westem novels, introduces not only thematic 

concems that will be developed in his subsequent Westem novels, but also introduces 

McCarthy's method of appropriating the narrative structures and characters of the 

Westem genre. 

In comparison to Blood Meridian, All the Pretty Horses can be read as an 

extended elegy for the passing of an era when the ideologies associated with the historical 

period depicted in Blood Meridian were relevant. The theme of sequence and casuality is 
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introduced early in All the Pretty Horses in the novel's opening scene with John Grady 

Cole contemplating the lifeless body of his matemal grandfather in the novel's opening. 

In his black suit he stood in the dark glass where the lilies leaned so palely from 
their waisted cutglass vase. Along the cold hallway behind him hung the portraits 
of forebears only dimly known to him all framed in glass and dimly Ut above the 
narrow wainscotting. He looked down at the guttered candlestub. He pressed his 
thumbprint in the warm wax pooled on the oak veneer. Lastly he looked at the 
face so caved and drawn among the folds of funeral cloth, the yellowed 
moustache, the eyeids paper thin. That was not sleeping. That was not sleeping. 

It was dark outside and cold and no wind. In the distance a calf bawled. 
He stood with his hat in his hand. You never combed your hair that way in your 
Ufe, he said. (All the Pretty Horses 3) 

Not surprisingly, McCarthy opens All the Pretty Horses with the scene of John Grady 

Cole literally mouming the passing of this era represented by his deceased grandfather. 

Even more telling is John Grady's denial of the passing, evident in his remarks regarding 

the fault he perceives in the physical appearance of his grandfather's body and manifest 

later in the novel in John Grady's rationale for the decisions he makes. 

In " 'The hands of yet other puppets': Figuring freedom and Reading repetition in 

All the Pretty Horses" James D. Lilley provides the following explanation for the death 

scene that opens All the Pretty Horses: 

The ranch that John grady's grandfather estabUshed in the Old West has now 
disappeared into the reluctant hands of a divorce lawyer, and from the 
disintegration of his father's relationship with his mother to the inexorable cancer-
driven deterioration of his father's body, a sense of loss and decay pervades John 
Grady's Texas from the outset of All the Pretty Horses. (273) 

In Chapter Three, I argue that it is John Grady's desire to escape the environment he 

associates with loss and decay, for what he perceives to be the more primitive, unspoiled 

environment of Mexico that provides the motivation for John Grady's joumey south of 

the Rio Grande River. Mexico represents the exotic land beyond the border imposed by 
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govemment, a land that will validate the code of behavior John Grady has leamed from 

his grandfather. The code of behavior John Grady has leamed from his grandfather 

places a high value on action, not contemplation. This code of behavior also celebrates 

the self-sufficiency of the individual. The code of behavior John Grady possesses, with 

its basis assumptions and values located in mythical cultural narratives, proves 

insufficient in aiding John Grady in negotiating his situation in Texas following his 

grandfather's death. Lilley summarizes John Grady's despair: 

The pattems and liturgies of the past no longer present (burials, plays, courting 
rituals) no longer speak to him, and he drifts among empty signifiers in a West 
where even the decomposed carcass of a horse skeleton has been replaced by the 
hollow, rasted sheU of a broken automobile, a world in which his mother no 
longer uses her real name and acts out a role on a distant stage. (274) 

John Grady's disillusionment at his mother's decisions proves especially damaging for it 

precipitates his later involvement with Alejandra and Magdalena. In the case of 

Alejandra, it is against the advice offered by Rawlins that John Grady chooses to become 

involved with Alejandra, despite knowledge that his doing so will result in expulsion 

from the idyllic Mexican ranch. Along with whatever exotic appeal she exudes, 

Alejandra appeals to John Grady because she embodies the feminine presence who 

appreciates the lifestyle on the ranch that Cole's mother repudiates. By contrast, in Cities 

of the Plain, the teenaged prostitute Magdalena represents the wayward woman John 

Grady perceives his mother to have become in light of her decision to sell the ranch, and 

Cole's attempts to rescue Magdalena symbolize John Grady's attempts to validate the 

male-centered code of behavior he associated with the cowboy lifestyle. 
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In "All the Pretty Horses: John Grady Cole's Expulsion from Paradise" Gail 

Moore Morrison suggests that the code of behavior John Grady has emulated from his 

grandfather does prove useful in Mexico. Morrison argues that John Grady confronts the 

challenges he encounters in Mexico "with a courage, strength of character and grace that 

seem to emanate from an unwavering commitment to a set of significant values he has 

intemalized" (177-78). Morrison further notes that John Grady confronts challenges 

successfully "even when he might not have been expected to do so, given his youth, his 

upbringing or his inexperience" (178). However, it remains doubtful the extent to which 

John Grady leams from his experiences in Mexico. Instead of addressing the question of 

what John Grady has leamed from his foray into Mexico, McCarthy employs another 

narrative device associated with the Westem genre, having the protagonist merely ride 

away at the novel's conclusion: 

The desert he rode was red and red the dust he raised, the small dust that 
powdered the legs of the horse he rode, the horse he led. In the evening a wind 
came up and reddened all the sky before him. There were few cattle in that 
country because it was barren country yet he came at evening upon a solitary bull 
rolUng in the dust against the bloodred sunset like an animal in sacrificial torment. 
The bloodred dust blew down out of the sun. He touched the horse with his heels 
and rode on. He rode with the sun coppering his face and the red wind blowing 
out of the west across the evening land and the smaU desert birds flew chittering 
among the dry bracken and horse and rider and horse passed on and then: long 
shadows passed in tandem like the shadow of a single being. Passed and paled 
into the darkening, the world to come. (301) 

In addition to providing an example of McCarthy's use of a narrative device associated 

with the Westem genre, the conclusion of All the Pretty Horses echoes the Epilogue to 

Blood Meridian with its imagery of a single figure in motion. The repeated references to 
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the "bloodred dust" in the conclusion to All the Pretty Horses also recall the complete 

titie of Blood Meridian with its reference to "the Evening Redness in the West." 

While John Grady does successfully woo Alejandra and retum to Texas 

eventually with the supematural horse originally claimed by Blevins, John Grady's 

stubbom adherence to an intemaUzed code of behavior creates many of the chaUenging 

situations from which John Grady must extricate himself This cycle of behavior which 

appears again in Cities of the Plain allows McCarthy to question the relevancy of the 

cultural myths and ideologies underlying the Westem genre by manipulating the facets of 

the genre and having the stubbom John Grady continually embark upon questionable iU-

advised adventures. 

The Crossing shares in common with Blood Meridian and All the Pretty Horses a 

common geographical setting, the Southwest region along the United States border with 

Mexico. Each of the three novels also features youthful male protagonists. In addition, 

like All the Pretty Horses, the narrative in The Crossing is set in the twentieth century. In 

"Cowboy Codes In Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy" Phillip A. Snyder states that "to 

sustain its exploration of the ambiguous space between the myth and reality of the 

modem West, the Border Trilogy depends primarily on its two youthful protagonists" and 

both John Grady and Billy "possess a visceral loyalty to a vanishing lifestyle and a 

stubbom persistence in quest completion" (200). Snyder summarizes the plot similarities 

between All the Pretty Horses and The Crossing: 

Both texts reenact the traditional westem male initiation pattem - as exemplified 
in such diverse texts as Charlie Siringo's autobiographical A Texas Cowboy and 
Jack Schaefer's Monte Walsh - in which the initiate-protagonist escapes the 
confines of home, finds sufficient vocational mentors for guidance, and undergoes 
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the requisite series of physical and spritual trials out of which he emerges tried 
and trae to the development ideal of the westem man: self-determined, self-
contained, self-assurred, and self-evident. (200) 

The differences between the plots is most evident in the application of lessons leamed by 

each protagonist as a result of events that take place in each novel. Snyder offers an 

assessment of the differences between John Grady and Billy by stating that "only Billy, 

the trilogy survivor, displays enough flexibiUty and pragmatism to compromise rigid 

cowboy ideals" (200) although Snyder also notes that Billy's fate proves no more 

rewarding than that of John Grady since Billy "ends up as a stand-in substitute for his 

former cowboy self as a movie extra, an old drifter, his saddle long since sold and his 

separation from his self-identifying cowboy vocation almost complete" (200-201). 

I have argued in Chapter Four that The Crossing marks Cormac McCarthy's 

continued re-examination and manipulation of the Westem genre in at least two very 

important areas. First, in its depiction of Billy Parham's attempts to capture and retum 

the captured she-wolf, the novel seems to question the effects of human interaction with 

the natural world. The rescue of the wolf reflects the theme of the freedom of movement 

associated with the American West in Westem genre fiction since for Billy the wolf 

represents the natural world now restrained by the boundaries and fences imposed by 

humans. In this regard, the she-wolf functions much as do the Comanches John Grady 

imagines still moving across the twentieth-century West Texas landscape. Secondly, in 

depicting Billy's repeated joumeys, the novel elaborates on the theme of sequence and 

causaUty, and addresses the role storyteUing can play in explaining sequence and 

causality. 
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The examination of the nature of storyteUing occurs throughout The Crossing and 

the words of the ex-priest regarding the relationship of the narrator to the extemal worid 

provide an explanation for McCarthy for McCarthy's reconsidering of the relationship of 

the Westem genre to its subject matter: 

The task of the narrator is not an easy one, he said. He appears to be required to 
choose his tale from among the many that are possible. But of course that is not 
the case. The case is rather to make many of the one. Always the teller must be 
at pains to devise against his listener's claim - perhaps spoken, perhaps not - that 
he has heard the tale before. He sets forth the categories into which the Ustener 
will wish to fit the narrator as he hears it. But he understands that the narrative is 
itself in fact no category but is rather the category of all categories for there is 
nothing which falls outside its purview. All is telling. Do not doubt it. (155) 

Dianne C. Luce asserts in "The Road and the Matrix: The Worid as Tale in The 

Crossing" that "McCarthy is concemed with the role or function of story in human 

experience of life, not only our own stories, our autobiographies, but our biographies of 

others, our witnessing" (195). Similarly, in Cormac McCarthy, Robert Jarrett notes that 

storytelling in McCarthy's fiction results "from a radical questioning of the meaning of 

the world of self that corresponds to the current age of uncertainty, whether scientific, 

religious, interpretive, or epistemological" (152-53). McCarthy's repetitive inclusion of 

the narrative stmctures and characters evident in the Westem genre in the Border Trilogy 

confirms McCarthy's questioning of the cultural myths and popular ideologies conveyed 

via the conventions of the Westem and also hints at McCarthy's considering of how the 

existence and continued popularity of the Westem genre functions as part of a more 

common human impulse to interpret and ascribe meaning to events. 

The human desire to interpret and ascribe meaning to events provides an 

explanation for John Grady's behavior in Cities of the Plain, the concluding volume of 
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the Border Trilogy. In Cities of the Plain, John Grady continues to exhibit the same 

stubbom tendency to make decisions based on a code of behavior that proves less and 

less relevant to the situations in which Cole becomes ensnared. As I note in Chapter 

Five, John Grady Cole possesses skills that clearly quaUfy him as a larger than life, 

almost superhuman traditional cowboy on Mac's ranch. This in tum allows McCarthy to 

include the familiar narrative device from the Westem genre of John Grady as the 

cowboy hero who will rescue and redeem a fallen woman. In Cities of the Plain, the 

fallen woman who is the object of John Grady's rescue is Magdalena, a teenage epileptic 

prostitute. The appeal of Magdalena in this context exists only for John Grady Cole. The 

juxtaposition of John Grady beside Billy Parham in Cities of the Plain illustrates the 

sometimes jarring inconsistencies that John Grady embodies as the traditional heroic 

cowboy. John Grady has innate abilities to work with horses on the ranch but yet 

continues to fail in his pursuit of women. John Grady possesses skills superior to Billy as 

a cowboy, yet it is Billy who has apparently leamed from his past experiences including 

the dangers of basing decisions on a code of behavior whose origins are in the past and 

whose relevancy remains tenuous at best in the present. 

'When you're a kid you have these notions about how things are goin to be, 
Billy said. You get a littie older and you pull back some on that. I think you 
wind up just tryin to minimize the pain. Anyway this country aint the same. Nor 
anything in it. The war changed everything. I dont think people even know it yet. 

The sky to the west darkened. A cold wind blew. They could see the aura 
of the lights from the city come up forty miles away. 

You need to wear more clothes than that, Billy said. 
I'm all right. How did the war change it? 
It just did. It aint the same no more. It never wiU be. (78) 
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Illustrative of the changes to which Billy alludes, the lights from the city are visible, an 

intrusion of the modem worid into the otherwise pastoral scene Billy and John Grady 

observe on horseback. Furthermore, John Grady's questioning of Billy indicates that 

John Grady does not perceive that the changes Billy mentions have indeed occurred. 

This lack of awareness by Cole then explains his clinging to a code of behavior that also 

does not take into consideration changes that have resulted from modem events. 

ObUvious to these changes, John Grady pursues his doomed plan to rescue Magdalena. 

The absurdity of John Grady's eventual plan to rescue Magdalena is made 

apparent from the opening pages of Cities of the Plain and the bawdy interchange 

between John Grady and his companions while visiting the brothel: 

I know the feelin well. You better pick you one out, John Grady. 
The boy tumed and looked across the room at the whores. 
How about that old big'n in the green pajamas? 
Dont be puttin him on my gal, said Troy. You'll be the cause of a fight 

breakin out here in a minute. 
Go on. She's lookin over here. 
They're all lookin over here. 
Go on. I can tell she likes you. 
She'd bounce John Grady off the ceiling. 
Not the all-american cowboy she wouldnt. The cowboy'd stick like a 

cocklebur. What about the one with the blue windcurtain wrapped around her? 
Don't pay no attention to him, John Grady. She looks like her face caught fire and 
they beat it out with a rake. I'm goin to say that blond on the end is more your 
style. (Cities of the Plain 4) 

The humorous conversation depicts the other cowboys as accepting that the assembled 

whores are prostitutes who provide a service to the customer for a price. Unfortunately, 

John Grady straggles with perceiving Magadalena in this capacity despite the fact that his 

initial attempt to rescue her involves him convincing BiUy to act as agent and offer to 

purchase her from Eduardo, the pimp. The conversation between the cowboys at the 
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brothel also alludes to John Grady derisively as the "aU-american cowboy" and makes 

reference to John Grady's stubbom tenacity. This tenacity John Grady exhibits in his 

breaking of the wild horses, and he also applies this relentiessness to his pursuit of 

Magdalena. 

As I propose in Chapter Five, John Grady's death in Cities of the Plain is entirely 

appropriate, for as the heroic cowboy who is in many ways unrealistic outside the 

confines of genre fiction, John Grady dies according to the conventions of the Westem 

genre. Irony exists in John Grady basing his behavior upon the same cultural myths and 

popular ideologies conveyed by the Westem genre and it is these beliefs which lead to his 

demise. As the remaining cowboy left to cope with his friend's death, Billy occupies a 

role similar to the reader who must derive meaning from experiences. Following John 

Grady's death Billy becomes a drifter aware that "in everything that he'd ever thought 

about the world and his life in it he'd been wrong" (Cities of the Plain 266). 

In a larger sense, the position of Billy at the conclusion of Cities of the Plain 

seems to mirror what McCarthy suggests is that of each individual who attempts to put in 

order and interpret his or her experiences, or in the case of the reader derive meaning 

from nartatives. Jarrett notes that "if McCarthy's fiction springs from a desire to assign 

meaning and value to the self and world, this desire cannot be fulfilled either by the 

joumeys of McCarthy's protagonists or by fiction itself (153). Jarrett makes the 

following conclusions about the importance of narrative in McCarthy's fiction: 

What beUef that can be registered in McCarthy's fiction is first a belief in the 
significance of the choice of linguistic style and a belief that functional and 
human identities are both not fixed but derive from choice. Second, McCarthy's 
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fiction expresses a belief- a highly qualified belief - in narrative as a replacement 
for the older verities of divine narrative. (153) 

Certainly, in each of McCarthy's Westem novels the youthful protagonists do undergo a 

forging of an identity. In Blood Meridian, this forging of identity involves the kid's 

participation in the violence that permeates the novel. The kid's identity as purveyor of 

violence has been estabUshed by the novel's conclusion and is evident in the kid's 

encounter with the bonepickers. The kid though seems limited in his abiUty to order or 

explain the choices he makes. In All the Pretty Horses and Cities of the Plain, John 

Grady's identity results from the choices he makes that derive in part from his status as 

exceptional cowboy. Unlike the kid, John Grady seems to possess a code of behavior 

upon which he bases his decisions but the novels suggest that the compatibility of Cole's 

code of behavior to the situations he faces may be lacking. Thus, Billy remains as the 

character in McCarthy's fiction that overtly straggles with understanding the choices that 

he makes as far as creating and understanding his identity. In the case of Billy in The 

Crossing, his multiple joumeys to Mexico bring the issue of self-identity to the forefront, 

since Billy must confront his identities as an Anglo in an alien land. John Grady 

encounters this issue of self-identity as an Anglo in Mexico, too, but for John Grady the 

issue remains grounded in his thwarted relationship with Magdalena. 

Jarrett's second observation, that in McCarthy's novels secularized narratives 

have replaced older, divine narratives, is reflected in the numerous lost or diminished 

religious figures that the protagonists encounter in their physical joumeys. These 

religious figures include the slaughtered pilgrims in Blood Meridian and the ex-priest in 

The Crossing. 
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In each of his Westem novels, Cormac McCarthy appropriates recognizable 

narrative stmctures and cultural myths associated with the American West to explore the 

viabUity of the Westem genre. The mythical narratives that form the basis for many 

Western stories within the Westem genre express specific ideological concepts. In Blood 

Meridian, these ideological concepts include Manifest Destiny as weU as survival of the 

fittest. In the Border Trilogy, these ideological concepts include the self-sufficiency and 

freedom of the individual. McCarthy's use of the narrative conventions associated with 

the westem genre allows McCarthy to exploit the appeal of the genre while depicting the 

dangers of adhering to a code of behavior that ascribes to many of the same ideologies as 

those found in the genre. In doing so, McCarthy affirms the viabUity of the Westem 

genre as a medium that addresses the issues and contradictions at the core of the 

American Experience. 

In adhering to the conventions of the Westem genre, McCarthy as an author 

appears to model the same narrative strategies that Billy must contemplate at the 

conclusion of Cities of the Plain. Rather than focus exclusively on revising the cultural 

narratives associated with the historic American West, McCarthy chooses to instead 

address how the Westem genre might be useful in understanding the ways in which 

Americans have attempted in the past to form identities conforming to ideologies 

transmitted via fiction and whether those same methods will continue to be as useful and 

relevant now as they were in the past. McCarthy implies that understanding the different 

functions of narrative remains the most important task and a task that sheds light on how 

cultural myths are formed as a result of ideologies and conveyed in fiction. 
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